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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

777-
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

BUREAU or Einicsrion,
Washington, February 9, 1917.

Si Th courses of study in our elementary and secondary schools
have been accepted largely,on tradition and without intelligent criti-
cism as to their adaptation to modem conditions and needs or Mali
educational value. In some subjects much new material ,hes been
introduced from time to time, while conservative tendenciee have
prevented the elimination of the old and outgrown, thus resulting in
a congestion of material detrimental to the interests of the subieets
and to the proper balance of the entire curriculum. This has been
especially true of arithmetic as a school subject. There is now,
however, a tendency everywhere to reorganize the curriculum both of
elementary and of secondary schools, to )the eud that each subject
may have its proper share of time and a*ntion. That this work of
readjustment in arithmetic may be done intelligently, it is very de-
sirable that those engaged in it may have as complete knowledge aspossible of the development of this subject and of past as well as
present practice in regard to it. I therefore recommend for publi-
cation as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education the manuscript trans -
nutted herewith, giving a history of arithmetic in the schools of theUnited States:

Respectfully submitted.

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

P. P. CLAXTON,
Commissioner.



PREFACE.

The arithmetic with which the American schoolboy of the twen-
tieth century wrestles differs in many respects from the "cyphering"
which was truly a stumbling block to many a child in colonial days.
Not only have there been significant changes in the subject matter
of arithmetic, but also in the aim of instruction, in the place of arith-
metic in the plan of education, and in tho methods of teaching the
subject. In fact many of the distinguishing characteristics of arith-
metic as a twentieth century school subject are products of the nine-
teenth century. It has been the purpose of this investigation to
trace in some detail the development of arithmetic as a school sub-
ject and the methods of teaching it in the United States, and to show
the influence of Warren Co !bum in stimulating and directing this
development.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge indebtedness to ..ose ainspired
and encouraged this research and to those who have assisted in mak-
ing aecessible the soureas; in particular, Prof. W. W. Charters, of the
University of Missouri, .first mentioned the problem, and Profs.
S. C. Parker and G. W. Myers, of the University of Chicago. for their
direction and helpful criticism.

WALTER SCOTT MONROE.
EMPORIA, KANS.
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IcEYELOPMENT OF ARITHMETIC AS A SCHOOL SUBJECT.

PART 1. THE CIPHERING BOOK PERIOD: FROM THE BEGINNING IN
THE COLONIES LI TO 1821.

Chapter I."
THE PLACE OF ARITHMETIC IN COLONIAL EDUCATION.

At the time of the colonization of America in the first half of the
soventeenth.century, arithmetic was not considered essential to a
be 's education ludess he was to enter commercial life or Certain
trades. The instruction in arithmetic was often given in a separate
school, called a writing school, or a reckoning school. When arith-
metic was taught in the granunar schools it was very rudimentary,'
Not only was this true, but among the nobility and the aristocracy of
the educated, arithmetic was looked upon as "conunon," "vile,"
-niechanio," because it was the accomplishment, of clerks, artisans,
tradesmen, and "others who bore no signs of herald." Conse-
quently, it was a subject beneath the dignity of a boy unless he was
"less capOle of learning and fittest to be put to trades."

Such was arithmetic and the ,place it occupied in education in
Europe at the time when the American eolunies were settled. The
colonists had grown to maturity in EuropetuPenvironment and had
been educated in European schools. When they came to America ,

they brought with thorn traditions and ideals which infinenced their
schools and their plan of education. '-

Dina New York. Tao first settlements in New Yorkork wore made
by the Dutch West India Co., which was chartered in 1621 by the'

tos-General of the United Netherlands. To this company was
given a monopoly of Dutch trade within certain areas. The Dutch
nation had produbed some of the most important commercial centers
of Europe, and a nation which had attained such commercial promi-
nence could not neglect arithmetic. When they arrived in _America
in the interest of a huge commercial enterprise, the Dutch colonists
brought with them this attitude toward arithmetic. Prof. Iii1-

..patrick says:
What might be called the official Dutch prugram for the eoloc,ista was that pro-

mulgated by the amnia in 1636 in the instruction for schoolmasters going to the
East or West Indies."

F. Watson: TOD Beginnings of Um Tesminif or Madan Bunincts in Inland, pp. US, alt 110.



ASITHARITIC AS A SCHOOL SUBJECT. "

Bela to instruct the youth in reading, writing, cyphering, and arithmetic, with all
seal and diligence, he is also to imple.nt the fundamental principles of the true"'
Christian religion and salvation, by means of catechizing; he is to teach them the
customary an of prams, aad aloe Ileallanta damp to par; hp is to gimp hne5.1 to
their manners and bring them as far as poinible to modesty and propriety.'

This official curriculum was not uniform17- carried out, according
,to Pro(. Kilpatrink, who has examined the available words with
care.' In New Amsterdam (now New York arithmetic was always
included in the curriculum, but in the outlying villages, o at apt
Albany, which was a commercial center, arithmetic does not eiq ear
to have been given a place in the education of the children. In these
villages reading, writing, and the °ramblers Abdo up the 4jurricuhun,
and aritlunetic was not considered a necessary part, perhaps not
even a desirable part., of education. This coudition emphasises that
arithmetic was considered by the early Dutch colonists to ho a pra-
tical subject neecossitry for those enived in trade and conueore,,, but
not n subject posseming general educational value.

New England.--The New England colonies were settled by the
Puritans, who came to America in order that they might secure
religions freedom. So strong was their desire #4) worship according
to their beliefs and to perpetuate their church doctrines that they
braved the ocean I voyage and the hardships of an unknown end
wild land. The sentiment of the first settlements was probably
expressed by a member of the Massachusetts compan when ho said,
in 1629: '.The propagation of the Gospel is the thing we do profoss
above all akt.)o our aim in settling this plantation. "'

A letter written. in 1629 describing the colonists of Salem says;
They live tuiblainoahla and without reproofe, and &mane theruaelyaa in style

and custeaum towards ye Indiana, thereby to draw them to afft4t our.pervoso and
consequeut/yo our Religion, as IdbOt! to endeavour to Kett some of their children up
to reading and coneoquoutlytt to religion while they art. peace

The orders of the General Court of Ma....%garbusetts in 1642 and in
1647 emphasize the perpetuation of their religion as the dominant
aim in education, and although both reacting and writing are men-
tioned in the order of !GO, no mention is made gi arithmetic. A

similar law of Connecticut in 1650 likewise makes no mention of
arithmetic.

However, school practice can not be deduced with any certainty
from official acts. The town record f4r many of the early settle-
ments have been-made accessible in thkform of town hiStories, and
these furnish much evidence of what was taught in the first Schools
of New En id. In the Memorial History of Boston there are two

The Dutch &kook et New Notherbuide and Coicidall New York, p. 331
$ Op. tit, pp. 1130-2t1.
+Janis Minor (gds): 1/0491161 notary et Segue, Vet. IV., p. $&
a Joseph Telt: Annals el Balm, p. 73.
t Sae W. Mom Zdtwational 1.40dattan and Administration et the Colonial Oovernmeou, p. 74.
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references to thr school practice. The following ia ("noted from the
governor's journal for the year 1645:

Inver* bee school. were erected, as at Roxbury (for the maintimuice whereof
every inhabitant bound some boom or land for * yearly allasmace forever) and at

where they made an order to allow forever 60 pounds to the ouster and a house,
and 30 pounds to as naher, who should also teach to mad and write and cipher, and
Nihau.' Children to be taught freely, and the (lame to be by yearly ruuribiTtion
either by voluntary allowance, or by rate (4 such as refused, etc ; slut this order was
mntinnod by the general court (tilank I Other towns did the like, providing main-
tenance by several means'

This would lead one to conclude that arithmetic was taught in the
"free school" of Boston. Philemcw Ponnont iiam. the first. Boston
schoolmaster, beginning his labors in 1635. rittlefield exerts see the
opinion that, sine; he was spoken of as " Brother " and not given the
title of "Mr.," " hew tIS little more than a writing master" and taught
only the elementary branches.'

Mr. Daniel Maud was the second teacher, and from his tide he
probably was a molter of arts. According to Littlefield it is probable
that both Maud and Pormont taught. at the same time, the former
giving instruet ion in the clashical studies and the latter in the common
branches.' If this is true, arithmetic was probably one of the com-;
inn braneheo and was taught in the first year of this school's exist-
ence. The next reference to the teachers of this school bears the
date' of 1650.

"It is also qr.-NA on that Mr. Woodinansey, the schoolmaster,
shall have fiftye pound p. ann. for his Teaching ye.'Scholfers, and
his proportion be madh up by mite." In IMO the town "igreed
withAir. Petintai Lohman for 1:4 per eau. to assist Mr. Woodmansey,
in the OrarnmirSithoole, and teach Children to wrightrthe year to
Lillie the 4th of 'March 65/8." '

Arithmetic is not mentioned in .this statement., .although it; may
have been included in the writing. The view has been expressed
lilt religion crowded the elementary subjects, particularly arithmetic,

t of the school' I this is true, and the purpose of the settlement
of Bo4hon together with the general character of the Puritans tends
to confirm it, little or no arithmetic was taught in this `.!free school"
of Boston after the first few years of its existence. But irAddition
to this "free school,'.' which wee known as the Boston Latin School,
there were other facilities for arithmetical instruction. "In 1667
Will Howard and in 1668 Robert Cannon wore licensed to keep a
writing school. (in Boston) to teach children to write and to keep

Memorial History of Vol. p.,um.'
Early Nam England 04.

*Op. dt.. E*. O.

* Memorial Ilistory of Bastoo.P 1.237.
sniatomorii.



8 `ARITHMETIC AB A SCHOOL SUBJECT.

ac cotints." Also the second public school established in Boston
was a writing school, in 1684, in which arithmetic and writing were
taught. Thus, even though arithmetic was crowded out of the
"free school" in Boston, facilities for giving instruction in arithmetic
were provided in these special schools.

"Concerning the schools of Salem we find this reference, bearing
date of July 20, 1629: "M. Skelton was chosen pastor and Mr.) Iiggin-
son teacher and they were consecrated to their respective offices." 2
In this statement there is no mention made of what was, taught,
and the earliest reference to arithmetic being taught in tire schools
of Salem is the following, which bears the date of 1712:

As Mr. Emerson had died, a committee are chosen to procure a suitable Grammar
schoolmaster to ye instructing of youth in Grammar learning and to fitt them for ye
Collidge and also to learn them to write and cypher and to perfect them in mauling',

On September 1, 1712, "Nathaniel Iligginson commenced the
school for reading, writing, and cyphering. "' Arithmetic as a
school subject is mentioned in 1714, 1716, and later. In 1752 this
item appears: "After the first of May, all boys who go to the Cram-
mar school musl, study Latin as well as read, write, and cypher."4

From these statements it appears quite certain that arithmetic
occupied a fixed place as a school subject in the Salem grammar
school in 1712 and after. For the period before 1700 the absence of
data makes only speculation possible, but Salem, like Boston, early
became a center for trade and commerce. Hence it is probable that
facilities existed for giving instruction in arithmetic before 1712.

Dedham, Mass., was founded in 1636, though its history really
dates from 1644, which is the date of the establishment of the first
school. The following statement shows what was taught iu this
school in 1(353:

18 of ye 1 mo. Assemb Job. Kingsbery ; Fre. Chickering, Lieft. Fisher, Job. T)wight,
Sergt Fisher & Elia Luehes, Pet. Woodward Agreed with Jacob Farrow to keep the
Schools to begin 21t of 1 mo. 1653 to 20 L pr an. to be payed in town pays being mar-
chantible at the end of each halfe 'years the one halfe of the said mimes. he under-
takes to teach to read English and the Accidence & to write do the knowlodg & art of
Arithmetick & the rules d: practice thereof: this to be p'poeed the townie.'

A later contract for the year 1656 reads as follows:
9 of U mo. MK Agreed Michael' Metcalfe for to keep the school for the year

insuinge, the said Michael doe undertake to teach the children that shall be sent to Inn'
to rend° English and to write./

10.E. Littlefleld: Op. ott..p.
Joseph B. Pelt: Annals of8alem, p. 105.

intel.,p. 440.
Ibid., p. 448.

etarlos Blather The &blob and Teachers of Dedham, Massachusetts, p.
Carlos Bigler: Op. oft., p. 16.
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Only reading and writing are mentioned in this second contract,
but in view 'of *hat appears. to have been the prevailing practice in
Dedham and because of additiOnal. evidence, it is probable that
arithmetic was taught by Michael Metcalfe. In commenting upon
this point, Mr. Slafter says:

It is hardly to he supposed that Mr. Metcalfe taught only reading and writing,
but rather he agreed to teach these at least to all the pupils. There is now in
existence the identical arithmetic which he used as a teacher of the (wheel. This
book, an enlarged edition of Robert Record's arithmetic, was published in 1630 and
is DOW in the archives of the Dedham Historical Society.'

In 1663 a contract with John Swinerton specifies that "The said
Mr. Swinerton is to teach such male childeringe as are sent to him to
write & read & the use of retmitich as they.are capable."' 'In 1667 it
was "Agreed with Mr. Samuel Man, to teach the male Children of
this towne that shall he sent to him in English Writeing, Grammar,
and Arithineticke."e Michael Metcalfe was engaged again, 1679,
"to teach all male children that shall be sent to him to Read and
Wright, and cast accounts." '

At Plymouth a school was established in 1635, "in which a Mr.
Morton taught ' to read, write, and cast accounts.' At Ipswich a
school committee was provided for in 1652 "who shall also consider
the best way to make proVision for teaching to write and cast ac-
'counts." A contract with a teacher at Charlestown in 1671 specifies
"that he shall teach to read, write, and cypher." ' The writer of
the History of Hadlof makes this comment upon the early schools
"The master, with rare exceptions, was a man of collegiate education,
and he instructed some in Greek and Latin, but most only in reading,,
writing, and arithmetic." The first settlement at Newbury was in
1635, and the first school was established in '1639. In 1658 the town
paid a fine under the law of 1647 for providing no grammar school.
At a town meeting in 1675 "it was voted to have a schoolmaster got
to teach to write & read and cypher and teach a grammar schools."
Arithmetic is also specified in contracts dated 1687, 1690, 1691,
1696,1709-10,1711-42.° The position was held by the same teacher
from 1898 to 1709, and probably the other dates represent only the
employing of new teachers. In any case we have a fairly continuous
record for 25 years, during which time arithmetic was specified in the
teacher's contract, and the presumption is that it was taught as
early as 1858, certainly as early as 1675.

I Op. cdt., pp. 16-16.
Ca/lost:natter: Op. alt. , p,
Carlos Ellafter: Op. cit., p. 82.
Carlos Bloater: Op. dt. , p. SS.
Worcester Society of Antiquity, Collections, VoL IX, ProceedinP, 1656 -1610, p.
Joseph B. Telt: History of Ipswich, !eau, sod Hamilton, pp. 68-51.

7 Richard Irothinituun, History of Charlestown, p. 1t7.
Sylvester Judd: History of Hadley. P. ed.
John J. Currier: History of Newbury, p. Seil.

b, Ibid., pp. 306-400.
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the other laud, arithmetic is not .mentioned in the contracts
in a number of towns: For etample, the town of Dorchester voted
in l638 that, 'There shal be a. rent of 20" yearly to be payd to such
a schoolmaster as shall undertake to teach english Latin and othr
tongues, and also writin." ' With reference to the first teacher,
Mr. Waterhouse, the town records contain this:

It is ordered that Mr. Waterhouse shall be dispensed with concerning that Clause
of the order where he is bound to teach to write it chat be left to his liberty
in that poynt of teaching to write, only to doe what be can conveniently therein 2

Later contracts likewise contain no mention of arithmetic.
In Connecticut, arithmetic is not mentioned in the contracts of a

number of towns with their teachers, although reading and writing
are and frequently also Latin.' However, the New Haven Court in
1690, decreed that
two free schools be established in the colony, one at Hartford and the other at New
Haven, her the children may come "after they can first read the Psalter, to teach
such reading, writing, arithmetic, the Latin and Greek tongues." 4

Pennsylvania.William Penn came to America in October, 1682.
In March, 1643, the general assembly passed numerous bills relative
to the future welfare of the colony of Pennsylvania. The following
provision concerning education was contained therein:

And. to the end that poor as well as rich may be instructed in good and commendable
learning, which is to be preferred before wealth, be it &c. that all persons in ttus
province and territories thereof, having children, and all the guardians or trustees of
orphans, shall cause such to be instructeil in reading and writing; too that they may ho
able to read the Scriptures; and to write by that time they attain to twelve yearn of
age; and that then they be taught some useful trade or skill, that the poor may work to
live, and the rich, If they become poor, may not want.°

Although arithmetic is not mentioned it seems to have boon
recognized as having a legitimate place in the curriculum, for we
find that on December 26 of the same year a council held at Phila-
delphia acted as follows:

The Governor and Provincial Council, having taken into their 'erica's consideration
the great n&eseity there it' of a schoolmaster ler the instruction and sober education
of youth in the town of Philadelphia, sent for Enoch Flower, SO inhabitant of the
said town, who for twenty years past hath been exercised in that care awl employment,
in England, to whom having communicated their minds, be embraced it upon these fol-
lowing terms: to learn to read English, 4e. by the quarter, to learn to read and write,
6e. by the quarter, to learn to read, write and cast account, 84. by the quarter; for
boarding a scholar, that is to say, diet, washing,'lodjing and schooling/ ten pounds for
one whole. year!

William Dana Oroutt: Good Old Dorchester, p. 200.
ibid., p. 292.

*Edward K, Atwater: Hbitory of the Colony of New Haven, pp. 162467. WIIMadt Chimney Fouler,
History of Darks* cam., P. a& .

'Samuel Oroutt and Ambrose Beardsley: Ilislary the Old Town el Darby, Cements: t, P. M.
I Elsie W. Clews: Op. cit., p. 281.

Elsie W. Claws: Op. cit., pp. 281-282.
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Delaware and New Jersey. The remaining ooloniegoiexhibit no
atriking educatiOnal characteristics. Delaware and New Jersey show
something of the characteristics of both New York and Pennsylvatqa.
New Jersey was originally included in New York, and later West
Jersey was a part of Pennsylvania. Delaware was first settled by the
Dutch and Swedes, but later came under the control of Pennsylvania.

In Delaware the design of the "Friends' Public School," now known
as the "William Penn Charter School," is set forth in the preamble
to the charter as follows:

Whereas the prosperity Lod welfare of any people depend, in groat measure, upon
the good education of youth and their early introduction in the principle', of true
religion and virtue, and qualifying them to serve their country and themselves by
educating them in reading, writing,.and learning of languages, and useful arts and
sriencee suitable to their sex, age and degree, which can not be effected in any manner
Po well as by erecting public schools for the purposes aforesaid, etc.'

The spirit of this land the content of the education outlined is al-
most identical with the provisions made for education in Pennsyl-
vania. The mention of "useful arts and sciences suitable to their
sex" probably means arithmetic for boys.

Southern colonies. To he south of Pennsylvania, the population
was scattered on great plantations and not collected in villages and
cities. The education of the masses was almost wholly neglected.
The rich employed private tutors. Sometimes instruction was given
by the minister or by an indentured servant who possessed education.
The aim of this education was usually to prepare for college and did
not include instruction in arithmetic.'

When the legislatures of the southern colonies registered their
attitude On education, arithmetic was usually included in the school
curriculum. For example, in 1710 the Legislature of South Carolina
passed "An act for the Founding and Erecting of a Free School for
the Use of the Inhabitants of South Carolina." It, sayi in part: .

XI. And be it further enacted by the authon'y aforesaid, that the person to be
master of the said school, shall be of the religion of the Church of England, and con-
form to the same, and shall becapable to teach the reamed languages, that ia to my,
the tatin and Greek tongues; and also the useful parte of the mathematics.

XV. And because it is necessary that a fit person teach the youth of this province to
write, and also the principled of vulgar arithmetic and merchants' accounts, Be it
therefore enacted by the authority aforesaid, that a fitting person shall be nominated
and appointed by the said conarnissionera, to teach writing, arithmetic, and mer-
chants' accounts.'

Two years later there is record of an appointment in which
John Bouglae be and is hereby declared to be Master of a Grammar School In
Ch.iieaton, for 1sec the Greek and Latin language'', and shall choose one umber

Lymaa P. neon: Titw lintarcr of telikselois In Delaware, p. 30.
g r. P. Grand: A 11100ory of Education In Modern Thou, p. gl.
I Ebb W. Clews: Op. ea., pp. Hat
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to the said school, who le empowered and required to assist the master Iforeettici in
teaching the languages, reading, English, writing, arithmetic or such other parts of the

mathematics as he is capable to teach.'

Sittrunary.---This survey, of the early schools of the American
colonies shows that, whether arithmetic wits explicitly mentioned
along with reading and writing in the official acts of the colonial
governments, as in Now York, or was omitted, as in the case. of
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, arithmetic was taught in the publie

school in many towns, probably from the beginning. ,The activities
of trade and commerce, which wore centered in these towns, created
a demand for arithmetic, and instruction was given in the subject
either in the public schools or in private institutions. In these schools
arithmetic was primarily a tool of r!ommeite.'

In Massachusetts the law of 1647 specified two types of public
schooLs. For towns of 50 householderFR or more it was ordered that
they "appoint one within their town to teach all such children as
shall report to him to write and read." For towns of 100 or more
families it was ordered that they establish a grammar school, a school

of secondary rank, "the master thereof being able to instruct youth so
far as they may he fitted for the university." Since arithmetic was
not required for college entrance before the middle of the eighteenth
century, it was not officially given a place in either type of school.
But it was frequently mentioned in teachers' contracts coordinately

with reading and writing. Occasionally arithmetic was taught by
the master of the grammar school; or an assistant, called an usher,
was appointed whose duties' included the giving of instruction in
writing and arithmetic. In general, when arithmetic was taught in
the public schools it was in the elementary rather than the grammar

school.
In addition to these types of public schools, there were two types

of private schools. One of these was for very young pupils and vas

known as a dame school. In the dame school the simplest rudi-
ments of arithmetic, such as the addition and multiplication tables,
were sometimes taught. The other type of private school, frequently
called a writing school, was for the distinet purpose of giving instrtfc-

tion in writing and arithmetic. in case arithmetic was not taught
in the grairimar school in which a pupil was enrolled, he often at-
tended a writing school half of the day or of evenings. By estab-
lishing public writing schools Boston created a "double- headed"
school system which persisted well into the nineteenth century. But

this practice was not general.
Arithmetic as a science of numbers was taught in some of the

colleges, particularly toward the close of this period. After 1750 it
had a place in the course of study of many of the academies.

Elide W. Clews. Op. ell., p. 457.
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The growth of ari4hmetic as a school subject.In 1789 the teaching of
reading, writing, and arithmetic was made obligatory in both Massa-
chusetts and New Hampshire. It is not unreasonable to suppose
that these laws simply represent the legalizing of a practice which was
already prevalent. Whether this is the case or not, the enactment'
of these laws shows that arithmetic was then considered necessary to
an elementary education and was given plane coordinate with
reading and writing. The following rec of attendance in the
Boston schools indicate tins increasing popularity of the writing

-school, the special school for giving instruction in arithmetic and
writing:

.

17R9. 1768.
North Writing School 250 220
North Grammar School .... 60 36
South Grammar School 120 115
South Writing School.. 62 240
Writing School in Queen Street ' 73 230

In 1 745 Yale required arithmetic for entrance. In 1760 Princeton
required the candidates "to understand the principal rules of vulgar
arithmetic." In 1807 Harvard required
Candidates for admiivion into Harvard College shall he examined 4 the President,
Profi.es.t 'rs and Tutors. No one shall be admitted, unless he be thiiroughlpacquainted
with the Grammar of the Greek and Latin languages, in the various party thereof,
including can properly construe Greek
authors, be well instructed in the following rules of arithmetic, namely,
Notation, simple and compound Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division,
together with Reduction and the single Rule of Three, clams well studied
a Compendium of Geography, can translate English into Latin correctly,' and have a good moral character, certified in writing by the Preceptor of the
Candidate, or some ogler suitable person.'

By 1814, the reference to arithmetic was changed to "and be well
instructed in Arithmetic through the Single Rule of Three," and in
and after the year 1816, "the whole of Arithmetic."

This recognition of arithinetic in the college entrance requirements
necessitated the teaching of arithmetic in the grammar schools.

The establishment of a new type of school, the academy, which
included arithmetic in its curriculum from the fist, and the sub-
sequent rapid rise of the acadkny evidences the growing appreciar
tion of arithmetic and other forms of elementary mathematics. In
the first, academy, established at Philadelphia as the result of the
labors of Benjamin Franklin, there were three departments or schools,
the Latin, the English, and tl.e, mathematical.

The production of arithmetic texts by American authoni and the
numerous editions of texts by English authors which were published
in this country in the latter part of this period Also indicate the

D. C. Colenvorthy: John Illeston's Sohool, p. 15.
2E. B. Brown: The Making of Our Middle Schools, p.

817158*-17----2
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increasing interest in the subject. American arithmetics may he
said to date from 1788, the year in which Nicolas Pike published A
New and Complete System of Arithmetic composed for the use of the
citizens of the United States. The publishing of Pike's book seems to
have been the signal for the appearance of texts by American authors.
By 1800, at least. 20' arithmetics' by American authors had been
published, besides several of not purely arithmetical nature, such as,
Instructor, 1794; The Traders Best Companion, 1795; and an American
adaptation of John Gough's TreatiZe of Arithmetic, 1788.

In the 21 years which elapsed between 1800 and the close of t his
period, arithmetics by American autho'rs appeared with increasing
frequency. 7'he Scholar's Arithmetic,. by Daniel Adams (first pub-
lished in 1801) had passed through nine editions by 1815. Daboll's
Schoolmaster's Assistant (first published in 170) was even more
Ropular. Other American texts had an 'extended circulation.

umeroua edit ions of Dilwort h's Schoolmaster's Assistant (first
published in England in 1743) were reprinted in this:country. A

revision of this popular text, by Daniel Hawley, was published in 1803.
In his American Journal of Education, Henry Barnard gives

reminiscences by a number of persons who attended school in t he

last quarter of the eighteenth century.' One writing from rural
Connecticut says that "arithmetic was hardly taught in day school
but adds that it was taught in evening schools. Only two say
that arithmetic was not taughtdut.they were prepared for col-
logo, in academies about 1780 presumably never attended an
elementary school. Ten who attended school in rural districts,
including the States of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, and North Carolina, say that arithmetic was taught.
Most, of thorn mention it coordinately with reading and writing. Three
make no mention of arithmetic, and four studied arithmetic in cities.

The appearance of arithmetic in the college entrance requirements,
the activity of American authors in writing texts, and the direct tes-

t This number includes arithmetic* by the following authors: Isaac Greenwood (1729), Berwyn's!
Dautorn man, Alexander MoDonskl (1786), Nloolse Pike (1766), Thomas Saricent (1788), Consider and
John Starry (1790), John Vitali (1793), Bartamin Wricknan (1793), Joseph Chaplin (1796), Daniel Fanning
(1796), Entente Root (1796), James Noyes (1797), Chauncey Lee (1797), William Milne (1797) David Kendall
(1797), Peter Tharp (1798), Zischarialt Jew (1701), Amadei Little (1705, Nathan Daboll (1799), Davkl took
(1890). In his American Bibliography, Evans accredits text to Jonathan numbers in 1748 It has
not been possible to verily this.

I The IMMO, the States 62 which they attended school, and theyears attended are given hi the Analytical
Index to .1:tarns:Ws American Journal of Education as follows (the figures following the datele refer to the
volume and page on which the reminisoatoe is given): Allen, Mrs. 1.. L., Masschusetts,1796-18(5, .62.5211.
Hucklugbam, J. T., Connecticut, 1783, isaact Bushnell, Rev. N., Connemiegt, 1200, 13:117; CnIdwelt. C.,
North Carolina, 1790, 16:100; ChannIng, Rev. W. E., Rhode Island, 17)0, 17:180; Darlingtcm, W., Pennsyl-
vania 1796, 13:741; Davis, John, Virginia, 1000, 13142: Day, Rev. l., Connecticut, 170), 16:126; Everett,
E., MsWabowitti, MO, 12:747: Ooodrioh, Z. O., Cainsetitut,2100, 13:124; Hall, Wt,t1nrischnsetts, 1782,
18:127; Hedges, N., New Jersey, 103D, 16:704; Humphrey, liev.11., Connecticut, 1790, 13:125; Nott, Rev. F..,
Cameoticut, 1720, 14:131k Oliver, H. K., Massaelausetts, 1006, 26202: Quincy, J., Massachusetts, 1778
13:740; geton, 8. W., New York, 1796, 17455; 'Town, S., MassachuSetts, 17115, 13:737; Webster, D., New
Hampshire, 1790, 27282; Webster, M., Connecticut, 1770, 26:197, 13:123.
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simony of these persons show that, by 1800, arithmetic was generally
taught in the schools, oven in the country districts.

The increasing recognition of arithmetic as an essential school
subject is but one element of a larger change which ctdminatAxi in the
nineteenth century in the complete secularization of public schools
in this country. They control of odw'ation passed from the church to
the state, and instead of education primarily for teaching the cats-
cfesin and church doctrines the purpose of education came to be a
preparation o' children for the secular activities of life. In the period
front the close of the Revolution to 1821 arithmetic grew rapidly in
importance as a school subject, and in later chapters it will he shown
that it was given,a place of prime importance in the secularized con-
cept of education.

The aim of instruction in ariMnictic.The aim of arithmetical in-
strjution in this period was not well defined. In a general way the
practical needs of trade and commerce were to be satisfied, and this
was the principal aim. The authors of the texts used clearly thought
of arithmetic primarilyas a commercial subject. James Hodder says
in the preface to his arithmetic, or, That Vecussary Art Made Easy
(tint published 1661 and widely used in the colonies): "And now for
the better coMpleating of youth, as to clerkship and trades, I am
induc'd to publish this small treatise of Arithmetic." The title. of
Greenwood's book, Arithmetic* Vulgar and Decimal: with the Appli-
cation thereof, to a variety of (Wes in Trade, and Commerce, indicates
a similar recognitiofi of the practical aim. Daboll says in the preface
io Daboll's Schoolmaster's Assistant (first published 1799): "The
design of this work is to furnish the schools of the, United States with a
methodical and comprehensive system of Practical Arithmetic." A
cipniting hook prepared in Boston, in 1809, has the following title:
Practical Arithmetic composing all the Rides necessary for transact-
ing Business.

'rho immediate end sought, which also represents the standard of
instruction, was a knowledge of the rules and their application. We
shall show in another place that the pupil was expected to learn the
rule and then to apply it to a very few examples or problems. No
opportunity was given for drill upon the application of the rule, even
in the case of the fundamental operations. Skill and facility wore
not expected nor attempted.

Dilworth's Schoolmaster's Assistant contains only 9 examples for
drill on addition, a like number on subtraction, and a somewhat
greater number on multiplication and division. Pike's arithmetic,
which is an elaborate text of 512 pages,' contains only,9 examples for
drill on.addition and 9 in subtraction. Subtraction is disposed of

I Only 406 pedes are devoted to erithmetio. See Appendix for table of contents.
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'within a single page. Adams's Schoiaar'a Arithmetic contains 10 o xa
phis for drill on addition and 9 on subtraction.

Reminiscapces and records of the schools of this period indicate
that the pupil actually solved oven a loss number of drill examples
than were given in the texts. The compiler of this report has in In,
possession a copy of Adams's Scholar's Arithmdic in which blank
places are loft for the solution of the problems, Only 5 of the 10
problems in addition are solved and only 2 of the 9 in subtraction
The examination of other texts and of ciphontig books written in this
period reveals about the same amount of drill work.

William 131Fowlo relates the following which is probably typic.al
No boy had a printed arithmetic, but over other day a sum or two was set in ouch

manuscript, to be ciphered on the slate, shown up, and if right, copied into the manu
seript, Two sums were all that were allowed in subtraction, and this number was
probably as many as the good man could set for each boy. This ciphering 4,1.1111.11.11

two hour's, or rather consumed two, and the other ho r was employed in writinv ,,tie
page in a copy bOok. Once, when I had done my two sums in subtraction, and sot
them in my book, and been idle in hour, I ventured to 121) to the min:tor'sdet:k and ask
him to be so good as to set me another sum. Fl b. amazement at my audacity wtD, equal
to that of the almshouse steward when the half-starved Oliver Twist ". asked for
Ho looked at me, twifrhod my Mantoript toward him, Invd said, gutturally
you gnarly wretch, yoU are nover satisfied had never made snob a request
nor did- I ever make another alterwanis)

Furthermore, there was very little at temot made to de volop,abilitv
to apply the rules except to problems explicitly falling under given
rules. If a problem appeared which could not be roadily classified
as coming under some known rule, both pupil and teacher were
usually at a loss to know how to proceod. Occasionally there was a
pupil who developed some real ability to reason out pioblems and to
control unfamiliar arithmotical situations. However, this was the
exception and happened not in response to it conscious tittompt on
the part of thl) teachqrs, but rather in spite of the system.

The Teacher's Institute, or Familiar Hints to Young Teacher., p 61



Chapter U.
THE SUBJECT LATTER OF ARITHMETIC BEFORE 1821.

With few i xceptions the texts in use in the United States before
1500 were of English authorship. Copies of these texts were
imported, and editions of the popular onell were printed in this coun-
try. The "first purely arithmetical work published in the United
States" was an edition of Hodder's arithmetic, printed in Boston in
1710 by Franklin,! Editions of the texts by Cocker, Wingate,
Bonnycastle, Gough, and Dilworth were printed in this country.
hi settlements other than English, notably New York and Penn-

arithmetics written by their countrymen were used.
The Schoolmaster's Assistant, by Thomas .Dilworth, orjginally

published in 1743, was used very extensively in this country, almost
exclusively prior to MO. Numerous editions were prime!! in this
country, and after the adoption of a Federal money it. was revised
to meet the commercial needs. A revised edition was published by
Dania] Hawley in 1502 with the title of Federal Calculator. This
revision had passed through five editions by 11217. Revised editions
of this revision, by William Stoddard, were published in 1817. and
in 1 02.

On page 14 there is printed a list of the American authors of anth-
pieties published by t500. Few of these texts were used exten-
sively. The find arithmetic by an American author,. Arithinetick,
Vuloar and Decimal: with the applications thereof, to a Variety of
l'imrs in Trade and Commerce, by Isaac Greenwood, 1729, found no
plro:e in the schools and was soon forgott'n. hi fact all of the texts
prior to the one by Nicolas Pike in 1788 were so little known that his
text was considered by some to be the first by an American author.
Pike seems to have held this opinion himself. Although not the first
text, this hook, which was entitled A New and Complete System of
Arithmetic, marked the beginning of arithmetic adapted to the needs
of the Unite5,I States. It: comprised 512 pages, of which the first 908
are devoted to arithmetic and closely related topics and problems.
There follow 4 pages of "plain " geometry, 11 pages of "plain "
trigonometry, 45 pages of mensuration of superficies and solids, 33
pages of "an introduction to algebra, designed for the use of 'acade-
mies," and 10 pages of an introduction to conic sections.'

Evan's American Illbliatraphy, Vol. i.5:272.
The complete table o f contents Is given In the Appendix, p. 152.
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' Pike's arithmetic is an elaborate treatise and not a text for the use
of young pupils. It represents the maximal content of arithmetic in
this period. The book sold for $2.50, which placed it out of the reach
of many pupils. It was used primarily in academies and colleges
and yet it had a considerable circulation. A second edition wits
printed in 1797, a third in 1808, a fourth in 1822, and a fifth in Ise
An abridged edition was published in 1793, and a second one, pi-,
pared by Dudley Leavitt, appeared in 1826.

Following 1788, texts by American authors appeared with increa,
ing frequency. Tha American Tutor's Assistant, by Zechariah Jess,
1798; The Schoolmaster's Assistant, by Nathan Daball, 1799; A New
System of Mercantile Arithmetic, by Michael Walsh, 1800; Scholar's
Arithmetic, by Daniel Adams, 1801; and Scholar's
Jacob Willetts, 1817, were widely used.

Of these texts, Daholl's Schoolmaster's Assistant seems to have been
most popular. An edition "improved and enlarged, was piih-
lished as late as 1839. Adams's Scholar's Arithmetic had pa.ssed
through 9 edition, and 40,000 copies had been sold when it wit:
revised in 1815. An edition was published in 1822. (Neon Willetts's
Scholar's Arithmetic passed "through more than 50 editions in a few
years." A revised edition was published in 1849. A third revised
edition of 20,000 copies. of Walsh's 3fircantile Arithmetic was printed
in 1807. An'edition was published as late as 1820.

The content of the tests. Sines Dilworth's Schoolmaster's Assistant
was the first text in arithmetic to attain .au extended cireulation in
this country, it will he used as a basis for an exposition of the con-
tent of the texts of this period. Reference will be made to features
of other popular texts which were significant.

The theory of arithmetic.Theoretical arithmetic was recognized
in the definitions of arithmetic which were given in these early texts.
The space given to arithmetical theory varied. Dilworth's text is
primarily a practical arithmetic and he gives very little in the way of
demonstrating "tin reason of practical operations," and he lies
nothing to say about "the nature and quality of numbers." Pike
attempts to treat comprehensively both theoretical and practical
arithmetic. The spirit of the mathematician who is interested in the
theory of numbers and operations pervades the whole book. In

footnotes he demonstrates the operations. Under the head of "Vul-
gar Fractions" he defines prime number, composite number, and per-
fect number, and gives 10 perfect numbers which he states'are
which are, at present known." The other texts of the period show
much leas emphasis upon arithmetical theory. Often considerable
space was given to a "demonstration" of the rules, but these demon-
strations were usually explanations of the application of a rule to a
particular problem or example..
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Definitions. The definitions of number, fraction, addition, eta.,
were usually given in an abstract form, with no reference to the con-
crete situations which required the arithmetical concept or operation.
For example, addition was defined as "putting together two or more
numbers or BUMS to make them one total, or whole sum." In the
ea.-.e of business rules, an attempt Was made to indicate the sort of
situation which called for the particular rule. But the practical
situation itself was not described except in the problems. There
was usually no attempt to build up a logical system of definitions.

Nolation and numeration. Dilworth made this topic, which he
styles, "Notation, " the first in the text after some preliminary defi-
nitions. Numeration consisted of rules for reading numbers, and
they are given for reading numbers up to 9 digits. Pike's rule
extends to sextillion, 42 digits, and in a note to duodecillion, is digits.
The periods are of 6 digits each. Daboll also used 6 digits to a
period, and ho gives four such periods. "Notation of number4 by
Latin leaers" is mentioned, but not given by 1)ilworth. Wingate
gives Roman numerals and prefers IIII to IV, VIIII to IX, etc., and
11X is given with VIII for eight. Pike gives Roman notation, but
Daboll and limy other authors omit. it.

The fii,,cia-mental operation for integers.--These operations were
given in the selial order, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. Sometimes this order was intemipted to give the tables
of denominate numbers after addition. This is the case in Dil-
worth's text. In addition he gives the rule for placing the numbers
to bo added and recommends proving by adding in reverse order. He
'does not mention "carrying" and solves out no examples. Nine
abstract etasuples are followed by 15 pages of "compound" addi-
tion. The rule for subtraction is given, but otherwise the presenta-
tion is similar to that of addition. In multiplication, the tables are
given from 3 to 12 inclusive, except the tens. The process of multi-
plication is given in five cases: First, when the multiplier is 12 or
less; second, when the multiplier "consists of more figures than
one "; third, when the factors "have cyphers at the ends"; fourth,
when the multiplier has cyphers "between the significant figures";
fifth, when the multiplier may be resolved into two factors, each
being leas than 10. Short division is disposed of with no rule and
only 12 examples. Long division is.taken up in three cases, with a
rule for each: First, any divisor; second, when there are cypher') at
the end of the divisor; third,- when the divisor "is such a nulTi-er"
that it is the product of " any two figures." In no case is an example
worked out as a model or the rule explained. Besides each operation
being applied to "compound numbers," there is also a list of prac-
tical problems for each rule.
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In other texts the fundamental operations are presented in a more
simplified form. Cocker, in general, explains a proess before he
applies it to a parlicular example. Hodder carefully explains an
example, even in addition, before he states the rule. Pike and Daboll
give addition and subtraction tables. Most authors giye the table
of Pythagoras.' Pike "demonstrates" the rule for multiplication
and division. Cocker and Hodder attempt to add to the understand-
ing of multiplication and division by telling of the situations Owl,
require the operations. Hodder *peaks of multiplication as bein;!,
equal to many additions. Daboll says "division is a concise way ,,f
performing several subtractions." The forms of the operations are
essentially. the same as our'present forms with one or two exception,
in the older English texts.

In addition to the five cast's of multiplication given by Dilworth,
Pike recognizes the seven following Cti Mt.): First, to multiply by HI,
100, 1,000,etc.; second, to multiply by 99, 999, etc., in one line
.third, "to multiply by 13, 14, 15, etc., to 19, inclusively, at. one mul-
tiplication"; fourth, "to multiply by III, 112, 113, to 119, so as to
have the product. in one line:" fifth, to multiply by 101, 102. 103.
etc., to 109, 50 its to have the product. in one line;" sixth, "to mid-
tiply by 21, 31, 41, etc., to 91, in one line:" seventh, "to multiply 1,v
22, 23, 24, etc.., to 29, so as to have the product in one line." In addi-
tion to these 12 cases a general rule is given for multiplying" uns-
number, viz, whole or decimal, by any number, giving only the
product." Detailed specific rules are given for each case: for some
cases two such rules are given. But there is a marked tendency in
the texts after Pile's in the direction of fewer cast's. Daboll /wog_
nizes only five case's and Adams gives besides the general rule only a
section to "eontract.iona and varieties in multiplication."

A knowledge of the addition and subtraction facts seems to have
been taken for granted. Some of the texts do not give an addition
or subtraction table. The multiplication and division tables are
usually given and were to be memorized. Adam; says -under multi-
plication, "Before any progress can he made in this rule, the follow-
ing table must be committed perfectly to memory." There are no
exercises to be solved orally, and there is no provision fo: drill upon
the number facts contained in the tables.

°owners, or oullarfractions.Dilworth devotes Part. H of his text
to vulgar fractions (see Appendix). Following the definition of a
fraction as "any two numbers placed thus, I," and the definition
of terms and the "aorta of vulgar fractions," reduction of fractiolle
is-given in 12 cases. They are: (1) Reduction to common denomi-
nator; (2) reduction to lowest terms; (8) and (4) reduction of ' mixt "
number, to improper fraction and reverse; (5) reduction of com-
pound fraction to a single fraction; (6) to reduce a fraction of one

4 . A t at the auttiplkatiao table.
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denomination to a fraction of another, but greater: (7) to reduce
fraction of one denomination to a fraction of another but lass; (S) to
"reduce vulgar fractiens from one denomination to another of the
game value, havingfthe numerator of the required fraction given";
(9) the Sarno except the denominator of the required fraction is given:
(Iti) to reduce "a mixed fraction to a single line": (ID to "find the
proper quantity of a fraction in the known parts of an integer"; (12)
"to retitle° any given quantity to the fraction of any greater denomi-
nation of the same kind." The operations if addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and ilivision for fractions are then disposed of within
three scant pages. Twopages devoted to the single rule of three
direct, single rule of three inverse, and double rule of three for vulgar
fractions complete Part 11. For each of the foujigperat ions a specific
rule is given, e. g., the rule for multiplIcation us, "Multiply all the
given numerators for a new numerator, and all the denominators
for a new denominator.-

Forreducing a fraction to its lowest terms, Dilworth gives only the
Euclidean process. In general the other authors give the rule,
-Divide the terms of the given fraction by any number which will
divide them without remainder, HMI the quotients, again, in the same
manner: and 140 011 t111 it appears that there is no number greater
than 1 which will divide the." Pike and Dation give both inf.thotk

reducing to a common denominator is
I. Multiply each numerator into all the denominators but. its own

for a new numerator. 2. Multiply all the denominators for a new
denominator" The lesst common denominator is not mentioned,
although it would be very useful in the examples he gives. Pike and
DOA give in addition the method for reducing to a least common
denominator.

Dilworth does not solve an example or illustrate a rule. rocker
and Ilialthrr and the later authoN, in general, solve out one example
under a rule and usually carefully explain the operation. Wingate
suggests cancellation as a short method in multiplication of fractions.
Didion also does this. Pi: e gives three cases under multiplication.

The contrast in the position and space given to common fractions
is interesting. Hodder and Pike place them immediately following
denominate numbers and reduction; Dation gives three cases of
reduction of fractions immediately following denominate numbers,
but the real treatment of the topic comes nearly 100 pages later in
the text. Adams finishes with fractions with a scant page devoted
to explaining the meaning of a vulgar fraction and closes by saying:
"The arithmetic of,.vulgar fractions is tedious and even intricate to
beginners. We shill not therefore enter into any further considera-
tion of them here."

Dilworth and Daboll make no attempt to explain the meaning of a
fraction. They just tell what the symbol is and how it -is to be
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operated upon. Adams gives two illustrations to explain the mean-
ing of a fraction. The examples are abstract, the nearest approach
to a practical problem being in such as: "Add I of a yard, of a foot,
and of a mile together." Factoring, highest common divisor, and
least common multiple are not mentioned by Dilworth. Pike gives
them as the first topics under the head of fractions.

Vulgar fractions were even omitted in a few texts. Chauncey Lee in
The American Accountant, 1797, explains his reason for omitting them
as follows:

As the use-of vulgar fractions may be advantageously superseded by that of deci-
mals, they are -.1er.ed as an unnecessary branch of common school education and
therefore omitted in this compendium.

Decimal fractions. Part III of Dilworth's Schoolmaster's Aroi.titant,
which 'bears the title, "Of Decimal Fractions," includes much
subject matter which is not commonly included under this head.
Besides notation, reduction, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division for decimals, the section contains evolution, the rule of
three, interest, discount, equation of payments, and a number of
other applications of percentage. (See Appendix.) The four opera-
tions are presented very briefly and entirely abstractly. Reduction
includes such examples as, "Reduce 76 yards to a decimal of a mile,"
and the revervIxercise.

The place ocApied by decimal fractions in this text is significant
bf the 3steeni in which they were held. As ,Aniipared 'with common
fractions, the rule of three, interest, partnership, and other. topics,
decimal fractions were new. The elementary arithmetical processes,
with the exception of decimal fractions and logarithms, were matured
by the close of the sixteenth century. Simon Stevin gave the first
systematic treatment of decimal fractions in 1585, and their applica-
tion to practical arithmetic was a contribution of the seventeenth
century. Coming thus after methods for the calculations of busi-
ness had been worked 'out, which were moderately satisfactory,
decimal fractions and the methods of calculation which they make
possible were incorporated in the texts only very slowly. Hodder,
1661, does not mention them in his table of contents, but approaches
them in a chapter on profit and loos. Dilworth, as we have seen,
treats all of the more common problems of business before he mentions
decimal fractions. This shows that a need for them was not keenly
felt.

The establishment of a Federal money, 1786, increased the useful-
nest; of decimal fractions and marked the beginning of their increased
importance as a topic of arithmetic in the United States. Pike, who
gives a brief account of Federal money immediately after decimal
fractions, places them early in his text. Daboll places Federal
money immediately after addition of integers, but the position and .

' treatment of decimal fractions is essentially the same as in Pike's
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text: Adams follows the order of Pike, but gives a less elaborate
treatment.

Denominate numbers. Weights and measures. were not standard-
ized, and we find a lack of uniformity in the tables of denominate
numbers. Dilworth gives the tables of English money, Troy weight,
avoirdupois weight, apothecaries' weight, time, and motion (circular
measure), in essentially the form we know them to-day. Other
qvsfrms of measures are given in a form which is only partially like
that in our arithmetics to-day, and there are some which have
disappeared from our texts. Because of their value in showing a
phase of the development of arithmetic, we give the last two classes
of tables below:

3 Barley corns, or B
4 Indies

12 !mhos
3 Feel
6 Feet
5 Yards and a half

40 Po hvi

8 Furlongs

60 Stile

Loan MIKARI'llir.
1'., make I Inch, In,

I Hand, hd.
I Foot, ft.
1 Yard, yd.
1 Fathom, Fa.
1 Rod, Pole, or Perch, Po.
1 Furlong, Fu.
IMile,Mi.
1 League, I,.
I Degree, Deg.

(LOTH MICA/Walt.
2 Inches, or in., and a quarter make 1 Nail, N.
4 Nails 1 Qr. of a Yard, qr.
4 Quarters 1 Yard, yd.
3 Quarters of a yard 1 Flemish Ell, F. F..
5 Quarters of a yard 1 English Ell, E.

LAND MEAKURE.
9 Square Feet, or Ft t Yard, Y.

36 Yards and a Quarter 1 Pole, Po.
40 Poles in length and 1 in breadth. I Rood, R.
4 lbsids 1 Acre, A.

LIgl ID MEAfil HE WINK MRAMURR.

2 Pints, or pts , make 1 Quart, qt.
4 Quarts 1 Gallon, gal.

10 Gallons 1 Anchor of Brady or Rum, An.
18 Gallons I Runlet, R.
31i Gallons 1 Barrel, Bar.
42 Gallons I Tierce, Tier.
63 Gallons 1 Hogshead, hhd.
84 Gallons 1 Puncheon, Pu.
2 Hogsheads 1 Pipe or Butt, P.
2 Pipes or 4 Hogsheads 1 Tun, T.

WINCH teTlin MILUIURE.
2 Pints, or pts., make 1 Quart, qt.
4 Quarts 1 Gallon, gal.
8 Gallons I Firkin of Ale, Fir.
9 Gallons 1 Firkin of Beer, Fir.
2 Firkins 1 Xilderkin, Kul,
4 Firkins I Barrel, Bar.
1 Barrel and a half, or 64 Gall 1 Hogshead of Baer, hIld.
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[lay M SARUM?.

2 Pints, or pts., make 1 Quart, qt.
2 Quarts 1 Pottle, Pot.
2 Potties
2 Gallons 1 Peek.
4 Pecks I Bushel, Bush.
8 Bushels 1 Quarter of Com

A supplementary table to avoirdupois ;weight is also of interest:
tbs.

A firkin of huller is
----- of soap is
A barrel of pot ash is 218)-- anchovies is 30

candles ie 120

figs is from 98 lbs. to 2 'let . 3 qrs
soap is
butter is 221

guhpowder in 112

raiaiins is 112

A double barrel of anchovies 141

A puncheon of prunes is 10 cwt. or .. 11.41

A fother of lead is 120

A atone of iron or shot is 19 cwt 2 yr
butchers is

A gallon of train oil is 7}
A faggot of steel is .. 120

A burden of gad steel or 1) Keorc lut
A quintal of fish in Newfoundland i,. 100

A stone of glass is 5

A imam of glass is 24 stone.
--- of cheese or but ter is 120

A clove or half stone is
A woy in Suffolk is 32 cloves, or 27,6

Essex is 42 cloves.
of wool Is.. . 3:46

A clove iv

A stone is 14

A tort is 28

A way is e. taxi and I stone, or 182

A sack is 2 ways, or 364

A loads 12 sacks, or 4,368

In addition, in the section on exchange, the tables for the money
of a number of foreign countries and even cities are given: Spain,
Italy, Venice in Italy, France, Portugal, Florence in Italy, Frankfort
in Germany, Antwerp, Brussels, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Hamburg
in Germany, British Dominionsin America, the West Indies, Ireland,
Denmark, and Stockholm in Sweden.

Pike addle to cloth measure:
8 quartets of a yard make 1 ellFrench.
4 quarters, 1 inch and one fifth, make 1 ell Scotch.
3 quarters and two-thirds make 1 Spanish var.
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In long measure, he omits the denomination of hand and adds the
surveyors' measure. Square measure is increased by the denomina-
tions of square inch, square foot, and square mile, and ale or beer
measure by the denominations puncheon and btitt. The table of
dry measure is as follows:

2 pints make 1 quart.
2 quarts 1 pottle

potties I gallon.2

2 gallons 1 pock.
1 pecks 1 bushel.
bushels I strike.

I coons.2 strikes
2 moms 1 quarter.
1 quarters.. chaldrom.

qua,.ers I chaldrona iu Imildon.
5 uarters I wey.

'2 weye I last.

Solid (cubic) measure, which Dilworth does not give, is given thus
by Pik,:
1,725 Inches make. I fool..

27 hot I yard
40 feet of mind timber, or ran it. of hewn timber I ton or load.
12s solid feet, i. e., A in length, 4 in breadth, 4 in height i ennl of wood.

The table of Federal money which was established in 1786 is given
by Pike under a section heading, "Decimal tables of coin, weight,
and measure." The decimal tables of weight and measure was an
attempt to decimalize the taints in common use, though the advan-
tage of the form which he gives is not evident.

In Daboll's text the great majority-of the problems are stated in
terms of the money of the United States. ,This is true also in Adams's
Scholar's Arithmetic. But Federal money did not bec,,me generally
used until considerably later than 1800. In 181.-, Adams deplores
the use of English money and "to shew she great advantage which
is gained by reckoning in Federal money" he contrasts "the two
modes of account, and in separate columns on the same page," places
the mune questions "in Old Lawful and in Federal Money."

The simplicity of the decimal system, upon which the Federal
money was based, was very soon evident and stood out in contrast
to the haphazard basis of the other systems of measure. Chauncey
Lee, in 1795, commenting upon "our tables of weight and measure"
points out that they "are as illy contrived for ease of calculatiOn as
can well be imagined." And later he says:

am persuaded that experience will soon evince the expediency, it not the abso-
lute necessity of Federalizing all the tables of weights and measures and other mixed
quantities, which have an immediate relation to commerce, upon a decimal scale.
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After showing the inconvenience of vulgar fractions for the pur-
poses of calculation, he says:

This inconvenience will ever continue to operatg in a greater or less degree until
this vulgar evil is plucked up by the mote all these surd, untoward fractional num-
bore banished from practice, and the several denominations in all commercial tables
of mixed quantities conformed to our Federal money and established upon a decimal
scale. To accomplish this is a task too great for any individual in a republican pt
ernment. It requires the arm of Congrttis to effect it.

He follows this with Fede..dized tables for avoirdupois weight,
troy weight, liquid measure, dry measure, cloth measure, apothe-
caries' weight, and board measure. His plan involves keeping at
least one unit in each table the same except in the case of troy
weight. The following table illustrates the plan:

FEDERAL Avoutnurots.

10 tirums make I ounce.
10 int netts I pound.
100 pounds I hundredweight.
10 hundreds I thousand.

The plan was not adopted, and there is DO trace of it in the arithuw-
tics of Daboll and Mons, which appeared a few years later.

The American Accompbant is interesting historically also because
it is the first arithmetic in which the dollar mark ($) appears. The
mark is in the form Thep) is also a mark for dimes ()i,), a mark
for cents (//), and a mark for mills (/). But these are scarcely used
in the text.' Daboll gives our present dollar mark, but uses also the
abbreviation "do's." He writes both 127 dols., 19 cents, and S381,
72 cents.

Daboll considers " Federal win" so "nearly allied to whole num-
bers, and so absolutely neceJfary to be understood by everyone"
that he introduces it immediately following whole numbers. Adams
places it after decimal fractions and 45 pages after table of English
money.

The four fundamental operations were usually repeated for denom-
inate numbers under the head of "Compound Addition," "Com-
pound Subtraction," etc. Dilworth divides his treatment of each of
the operations into two parts, "simple" and "compound." Pike
and Daboll give the operations for "compound" numbers after
operations have been given for "simple" numbers. There are no
special rules in Dilworth's text for the operations with "compound"
numbers, but other authors usually give specific rules. Pike recog-.
nizes as many as eight cases of "Compound Multiplication." Reduc-
tion, ascending and descending, was an important topic in the texts.

. .

For AlseuRsion of the °ditto of the dollar mark, see r, Ceded: The Evolution of the Dollar Mark, Popu-
lar Menai Monthly, vol. p. 521.
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It occupies 10 pages in 1)ilworth's text, which marks it as one of the
most important topics--addition, practice, and exchange being the
only ones which are given more space.

Role of three.- -There are three cases of the rule of three which
Pike defines as follows:

The' Single Rule of Three Direct teacheth, by having three numbers given, to find
a fourth, that shall have the same proportion to the third, as the second bath to the
first.

The Single Rule of Three Invertse teacheth, by having three numbers given, to find
a fourth, which shall have the same proportion to the second, as the first has to the
third.

The Double Rule of Three teacheth to resolve such questions as require two, or
more, statinge by simple proportion; and that, whether direct or inverse. It is com-
posed (commonly) of 6 numbers to find a with, which if the proportion be direct,
must boar such proportion to the fourth and fiftl, as the third, bears to the tine and
second: but if inverse, the sixth number must bear such pnTortion to the fourth and
fifth as the fitter bears to the second and third.

For centuries this rule was the basis of the rules for solving most
of the problems arising in busitiess. Its application was made so
universal that it was often spoken of as The Golden Rule" of
arithmetic. We shall describe the three forms of the rule and then
illustrate the variety of practical situations to which it was applied
in the arithinetics of this period.

The rule given for the case of direct proportion was to pick out
"the number that asks the question" for the third 1ellll, take the
one of the "sante name or quality" for .the first term, and the remain-
ing one which has the same name or quality as the required answer
is tin; second term. The solution is then accomplished by multiply-
ing the second and third terms together and dividing by the first,
the quotient being the answer.

The problems under this rule were of the type: "I( 6 lbs. of sugar
coast 9s., what will 30 lbs. cost at the saute rate ?" This tyjie of prob-
lem was often complicated, as when the first and third terms were not
of the same denomination, or when a term was expressed in more
than one denomination. Pike recognizes seven cases of these com-
plications for which ho giv..s special directions.

Problems requiring the rule of three inverse are to he distinguished
from those belonging to the direct case-
by an attentive consideration of the sense and tenor of the question proposed; for if
thereby it appears that when the third term of the stating is loss than the first, 'the
answer must be leas than the second, or when the third is greater than the first, the
answer must be greater than the second, then the proportion is direct; but, if the
third he less than the first, and yet the sense of the question required the fourth to be
greater than the second, or if the third being greater than the first, the answer must
be less Ufa the second, the proportion is inverse.
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The required answer is then obtained by multiplying the first and
second terms together and dividing the product by the third. such
problems as the following are placed under this rule:

"What length of board 74 inches wide will make a square foot?" "How;many
yards of carpet, 2f feet wide, will cover a floor which is.18 feet long and IS feet wide?"

Under the double rule of three we find such problem-.>
If £100 gain £6 in a year, wha ,ill .C400 gain ie A months? If 6 Men !Aid A wall

20 feet long, 6 feet high. and 4 feet thick in IS days, in whattiibe will 24 men build
one 200 feet long, 3 feet high, and 6 feet thick?

These are to he solved by two or more successive applications of
the single rule of three or by a special rule which is given.

Such'problems as, "If 40 lb. at New York, make.48,1b. at Antwerp,
and 30 lb. at Antwerp make 36 lb. at Leghorn, how many lb. at New
York are equal to 144 lb. at Leghorn 1" were ple.ced tinder the sepa-
rate head of "Conjoined Proportion. "' There were two cases
depending upon whether the question demanded how many of the
first measure were equivalent to a given number of the last, its inthe
problem above, or hew many of the last measure were equivalent to .
a given number of the first. For each case a rule was giveri.

Practice.Fourteen pages of Dilworth's text is devoted to "Pray
tire," and judged from this point of view this,is the most important
topic. It is defined by Pike as a
contraction of the Rule of Three Direct, when the first term happens to 'he a unit, ei
one; and has its name from its daily use among merchants and tradesmen. being an
easy and concise method of working most questions which occur in trade and business.

As a preliminary, a table of aliquot, or even, parts of money is to
be learned. Pike adds a table of aliquot parts of weight and a table.
of discbunt. Practice itself is divided by Dilworth into 10 eases, by
Pike into 28, and by Daboll into 6, who explains that "reckoning in
Federal money will render this rule almost useless."

The cases given by Pike are.:
When the price of 1 yd., lh., etc., is an even part of one shilling
When the price is pence, and no even part of a shilling.
When the price is pence or farthings, and an even part of a pound.
When the price is between one and two shillings.
When the price is any even number of shillings under 40.
When the price wants an even part of 2s.
When the price is between 28. and 3s.
When there are pence in the price which are an oven part of a shilling, besides an

even number of shillings under 20.
When the price is any odd number of shillings under 40.
When the price is an even part of a pound.
When the price wants an even part of a pound.
When the price is shillings, pence, and farthings and not an even part ofdiepound.
When the price of a yard, lb., etc., is pounds, shillings, and pence.

This method of solving such problems was fornisrly known as the ',Chitin Rule." (See Jacks=
The Rducstitmal Signifloance of Sixteenth Centur; Arithmetic, pp. 14S-49.)
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When the quantity is any number lens than 1,000, and the price not more than 12d.

per yard, etc.
When the price is such a number of shillings and pence, as, when reduced into

pence, may be produced by any two numbers in the multiplication t 'le, and when
the quantity does not exceed 1,000

When the quantity is 240.
When the quantity is not less than 228, nor more than 252.
When the quantity is 480.
When the quantity is 180.
When the quantity is 120.
When the quantity is 80 yards, etc.
When the quantity is 60 yards, etc.
When the quantity is 180.
When the price of crne hundredweight is of several denominations, and the quantity

likewise.
When the price is at any of the rates in the second PracticeTable of aliquot parts.
When the price is any even number of shillings, if it he required to know bat

quantity of any thing may be bought for so much money.- To tind the dir, ount of any invoice, of bill of parcels, at any rate per cent.
To find the value of goods sold by particular quantities.

Although the authors insist that "Practice" is "a contraction of
the Rule of Three," there is no trace of the rule of three in many of
the specific rules which are given for the numerous cases. For
example, the rule for ease 5 mentioned above is: "Multiply the given
quantity by half the price, and double the first figure of the product
for shillings; the rest of the product will he pounds." There is no
effort to give a reason for the rules. The pupil is ex-^cted to accept
them on faith.

Barter. -Barter was a topic which inchtded such problems as,
"blow much rice at 28s. per cwt. must he bartered f9r 31 cwt. of
raisins at 5d. per lb. I" Such a problem was solved by the rule of three.

Fellowship.The topic of fellowship, later called partnership, was
treated in the texts of this period as an application of the rule of
three. The rule for single fellowship, i. e., fellowship with equal
time, is, "as the whole stock is to the whole gain or loss, so is each
man's particular stock to his particular share of the gain or loss."
Problems in double fellowship, or fellowship with time, are to be
solved by a similar rule.

Alligation.-,-Such problems as the following are given under the
head of alligation medial: "A farmer mingled 19 bushels of wheat
at tis. per bushel, and 40 bushels of rye at 4s. per bushel, and 12
bushels of barley at 3s. per bushel, together; I demand what a bushel
of this mixture is worth I" The rule is:

As the whole composition is to its total v.-Lie, so is any part of the composition to
its mean price.

Alligation alternate is defined`sas "when the rates of several things
are given to find such quantities of them as are necessary to make a

81758°-17--3
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mixture which may bear a certain rate." There are three rises
which are illustrated by the it.11owing problems:

A grocer would mix three sorts of sugar together, viz, one sort at 1041. per lb., another
at 7d., and another at 6d.; how much of each sort must he take that the whole no
may be sold for ltd. per lb.?

A man being determined to mix 10 bushels of wheat at is per bushel with re at
36., with barley at 20., and with oats at le. per bushel. t demand how mud' rye, bads',
and oats must be mixed with the 10 bushels of wheat that the whole may be surd tor
26d. per bushel?

A grocer haat' 4 sorts of sugar, viz, at S41 l"' lb , at od lor lb.. at 4d per II. ainl
at 2d. per lb., and he would have a composition of an cwt. worth :td. !or lb. I demand
how much of each sort he must take?

The rule for solving such a problem as the first is given by
1. Place the several prices of the simpl,n lirampluel, being reduced to ne &n em'.

nation, in a column under each other, the least tipp et-novo. and to gm nail (IOWti ant
as they increase, with a line of connection at the left hand, and the mean price at
the left hand of all.

2. Connect, with a continued line, the price of each simple. or ingn.dient, uhtrh
is less than that of the compound, with one or ably number of those. which are greater
than the compound, add each greater rate or price with one, or any number. of tln'
lees.

3. Place the difference, between the mean price for mixture -ran and that of a, It
of the simples, opposite to the rates with which they are connected.

4. Then, if only one difference stand against any rat., it will be the qii.th.tty
belonging to that rate, but if there be several. their sum wi:! be the quantity

To solve problems such as the second and third above, the rule of
three is applied in addition to the above rule. It is to be noted that
such problems are in general indeterminate. The answer obtained
in any case depends upon the manner in which the second step of the
solution is performed. Also, as we have noted before, no attempt
is made to give any reason why such it procedure should give the
required result.

Position.--Position is the title of the topic which cont nuts such
problems cis:

Two men, A and B, having found a bag of money, disputed who should have it;
A said the half, third, and fourth of the money nuulo L and if It could tell how
much was in it, Oa should have it all, otherwise he should have nothing; I demand
how tduch was in the bag?

A, B, and C would divide 100 T, between-them, so that II may have :1 I. more Than
A, and C 4 L more than B; I demand how much each man must have.

Such problems as the first are solved by supposing a number and
then applying the rule of three. In problems such as the second one
above, two numbers are to be supposed and the errors manipuhited
according to a mechanical rule to determine the corrections which
must be made in the supposed numbers.

Ezehange.Under the head of denomi-..ate numbers the lack of
common standards of weights and measures was noted. This was
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particularly true of the medium of exchange. Each country, and
sometimes even an important commercial city, had its-own medium
of exchange. (See p. 24.) This situation gave rise to many prob-
lems of exchange.

Dilworth gives 11 cases under the head of "Exehangi." which
grew out of commercial relations between London and other centers
of business. The problem is to determine the equivalent. in English
honey of a sum expressed in .the money of a foreign place, or the
reverse. No explicit directions are given, but evidently theroblems
are to be solved by the rule of three, or a contraction of it, when

single multiplication or division is possible.
Although the present decimal system of money in the United

States was established in 1756, its universal acceptance 1.3 the sev-eral Sttbies was delayed. Prior to 1756 each of the several States
had established its own currency. According to Pile they had
adopted a common medium of exchange m groups as follows: New
Ilampshire, Nfassachuset ts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and Virginia;
New York and North Carolina; New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,and Maryland; South Carolina and Georgia. In addition, Canada
and Nova Scotia had another medium of exchange. Each of thesefive moneys was a modilicatiqn of the system of English money in
pounds, shillings, and pence

"hose additional factors wore added to the already complex prob-lem of exchange which we have described. ruder the head of
"Rides for redticing Federal coin and the currencies of the severalUnited States: also English, Irish, Canada, Noya Scotia, Livres,
Tournois, and Spanish milled Dollars, each to the par of all the other,"
Pike gives 76 rules of this type: "To reduce South Carolina andGeorgia currency to New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, and Virginia currency. Rule: Multiply the South Caro-hint, etc., sum by 9 and divide the product by 7." Thi.f topic pre-
cedes the rule of three, but, under this rule to'ilitional problems ofexchange are given. Later in the text. a table of exchange is givenfor reference.

Daboll gives a similar treatment of exchange, and Adams, in
commenting on the improvements contained in the revised edition
of his Scholar's Arithmetic in 1515, say's in the preface:

But what more particularly claims attention iu this revised edition is the introduc-
tion of Ito rule of exchange, where the pupil is made acquainted with the differed
currencies of the several States (that of South Carolina and Georgia only excepted),and how to change these currencies from one to another; also, to Federal money, quadFederal money to these several currencies.

'his shows that the needs of business,which are reflected in Pike's
eatrrient of exchange, were felt keenly enough as late as 1815 to cause
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a revision of a text which had previously omit ted that part of exchange
which had to do with the currencies of the several States. But, RS
will appear in the consideration of the texts of the next period, the
.need was soon removed by the general use of the Federal money.

Percentage. Problems of loss and gain, discount., interest, etc.,
which we now class as applications of percentage, are treated in the
texts of this period, but the topic of percent age itself does not appear.
Cocker (1867) first mentions per cent, under profit and loss. After
stating and solving three problems having to do with the absolute
loss or gain he gives the problem:

A draper bought. 86 keraeya for 129 L. I demand how he must sell them per re. e
to gain 15 L. in laying out 100 L. at that rate.

The answer is justified by saying:
For ae 100 ie to IL') L. nu 129.1,. to 1451, 7s . so that, by the proptriion shove 1

have found how much he moat reeeive for the !kti keritys to gain after tie- rate el
lb L. per 1'.

He continues his development. with the two following problems:
A grocer bought 4} 1'. of pepper for 1. L. I7s 4d and it proving to he demnitied)

he in willing to lose 12 1.. 10s. per rent. I demand how he must PIli it per pswnd
A plammer maid to fodder of lead (the fodder containing 19j I' t f,,r 204 1. 1rei and

gained after the rate of 1? L. 10s. per 100 1.. I demand how melt it root him per t'.

and Cocker is
expressing the loss-or gain as being at the rate of so many pounds on
each 100 pounds invested. The treatment of loss and gain in the
other texts of this period je not quite as explicit, but it is in accord
with the spirit of this. Per cent is written "per cent.,' which shows
that "cent" WILS clearly understood as an abbreviation for centuni.
Occasionally "per cent" x as contracted to "per C.''

Pike introduces profit and loss by saving that it
is an excellent rule by which merchants and traders discover their proiit and heir; per
rtlii or by the gross. It. also in/401110a them to raiite or fall the price of their
g -db so as to gain or lose so much per erns, me.

Thisindicates the recd mired function of the topic.
Pike gives this pro rat under the head of the title of three: " If

100 L. gain 8 14. in a year, what. will 475 L. gain in that time 1" But
this seems to have been unusual. Dilworth defines "the rate per
cent" as " a certain Sum agreed on between the Lender and the Bor-
rower, to be paid for every 100 Pound, for the Use of the Principal,
which, according to the Laws of England, ought not to be above
5 L. for the Use of too L. for 1 year, and 10 L. for the Use of. 100 19.
for 2 years; and so on for any Sum of Mony, in Proportion to the
time proposed." The rule is, "Multiply the principal by the rate

I per cent and divide the product by 100, the quotient is the interest
required." Pike, Daboll, and Adams give similar definitions and the
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same rule. For days and months aliquot parts of a year were to be
taken. For 6 pet cent a special rule was given.

Qilworth treats briefly compomui interest and rebate or discount
(true discount) in Part I. Later in Part Ill these topics, together
with other applications of percentage, are taken up with decimals.
Under the head of "Simple Interest" " the ratio of the rate per cent"
is defined as "only the simple interest of I L. for one year at any Two-
posed rate of interest per cent-. It is to be found by the apphcat.iou
of the rule of three thus:

A ta',1e of ratios and the four cases of interest are given, the
rule being stated only in term of a formula. No problem is solved
out, but presumably decimal fractions are to 1w cnploycd in solving
the problems. compound interest is presented in the same manner.
Annuities and pensions in arrears, present wort annuitiw, annui-
ties and leases, and rebate or discount are consi,lered for both simple
and compound interest. With only a very few exceptions all pos-
sible cases are given. Besides these the topics of purchasing freehold
to real estates and purchasing freehold estates in reversion are truited
in their several Cases. In nil cases the rule is stated in terms of a
formula.

Pike adds commission, brokerage, partial payments, buying and
selling stocks, and policies of insurance as applications or phases of
interest. These topics are treated very simply with the exception of
policies of insurance, which is given in eight cases. Four of these
cases have to do with problems arising in marine insurance.

Roth; Dilworth and Pike give equation of payments by the corn-
awn way and by the true way. By the common way the equated
time of payment was found by multiplying "each payment the
time at which it" was due and then dividing "the sum of the prod-
ucts by the sum of the payments." The rule for the true way is com-
plicated, but it is based on the recognition that to be absolutely
fair interest upon the amounts whose payment is,delayed should be
equal to the (true) discount upon the amounts which are paid before
they are due. Daboll and Adams do not mention equation of pay-
ments by the true way.. AdaMs gives a Massachusetts rule for par-
tial payments, and Daboll adds the Connecticut rule.

In the treatment of these several topics which we now associate
under the head of the applications of percentage, decimal fractions
are used only as a second method. Six per cent always stood for at
the rate of 8 L. on 100 L., $6 on $100, 6 cents on 100 cents, etc. To
get from 6 per cent to .06 The rule of three was required, and then .06
was called the ratio. In the general organization of the texts after
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Dilworth, decimal fractions were placed early enough so that they
night have been used directly in the solution of problems which
involved "per cent," but in general they were not. The method of
solution was accomplished by an application of the rule of three, or
directions were given to divide the pr duct by I00 or to cut ofT two
places.

Percentage with its several cases is not contained in the text..
The range of application is as great as we have to-day, but they were
hadled without the technique of percentage.

Tare and OW had to do with rub's for making allowances in the
weight of merchandise. Tare was an allowance for the container
(box, barrel, bag, etc.). Trett was au allowance of 4 pounds out of
each 104 pounds for "waste and dust in some .sort of goods." Clod
was an additional allowance of 2 pounds on every 3 hundrisdweight.

Progrwion.q. arithmetical and geometrical (s4imetimes called pro.
portion) are treated exhaustively by Pike al partially by Dilworth
and Daboll and not at all by Adams. In geometrical progmsioes
the problems are mostly concerning a crafty person who makes an
apparently foolish bargain. It involves a geometrical progressien
however, and turns out to be most profitable. The merchant who
sold 30 yards of line velvet trimmed with gold at 2 pths for the first
yard, 6 pins for the second, IS pins for the third, etc.. is typical.

Permutations was frequently given as a topic. The problems sire
about such 'questions as the number of changes which can he rung
on a chime of bells, or how many different positions a party can
assume at a dinner table. Pike asks how many variations can he
made of the gdphabet. In Pike's text. the topic of combinations is
added, and the whole topic elaborated into seven eases. However,
the topic is usually very briefly treated.

Evolution.Dilworth disposes of square root by saying to prepare
the given square for extraction "by pointing off every two figure.-:.-
He gives no further instructions.. Cube root he explains in some
detail, employing the relation (at a' + &et 3oe' t e', and rules are
given for finding all roots up to and including the twelfth root. Pike
gives an additional method for cube root. and a general rule for
"extracting the roots of all powers," but does not explicity go beyond
the fifth root. He gives also a general method by approximation.
Adams considers only square and cube roots. For thase be gives
elaborate demonstrations which are illustrated by cuts.

Longitude and time. This had not yet become a topic in the texts
of this period. Pike approacles the topic in four problems under the
rule of three and in two problems under duodecimals.

Mensuration.The space given to mensuration varied. Dilworil
does not mention it. Pike makes it quite a feature. He introduces
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pi-mile/db all of the rules of geometry. (See table of contents in
Appendix.) In the other texts it is usually mentioned. The filen-
surational problems are from commerce rather than from the trades.

lhawlecitnals. Part V of Dilworth's text is devoted to duodeci-
mals or cross multiplication. In the preface he states that the topic
was not contained in the original text, but added in a revision. Duo-
de.-imals are defined as "fractioqs of a foot, or of an or any part
of an melt having 12 for their denominations." Feet, inches, seconls,
thirds, and fourths are used. It was the purpose to use a scale of 12
ut calculations rather than the decimal scale upon which our number
s-stem is based. Other texts of the period give the topic; and the
system seems to have been used in practical calculations. Adams
speaks of it as a rule which is "particularly useful to workmen and
artifices in casting tip the contents of their work."

Pbowant at..! (heeding pasha's.- Arithmetical puzzler. are occa-
sionally found mixed in with practical problems. In addition, some
audios give a hot of parties under the above or a similar title. This
is dill ease in the texts by Dilworth and Adams and in their lists we
re..grnize S4»111. familiar friends from which we select the following:.

s to In. Brother Barry, I can place four threes 1 II such a 1111111.1Of that
tie i'&11 ott do e.o too?

Atvl was going to St Ives,
met seven wives,

EN ury 'A tie had coven Isaac
Every lack had seven eats,
Every at had seven kits,
Kite, cats, sacks and wives,
How many were going to St lets?

Three jealimg husbands with their wives, IH ittg ready to pass by night over a river,
de tow! at the waterside's host which eso carry but two persons at ()ripe, and for want
if a a :Inquiet, they are neeessitated te'row themselves over the river at severs/ times:
Ti,, question is, how that these pore* Ills !Mkt, 2 by 2, W. that none tif the three wives
nt.) be found in the company of one or two men, unless her husband be present?

ProqA.---Dilworth gi es what he calls a "proof" for many of the
rules of his text. Bu. these " proofs" are rather checks upon the
operations than a proof of the rule. A very Common form of-proof
was to revenue the order, i. e., take the answer obtained and work
buck to the conditions of the problems. In the cam of addition and
multiplication, it. meant to change the order of performing; the
operation. "Casting out the nines" was used as a method of proving
multiplication and addition, but Pike says, following his exposition of
this method of proof:

However, the inconvenience attends this method, that, although the work will
alwaYs prove right, when it is so; it will not always be right when it proves so; I have
therefore give this demonstration more for the mike of the curious, than for any real
advantage.
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Types of problems.A very small per. cent of the total number of
probleths. call for. the arbitrary manipulation of abstract numbers,
such as, "Multiply 4788 by 753," or. "What is 14 per cent of 8392 V'
This is due in part to the relatively small space given to the funda-
mental operations and to the absence of provision for drill upon
special rules, such as percentage. There are a number of probleml
of this type: "Reduce 16 miles to barleycorns." Such problems are
essentially abstract, even though they have to do with concrete
4uantities. They lack. the setting of a practical situation' which calls
for the operation. Instead, the operation is dogmatically demanded.
Furthermore, the problems of this type were not always constructed
so as to conform to the demands which are made by actual practical
situation. For example, it is difficult to imagine the practical slum:
tion which would demand the above process.

A somewhat different type of problem, but being practical only in
a slightly greater degree, is the following:

From the Creation to the departure of the Israelites from Egypt was 2,513 years; to
the siege of Troy, 307 years more; to the building of Solomon's temple, 180 years; to the
building of Rome, 251 years; to the expulsion of the kings from Rome, 244*Years; to
the destruction of Carthage, 363 years; to the death of Julius Cresar, 102 years;'t. the
Christian exa, 44 years; required the time from the Creation to the Christian era.'

While such a problein might arise, it is unusual, and the way in
which it is stated leaves the pupil to construct the situation which
would give rise to such a problem.

A large number of problems, in many texts a majority, were prac-_
tical in the sense that the statement of the problem included
description of the practical situation which demanded the calcula-
tion. But because of the excessive classification of problems under
particular rules, the pupil did not need to use his understminding of
the practical situation to determine the operations, which were
required.

The method of presenting a topic.The manner in which the authors
introduced the pupil to arithmetic is typical of the spirit of the texts.
In D.aboll's Sch,00lmaater's Aesietant, which was probably more ex-
tensively used in the United States after 18(10 than any other arith-
metic before Colburn's, the pupil was introduced to the subject as
follows:

Arithmetic is the art of computing by numbers, and has five principal rules for its
operation, viz, numeration, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

Numeration is the art of numbering. It teaches to express the value of any pro-
posed number by the following chanicters or figures:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 7, 8, 9, 0 or cypher.
Besides the simple value of figures, each has a local value, which depends upon the

place it stands in, via, any figure in the place of unite represents only its simplest
value, or too many ones, but in the second place, or Owe of tens, it becomes so many
tens, or ten times its simple value.
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. In the Scholar's Arithmetic, by Daniel Adams, the subject was
begun as follows:

Arithmetic is the art or science which treats of numbers.
It is of two kinds, theoretical and practical.
The theory of arithmetic explains the nature and quality of numbers, and demon-

strates the reason of practical operations. Considered in this sense, arithmetic is a
science.

Practical arithmetic shows the method of working by numbers so as to be most useful
and expeditious for business. In this sense arithmetic is an art.

There are six pages.of definitions of this sort, and an explanation
of the system of notation, before any problems are given. Addition
is begun with the definition, followed by the rule for addition and for
proving the work. The first example is: " What will be the amount
of 3612 dolls. 3043 dolls. 651 dolls. and of 3 dollars when added

.
together?" There is nearly a page of explanation. This is followed
by time abstract examples which complete the topic o addition
except for a "Supplement to Addition," which was added in the
revised edition. -

In treating a topic four elements were recognizeddefinitions, rule,
explanatiom and problems. If the topic permitted being subdi-
vided into cases, this was done. The presentation of the single rule
of three direct in Pike's text is perhaps typical.

The Rule of Three Direct teachetb, by having three numbers given, to find a ioprth
that shall have the same proportion to the third as the second hash to the first.

If more require more, or less require loss, the question belongs to the Rule of Three
Direct.

But if more require lees, or lees require more, it belongs to the Rule of Three lu yew.
Rule. 1. State the question by making that number which asks the question the

third term, or putting it in the third place; that which is of the same name or quality
as the demand, the first term; and that which is of the same name or quality with the
answer required, the second term.

2. Multiply the second and third numbers together, divide the product by the
first, and the quotient will be the answer to the question, which Ow also the remainder)
will be in the same denomination you left the second term in, and which may be
brought into any other denomination required.

Two or more atatings are sometimes necessary, which may always be known from
the nature of .the question.

The method of proOf is by inverting the question.
But, that I may make the method of working this excellent rule as intelligible as

possible to the learner, I shall divide it into the several cases following:
I. The fourth number is always found in the same name in which the second is

given, or reduced to; which, if it be not the highest denomination of its kind, reduce
to the highest, when it can be done.

2. When the second number is of divers denominations, brinvit to the lowest
mentioned, and the fourth will be found in the lame name to which the second is
reduced, which reduce back to the highest possible.

3. If the first and third be of different names, or one or both of divers denomina-
ons, reduce them both to the lowest denomination mentioned in either.

4. When the product of the second and third is divided by the tint; if there be a.
remainder after the division, and the quotient be not the least denomination of its
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kind ;then multiply the remainder by that number, which one of the same denomi-
nation with the quotient contains of the next less, and divide this product again
Ify the first number; and thus proceed 'till the least denomination be found, or till
nothing remain.

5. If the first number be greater than the product of the second and third, then bring
the second to a lower denomination. ,

B. When any number of barrels, bake, or other packages or pieces are given, each
containing an equal quantity, let the content. of one be reduced to the lowest name,
and then multiply by the given number of packages or pieces.

7. If the given barrels, bales, pieces, etc., be of unequal contents (as it must gen-
erally happens), put the separate content of each properly under one another, then
add them together, and you will have the whole quantity.

The organization of the texts.The plan of organization of the texts
of this period was topical, and there was considerable agreement. in
the general arrangement of the topics. Numeration was uniformly
the first topic. Sometimes notation was also included under this
head, as in Pike's arithmetic, or it was given as a separate topic its in
Adams's Scholar's Arithmetic. This was followed by the four funda-
mental operations for integers, and these in turn by denominate num-
ber*, including reduction, compound addition, etc. Federal money
came to have a place early in the text. Fractions, both vulgar and
decimal, came late in the first texts (see tables of contents in - Appen-
dix). In later texts (Pike, Daboll, and Adams) they immediately
followed ooiapound numbers. The rule of three in its variety of
forms was placed after fractions, and in turn it was followed by prac-
tice, tare and trett, exchange, interest, brokerage, etc.

Adams has a rather unique general plan of organization. After
disposing of numeration and notation he divides the remaining con-
tent into four sections as follows:

Section I. Fundamental Rules of Arithmetic.
Section II. Rules eesentially necessary for every person to fit and qualify them

for the transaction of business.
Section Ili. Rules occasionally useful to men in particular employments of life.
Section IV. Forma of -notes, dtc.

Specifying the rules of Section II, he says:
These are ten: Reduction, fractions,'' Federal money, exchange, interest, com-

pound multiplication, compound division, single rule of three, double rule of three.
and practice.

A thorough knowledge of these rules is sufficient for every ordinary occurrence
In life.

A summary.The most prominent feature of the arithmetic texts
of this period was the large number of rules which were to be directly
applied to problems of trade and commerce. The texts were essen-
tially commercial arithmetics. The solutions of the exercises were
to be written as opposed to oral and the subject was frequently called
"cyphering" for this reason.

Frodkes an tabs up Iwo no I ortbor than b noostsory to show their ttiolikatioo, sad to illustrotO
of Attend aaaq
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Primary and mental arithmetic.The texts which we have described
were not intended for young children. In fact, during this period
arithmetic was seldom taught to children before the age of 8 to 10.
The content was limited to written calculations and mental arithmetic
did not exist. Between 1800 and 1821 there wore a few attempts
to make arithmetic "easy" for children.' The general plan of these
texts was the same as that of the ones we have described. Some of
the topiml were omitted, and the treatment of the others was less
elaborate. They possessed none of the essential features of the
primary texts of the next period. There was one attehipt at a
mental arithmetic.' The text was mental only in the sense that
rules and facts wore to be memorized and short cuts emphasized
se that the pupil could make the calculations mentally. There were
no analyses. It was not a mental arithmetic of the type which
became prominent a few years later.

The appearance of these texts is significant in that it indicates a
tendency which culminated in Colburn's First Lessons, which is
described in Chapters IV and V.

Texts not exclusively devoted to arithmetic.In addition to texts of
111, type which we have described, there were a number of books

which were encyclopedic in the range of topics treated. They wive
usually published under such titles as, "Instructor," "Companion,"
"Assistant," etc. The following complete tide of a book of this type
gives a good idea of the range of topics. Out of a total of 384 pages,
94 are devoted to arithmetic, not including bookkeeping.

The Instructor; or, American Young Man's Beet Companion. Containing, 9; lag,
Reading, Writing and Arithmetic, in an easier way than any yet publinhea; and
how to qualify any person for busineas, without the help of a Master. Instructions
to write Variety of Hands, with Copies, both in Prose aud Verse. How to write
Letters on Busbies+ or Friendship. Forms of Deeds, Bonds, Bills of Sale, Powers
of Attorney, bidet, term, Receipts, Wills, Leases, Releases, etc.

Also, Merchant' Accounts, and a short and easy Method of Shop and Bookkeeping;
with a Description of the Product, Counties and Market Towns in England and Wales,
etc.

Together with the Method of Measuring Carpenters', Joiners', Sawyers', Bricklayers',
Plasterers', Plumbers', Moons'', Glaziers', and Painters' Work. How to undertake
each Work. With the Description of Gunter's Line and Coggershall's Sliding-Rule,

Likewise, the Practical Gauger, Made Easy; the art of Dialling; How to erect and
fix Dials; with Instructions for Dying, Colouring, and making Colours; and some
General Observations for Gardening every Month in the year.

To which is added, The Family's Best Companion: With Instructions for marking
on Linen; How to Pickle and Preserve; to make divers Sorts of Wine; and many
excellent Plasters, and Medicines, necessary in all Families; and a Compendium of

'Rumples of such testa am: Arithmetic Made Easy to Children, by SUMO( timber., second
edition, 1805; An Arithmetical Primer for Young Masters and Ilissee;by Samuel Temple, SOX

2 John White: A Practical System of Mental Arithmetic, or a New Method of Making Calculations by
the Action of the Mind without Pen, Ink, Pencil, or Paper. MM.
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a

the !Lomas of Geography and Astronomy containing a brief Description of the
different Parts of the Earth, and a Survey of the Celestial Bodies.

Also Several 'Very Useful Tables.
By George Fisher, Accompant, 30th Ed. Revised, Correoted, Enlarged, Improved.

Printed at Worcester, Maas., 1785, by I. Thomas.

The contribut. of the period.The sixteenth century has been
called the great constructive period in the development of arithin'et
A comparison of the texts used in the United States Wore 1821 with
the description which L. L. Jackson gives in The Educational Signi,

ficance of Sixteenth Century Arithmetic shows no important. advance
or the arithmetic of the sixteenth century except the introduction
of decimal fractions. But only partial use was made of decimal
fractions, even after the introduction of Federal money, until after
the close of this period. "Rules reducing Feiteral coin, etc.,"
represent the only important addition to the contents of Dilworthip
Schoolmaster's Assistant and earlier texts by English authors.

The contributions of the ciphering book period to the development of
arithmetic, as a school subject were (1) the arousing of interest in arith-
metic suited to the needs of the United States, and (2) the cultivation
of a sense of discrimination in the selection and organization .of the
subject matter of arithmetic. The first is shown by. the number of
texts by American authors Which were published between 1788 and
1821. The second is shown in a general way by all the texts. In
particular it is shown by the contents and form of organization of
Adams's Scholar's Arithmetic and in Daboll's attitude toward fractions.
These two contributions are significant. not so much for what was
accomplished during this period as for the fruit they bore in the next.

The content of the instruction.---When the arithmetic actually taught
is considered, it must be noted that in the latter portion of this
period something of arithmetic was taught in four types of schools;
Dame schools, public schools, private schools, and academies and
colleges. These will be considered in order.

Dame schools. --Dame schools, as the name signifies, were kept by
women, usually maiden ladies, who were willing for a small compe-
tence to care for very young children, thereby rebel, ing their mothers
of that burden. This was the main function of the dame schools,
but in addition the children were usually taught their letters and
occasionally to read. Often no more was possible because of the
very limited ability of the one who gave the instruction. Occa-
sionally the children were taught to count and to chant the addition
and multiplication tables. With the exception of the most preten-
tious- of these schools, the instruction in- arithmetic did not extend
beyond this.

Public echoolcThe arithmetic studied by pupils in these schools
seems to have been often confined to the four fundamental operations
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with integers and to these operations for denominate numbers. The
following is typical of a number of statements relative to the latter
part. of this period:

Arithmetic was (aught from Diliorth, a hook making no allusion to a decimal
currency, and having 1it tle or no adaptation to the ordinary requirements of business.
If we reached the "Rule of Three," We were quite gratified with our attainments.
Most of, um came short of it.'

It should he noted that in Dilworth's Schoolaster's Assistant the
rule of three began on page 129, immediately following reduction,
which was preceded by only .notation and the four operations for
integers. Wickersham says:

Before 1800, he was considered a remarkable scholar who in a country school had
ciphered beyond the rule of three, and few schoolmasters made pretension to a knowl-
edge of arithmetic more extensive.'

Warren Burton in The District School as It Was tells us that:
My third season 1 ciphered to the very last sum in the rule of three. '!'his was

deemed quite an achievement for a lad only 14 years old, according to the ideas
prevailing at that period. Indeed, whoever ciphered through the above-mentioned
rule was supposed to have arithmetic enough for the common purposes of life. If
one proceeded a few rules beyond this, he was considered quite smart. But if he
went clear throughmiscellaneous questions and allhe with thought to have an
extraordinary taste and genius for figures. Now and then, a youtt, sitar having
been through Adams. entered upon old Pike. the arithmetical sage who "set the
sums" for the preceding generation. Such were called great "arithmeticians." '

In New York City in 1815 we are told that., of the children studying
arithmetic, 208 were in addition aid subtraction, 110 in multiplica-
tion and division, 15 in compound numbers, and only 10 in reduction
and the rule of thre.4.

Private schools.In general these were schools for giving instruction
in special subjects, such its arithmetic and writing. Hence the
instruction in arithmetic was more pretentious than that in the public
schools. Advertisements of schoolmasters of about the middle of the
eighteenth century have been preserved and are indicative of the
scope of the instruction in these schools. These are some of the less
pretentious:

Prom the Newport Mercury of May 22, 1759: ''John Sims, schoolmaster in the town..
school. teacheth reading and writing, arithmetic, both vulgar and decimal, geometry,
trigonometry, and navigation. with several other branches of-Mathematics.-

Another notice from the same paper, under date of December 19,
1758; states:

"Sarah Osborne, schoolmistress in Newport, proposes to keep a boarding school.
Any person desirous of sending children may be accommodated and have them

I Barnard: Amer. Jour, of Edue., 16: 738.
J. P. wiakortham; History of Eduoetton In Permsylvemle, p. 192.

to Pp. 110-113.
4 Bernard; Amer. Jour. of gduc., 19: 600.
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instructed in reading, writing, plain work, embroidering, tontstitch, samplers, etc.,
on reasonable terms. !"

A few schoolmasters, however, were more pretentious in their
announcements. '

In 1746 the Raster of the Anne Arundel County School was John Wilmot. who
concisely and expeditiously taught "reading, writ/41g in the most usual hands, grain-
mar, arithmetic, vulgar, decimal, instrumental, ,algebraical, merchant's acitunfit,
with the Italian moth id of ixtokkeeping, geometry, trigonometry, plain and spher,ic,
with their applications, surveying, navigation, astronomy, dialing, likewise the use
of the globes, and sundry other parts of mathematics ''' -

Peter Robinson, at Upper Marlboro, near which place youth may be boarded,
taught "reading, writing in all hands, arithmetic in whole numbers and fractions,
vulgar and decimal, also artificial arithmetic, both logarithtnical and logistical, with
instrumental either by inspection, rabdologia or proportional, scales, geometry, both
superficial and solid, with niensurations of all kinds, either in longimetria, piano-
Mang, or stereometry, as surveying, f..rtitication, gunnePy, gauging, etc.; trigo-
nometry, both plain and spherical, with navigation either in plaint mercator. or
circular sailing, also dialing, all sorts and ways, either arithmetically, geometrically,
projective, reflective, concave, or convex; cosmography, celestial or astronomical.
and terrestrial or geographical; astronomy, practicil tvrd-theoretical; grammar, mer.
chant's accounts, or the art of bookkeep:ag after the Italian manner; algebra, Euclid's
elements, etc.; likewise the description and use of sea charts, maps, quadrants, fore
staffs, nocturnal, protractor, scales, Coggershall's rule, sector, gauging rod, universal
Ting dial, globes, and other mathematical instruments '1,2

A ciphering book executed by Miss Catharine G. Willard while
was attending the Ladies Academy, Boston, 1809, contains the fol-
lowing topics: Numeration, addition, subtraction, multiplication, di-
vision, compound numbers (pence table, lawful money, Federal money,
Troy weight, avoirdupois weight, apothecaries weight, cloth measure,
long measure, square measure, cubicemeasure, win" or beer measure,
ale measure, time measure), addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division of compound numbers, reduction by division, reduction by
multiplication, single rule, of three direct, single rule of three itiv,rse,
double rule of three, single fellowship, double fellowship, simple inter-
est, compound interest, exchange. practice (40 eases), bills of parcels,
disoourit, barter, tare and trett, loss and gain, equation of payments,
commission, brokerage, buying and selling stock's, and policies of
insurance.

Few ciphering books are accessible in libraries, but such as it, has
been possible to examine indicate that the range of topics was gen-
erally less than in this one, although one was examined which included
even a greater number of topics.

Academia and colleges. In the academies and oolleges such a text
as Pike's was used, and something of the science of arithmetic as
as the art of ciphering was attempted. The students were more ma-
ture and they were able to advance bey(ind the pupils receiving
instruotion in the public schools or even in most of the private schools.
In 1804, 16 academies reported to the regents 9f New York 906 stu-

1, W. IL Tolman: Hist. of Higher Edna. in Rhode blend, p. 20.
s B. 0. imam ESL at Um In Jissilandau IL
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dents. Of this number, 429 were studying grammar and arithmetic.
In 1801 a tWo-volume treatise on mathematics by Samuel Webber,
Hollis professor of mathematics and natural philosophy, of Harvard,
was published. Of the first volume 245 pages are devoted to arith-
met.ie. In an elvertisetnent in the second edition it is stated that
'The design in making this compilation is to collect suitableexer-
cises to be performed by the classes at the private lecture on mathe-
m given in the university (Harvard)." There is a close corm-
s! kw between the topics on arithmetic and those found in the
first 45 pages of Pike's arithmetic, but the text is even more ad-
vanced than Pike's. It. is noticeably more abstract and philosophical.
Numerous footnotes contain explanatory material, often concerning
the reason fur a rule.



Chapter

THE CIPHERING BOOK. METHOD OF TEACHING
ARITHMETIC.

The cidiering book. The most conspicuous feature of the manner
M teaching arithmetic during this period is the absence of texts in
the hands of the pupas. It was the unusual exception fora pupil to
posses any sort Of an arithmetic text until toward the close of this
period. Even when a pupil possessed a text the usual plan of in-
struction does not appear to have been altered. In fact, as we
shall show, many of the early texts were specific attempts to facili-
tate and not to change the plan of teaching.

When a pupil was thought old enough and desired to learn to
"cypher," he provided himself with a blankhook which was ma le
of a quire of paper folded and sewed together. This was his "cypher-
ing book." The children of the more well-to-do parents often had
"bought" ciphering hooks. The paper of these was of good quoin v,
and the books were hound with hoard or leather covers. In appear-
ance they resembled account hooks of to-day, and doubtlAs they
excited the envy of those who were compelled to content themselves
*ith the home-made product.

Having been equipped with a ciphering hook, the pupil announced
his desire to the master, provided instruction in arithmetic was given
in the school. If not, he must go elsewhere for this part of his edu-
cation. In either ease the procedure was the same. The master
usually possessed a ciphering hook which he had made when he
learned to cipher. He set. the pupil a "sum," often the first one in

this own ciphering book, and told him the rule for its solution. The
pupil was then to work out his own salvation. One pupil described
his experience as follows:

At length, in 1790 or 1791, it was thought that I was old enough to learn to "cypher,"
and accordingly was permitted to go to school more constantly. I told a muter I
wanted to learn to cypher. Ile set me a"sum" in simple additionfire columns of
figures and sir figeffes in each iolurrtn. All the instruction he gave ',no was, Add
the figures in the first column, carry one for every ten, and vet the over-plus down
under the column. I supposed be meant by the first column the left-hand column,
but what he meant by carrying one for every ten was as much a myst.;4y as SaMson's
riddle was to the Philistines. I worried my brains for an hour or two, and showed
the master the figures I had made. You may judge what the amount was when the
columns were added from left to right. The master frowned and repeated his former

istruction, Add up the column on the right, carry one for every ten, and Bet down
the remainder. Two or three afternoons (I did not go to school in the morning) were

44
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spent in this way, when I begged to be excused from learning to .7ypher, and the old
gent lenuin with whom I lived thought it waktime waisted; The next winter
there was a teacber more communicative and better fitted for hie'place, and under
him some pr seises was made in arithmetic, and I made a utterable acquisition in the
first four rules, according to Dilworth's Schoolmaster's Assistant, of which the teacher
and one of the eldest boys had each copy. The two following winters, 171:14 and
179:i, I mastered all tho rules and examples in the first part of Dile orth; that is,
thrcugh the various chapters of rule of three, practice, fellowship, interest, etc., to
p enetrical progromei on and permutation.'

57:tample or problem was worked on a scrap of paper, often
coarse wrapping paper. Later slates were used. After the pupil
had 'finished the "sum" to his own satisfaction, he carried his work
tip to the master's desk for approval. The approval frequently con-
sist1 in the master comparing the pupil's work with his own in his
ciphering book. This solution had received his maste'r's stamp of
approval in this same way and probably could boast of several gener-
ations of unbroken descent. If the pupa's work was identical with
the master's, it was approved and was ordered copied, together with
the -rule," in the ciphering hook, to be preserved. If there was not
identity, the pupil was frequently commanded to "do it all over
again," even though his work was correct. One pupil describes ttis
experience thus:

Printed arithmetics were not used in the Bo ton schools till after the writer left
and the custom was for the master to write a problem or two in the manu-

script of the 1 spit every other -ay. No boy was allowed to cypher till he.wils
years old, and writing and cyphering were never performed on the same day. Master
Tilston had been taught by Master Proctor, and alt the sums he set for his pupils
were copied exactly from his old manuscript. Any boy could espy the work from
the manuscript of any further advanced then himself, and the writer 'never heard
any explanation of any principle of arithmetic while he was at school. Indeed, the
pupils believed that the master could not do the sums he set for them, and a story is
told of the good old gentle man, which may not be true, but which is so characteristic
as to afford a very just idea of the course of instruction, as well as of the simplicity
of the superannuated pedagogue.

It is said that a boy. who had done the sum set for him by Master Tileeton, carried
it up, as usual, for examination. The old gentleman. as usua:, took out his manuscript,
compared the slate with it, and pronounced it wrong. The boy went to his seat and
reviewed his work. but finding no error in it returned to the desk and asked Mr.
Tileston to he good enough to examine the work, for he could find no error in it.
This was too to require of him, lie growled, as his habit when displeased, but
he compared ;:ie 111.111 again, and at last, with a triumphant. smile, exclaimed: "See
here, you nurly (gnarly) wretch, you have got it ' If four tone of hay cost eo much,
what will seven tons cost?' when it should be, ' If four tons of .English hay cost so and
so.' Now go and do it all over again." 3

The origin of this plan of teaching probably was due to the scarcity
of texts. But the continuance of a method of instruction which did
not make use of a text can not be due to texts not being available

'Joseph T. Budd:team, In Baraerd's Amer. Jour. of Edue., 13: LW.
hobo Tiled* taught In the North Writing MONA of, Beaton trees la to MM. Wm. B. ro;the Heed
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during the eighteenth century. Severs! texts by English authors
were known in the Colonies in the early part of the eighteenth cen-
tury. (See p. 18.) That these texts did not become generally used
in the schools and the method of instruction correspondingly chant d
seems to have been due mainly to a belief in the etli;itcy of the method
of teaching arithmetic without a text. To be sure, books were more
expensive then than now, if thepurchasing value of money be taken
into account. But this condition does not see M (4/ have prevented
the printing and distribution of religious writings and the almo.t
universal use of the Psalter and catechism in the schools. And
certainly in the ,study of Latin ,texts must have been used. There
were a number of printing prtvmes in the ('olonies, but they were
engaged largely in turning out controversial pamphlets of it religion,:
nature.

When pupils came to be provided with texts, the procedure wiei
essentially the same until after the dose of this period. Wickershitin
gives this description:

with a book of his own, the pupil solved the problems contained in it in their
proper order; working bard or taking it easy as it pleased him, showed the solutions
to the master, and if found correct generally copied them in a blank book provided
for the purpose. The matter copied embraced about the whole contents of the arith.
metic, including headings, definitions, rules, and examples. Some of these old mann-
scrilit -Cyphering 'looks.- the host one nifty suppose, having come down through
several generations, are still preserved among old family records, bearing testimony
to the fair writing and the .clireful copying. if not to the arithmetical knowledge. of
those who prepared them. When a pupil was unable to solve a pmblem, he had
recourse to the master, who solved it for him. It sometimes happened that a dozen
or twenty pupils stood at one time in a crowd around the master's desk, waiting wi'h
alat4s and problems to be solved. There were no cleave in arithmetic, no explens.

Aims of processes either b) master or pupil, no demonstration of principles either
asked for or given; the problems were solved, the answer obtained, the solutions
copied, and the work was considered complete. That some persons did obtain a
good knowledge of arithmetic under such teaching must be admitted, but this result
was disiirly due rather to native talent or hard personal labor than, to wise direction

Another interesting account of the teaching of arithmetic is given
in The District School as It Was. The writer was born in 1800 and
the amount was first published in 1833:

At the age of 12 I commenced the studio( arithmetic, that chiofest of sciences in
Yankee estimation. No man is willing that his son should be without skill in
ggw.e,

The entering on arithmetic was quite en era in my schoolboy life. This was placing
me decidedly among the great boys and within hailing distance of manhood. My
feelings were consequently considerably elevated. A new Adams's arithmetic of
the latest edition was bought for my use. It was covered by hand with stout sheep-
skin, In the economical expectation that, after I had done with it, it might help
still younger heads to the golden. science. A quire of foohscap was made to take the
km of a manuscript of the lull length of the sheet, with a pasteboard cover, as more
suitable to the dignity of such superior dimensions than filmy brown paper.

1 Hist. of idae. PosatylvaDIA. pp. 2064011.
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I had also a brand-new idate, for Ben used father's old one. It was eft in i frame

wrought by the aforesaid lien, who prided himself on. hie knack at tools; considering
that he had never nerved an apprenticeship in their use. There was no lack of timber
in the fabrication. Mark Martin raid that he could make a better frame with a jack-
knife in his left hand and keep his right in hie pocket.

My first exercise was transcribing from my arithmetic to my manuscript At the
t, p of the first page I penned A RITIIMETIC in capitals an inch high and so broad
that this one word reached entirely across the At At due dietanee below I
ante the word ,' Addition in large rouse hand. beginning with a lofty A, which
seemed like the drawing of a mountain peak. towering above the level wilderness
1,l ow Then mine Rule," in a little smaller hand, no that there was a regular grada-
tion from the enormous capitals at the top, down In fine running. no, hobbling hand
in which I wrote off the rule.

Now slate and pencil and brain tame into use. I met with no difficulty at first;
simple addition was as easy as counting my fingers. But there was one thing I could
it understand that carrying of teen. It was absolutely necessary, I perceived, in
enter the right answer, yet it was a mystery which that arithmetical oracle,
our schoolmaster, did not see fit to explain. It is pervade that it was a mystery to
him. Then came subtracfion. The bomoving of ten wan another unaccountable
operation. The reason seemed te me then at the very bottom of the well of seience;
and there it remained for that winter, for no friendly bucket brought it up to my
each.

Every nine wan transcribed to my mantisCript. and each sum likewise an it stood
pelseed in the book, and also the whole poxes. of figures by which the answer was
hound.

Each rule, moreover, was, or rather was to be, ,sennut led to memory, word for word,
which to me was the most tedious and difficult job of the whole.'

The purpose of texts in the hands of pupils was to lighten the labor
of the master as well as to assist the pupil in understandirg the sub-
ject. Dilworth says 'in his preface:

After returning to you my most hearty thanks for your kind acceptance of my
A'st Guar to who English Ton9i,e, permit me to lay 1., ,fore you the following pare,
which are intended as a help toward a more speedy improvement of your scholars in
milliners and at Orr name time to take off that heavy burden of writing out rules and
questions which you have so long laboured tinder.

And later:
And now, after all, it is pomilde that. nome, who like best to tread the Old beaten

Path, and to sweat at their Business when they may do it with Pleasure, may start an
Objection against the Use of this well intended Assistant.

Another author writes in more detail and lets us see more of the
schoolro6m technique and .the reason for having printed texts:

Having some time ago drawn up a set of rules and proper questions, with their
answers annexed, for the use of my own school and divided them into several books,
as well for more ease to myself an the readier improvement of my seholara, 1 found
them by experienCe of infinite use; for when a master takes upon him that laborious
.(though necessary) method of writing out the rules and questions in the children's
books he must either be toiling and slaving himself, after the toil of the school is over,
to get ready the books for the next day, or else he must lose that time which would be
much better spent in instructing and opening the minds of his pupils. There
was, however, still an inconvenience which hindered them from giving me the patis-
.

a Wimp Burma: Tin District School U 11 was, pp. 110412.
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faction 1 at first expected; i. e., where therm am several boys in a class, name one or
other must wait till the boy who fagot has the book finishes the writing out of those
rules and questions he wants, whit detains the others frpm making that progrems they,
otherwise might, had they a proper book of rules and examples for each; to remedy
which I was prompted to compile one, iu order to have it printed, that it might not
oniy be of use to my own school but to such others as would have their acholars make
a quick progress.'

Daniel Adonis says in the preface to his Scholar's Arithmetic:
Nu kas.ve now the testimony of many respectable teachers tat e that this work,

where it has boon introduced into schools', has proved a very kind mairtant t.mard a
more speedy and thorough improvement of windmill in numbers and at the tame time
ham relievel masters of a heavy burden of writing out roles and qnetstions under whit h
they have su lung labored tt. the manifest neglect °collier r rta of their schools

The Pupil's liuridr, by Benjamin Dearborn (17821; is simply a col-
lection of the "most useful rules in arithmetic." The hook root:fill,,
no examples or prkiblenis. Its purpose' Was "tat lessei, the. labor of
the master."

A few authors attempted to facilitate this plan of instruction even
more than by simply providing a source for problems and riles.
Isaac Greenwood, the first. American to write an arithmetic which NV ns
published, says in his preface:

The Header will observe, that the Rother has insert. el under all Comae rules, where
it was pmper. Extunplos with Blanks for his practice This was a principal End u.
the Undertaking; that such peraons as were desirous thereof might have a contr.-
hetuive Collection of all the best It tilo. in the "Art of Nunthring, with example.
wrought. by thomtmelves. And that nothing might he wanting to favour this desitzli.
the Imprecation is made upon several of the host Sorts of Paper. This moth ml is
entirely new, 1"

Daniel Adams embodiers this same feature in his Scholar's Arith-
metic in 1801. Ile says in his preface,:

To answer the several intentions of this work it will be norea*ary that it should
put into the hands of every arithmetician; the blank alter ouch example is designed
for the operation by the wholly, which being first wrought upon a slate or waste pale, t
he may afterwarustranserilo. into his book.

This text apparently attainet) some popularity, for by 1815 it had
gone-through nine editions. Ivhave seen a copy printed as late as
1824. I have a copy printed in 1820 which bears the imprint of the
hand of some pupil who doubtless labored long over the involved :and
obscure exercises.

When Dudley Leavitt edited- an abridged edition of Pike's System
of Arithmetic in 1826, there was also published

A New Ciphering Book, adapted to Pike's Arithmetic abridged; containing illus-
trative notes, a variety of useful Mathematical Tables, etc., with blank pages of fine
paper, sufficient for writing down all the more interesting operations'

I 'Mel, Walkingknel Tutees' Asistaat, palm 114 a a text by aa itaglab astbar, but was
reprinted In thn country.

't Asper. Jour. of Educ., 1996, p
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ecexte in the hands of the pupils grew in favor, and thus the masters

were relieved from the burden of setting sums and dictating rules.
The pupil had both in his text. But in doing this another need was
created. Many of the instructors posl:essed practically no arithmeti-
cal ability. So little, that the pupils helloed that the masters could
not do many of the SUMS, and without their own iphering books
would be helpless. Thus when a new or different problem appeared
in the texts, master and pupil alike were p(rplexed if they could not
locate it under a known rule. The following is typical of what one
may unagnpe happtlied frequent).

law had just hewn passed requinng that ti Ilene eaataimatottn eland,' he con-
do. tint by throe county eomunnoolien; nunea.I of he tos hold!) ututtees, as hail been
the practice before "I shall not forget," lays I ohlr, my fire elperieoce wider
the new system. The only question aAtod me at our tine emunination was, What. is
the pmduct 14 25 mite by Y5 (elite! We were not as exact then as people an. now.
We had only arithmeth whirl gave the PUMP and the rubs. Those were eon.
ai,fered enough at that day How could 1 tull the prialuut of '2.5 cents by 25 .rata,
when such a problem vouhl 11.11 I., found in the inn.k? Th.. omitnioer thought it was
bl et its, lout was 1111 Mitre 1 thought Just its he dia, loll thus lookol ton 'wall to both
of us We disclaimed its merits for 1111 hour or morn, when he din bled that he eras sure
I wad 111111.01011 (4) (4114.4.11 to )1,..4, and a fIrSt-dANS Ctliii/01114, was given me " '

As will be shown a little later, new types if texts began to appear
in IS2I. To make, pilssible their use, it was necessary to provide a
key for the use of the teacher. A key, bound either with the text
or separately, Insierne ten essential part of a series of arithmetic:.

'1111` 1IL:e of the ciphlring hook is so conspicuous in the plan of
instruct ion and in.the purpose of the texts of this pet ',oil that it wino
appropriate to call the period in the develoriment of arithmetic up
to 1821 the "Cyphering Book Period."

Although the ciphering book represents the most conspicuous
feature of the teaching of arithmetic during this period, a careful
analysis of the method of teaching reveals other factors of funda-
mental importance.

From the abgtraetto the emu-vele. We have shown that the texts
were organized upon this principle. It represents also the order of
the instruction. The experience of the boy who was started on a
"suin in simple additionfire columns of figures, and six figures in
each column "seems to be typical.

In his Scholar's Aritlunetic Adams presents abstractly the four
operations for integers and addition and subtraction for compound
numbers." Following the completion of this section of the text., he
says:

The scholar has now surveyed the ground work of arithmetic. It has before been
intimated that the only way in which numbers can he affected is by the operations
of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. These rules have now been

I Quoted by F. Non, The Teaching and iListary at liatheausticklu the United States, pia
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taught hi» a. and the! exercises in a supplement to each suggest their use and.sp;ita-
tion to the purposes and concerns of life. Further, the thing needful, and that which
distinguishes the arithmetician, is to know bow to proceed by application of these
four rules to the solution of any arithmetical question. To afford the scholar this
knowledge is the object of all the succeeding rules.'

Not only was the above dictum literally followed, but it main-
fested itself in the form of proceeding from the general to the par-
ticular. It appears that educators of those days really thought this
the proper order.

Mentoriter method. As must necessarily be the case when the
above order is followed, the memory was emphasized almost exclu-
sively. This was certainly true in this early period. Adams
probably only expresses the consensus of opinion when he says:
"Directions to the Scholars: Each rule is first to be committed to
memory; afterwards, the examples in illustration, and every remark
is to be perused with care." '

A very vivid description of the method of teaching arithmetic is
given by another author:

The boy, advanced perhaps some way in his teens, is sent to a winter school for two
or three months to complete his education; for he can not attend in any other season,
nor then indeed but quite unsteadily. But as he is almost a man he must go to selB911
to cypher; and as he has but a short time for the business he must cypher fast. lie
goes to school, vulgarly speaking, row, perhaps scarcely able to form an arithmetical
figure. His master sets him a sum in addition, and it may be tells him he must carry
one forevery ten; but why, isa Mystery which neither master nor scholar gives him-
self any trouble about; however, with a deal of pains, he at length gets his sum done,
without ever biSing asked, or knowing how to read the sum total, or any number
expressed in the statement.3

But it is cyphering, and that is sufficient. If he is taught to commit any of the
rules to memory, he learns them like a parrot, without any knowledge of their reason,
or application. After this manner he grOpes along from rule to rik, till he ends his
blind career with the rule of three; and in the end, the only an#16st account he
can give of the whole is, that he has been over it. But he has completed his school
education, and is well qualified to teach a school himself the next winter after.

The idea of assisting the pupil not a part of the teacher's creed.In
these early days the function of the teacher was to maintain order
and hear. lessons. The doctrine of interest had not yet been pro-
mulgated in this country, nor was it considered necessary to moti-
vate the work of the school, except, perhaps, by punishment'in case
the lessons were not satisfactorily prepared. In the accounts of the
teaching in these early days we find no mention of attempts CO as-
sist the pupil to appreciate arithmetic. The study of arithmetic
was tiot compulsory during the greater part of this period. The
pupil did not undertake the study until he desired to do so, and pre-

P. se
setzegars Arithmetic, p. T.
As a etrudhg 'sample of this method of lustruotion, I have actually known lad of le, who, after having

la this way, tore over all the Opt rulte"of metio at a common school, was utterly unable tdveed or
elialusrate any number coolletIng rt lour pima of eons.

Mammy Lee: The AMMIkall Auoccuplaut,

;Aide



sumably studied it only so long as it pleased him, or pdssibIT his
parents. Certain incentives combined to excite interest in the sub-
ject. For example, ciphering was a relatively rare accomplishment,
particularly until after 1800. Because of the few who could claim
the title of "arithmeticker," the title carried with it considerable
distinction and honor as well as some practical advantages. Also,
the subject was relatively new and considered difficult. These con-
ditions combined to cause rivalry,, and one can easily imagine the
zeal with which the children to whom such a thing ,appealed attacked
sums which had a reputation of being difficult. Under these condi-
tions the need of motivating the work in arithmetic would not be
felt, as keenly as under our present conditions. But when interest
in the work flagged, as it must have at times, or when a pupil failed
to become interested, we have no evidence that it was considered
the teacher's function to stimulate interest except by one means,
i. o., pimishment. In some cases the pupil was allowed to drop the
subject.

The master set or dictated sums and rules and examined the
pupil's work, or where the pupil possessed a text he had only to ex-
amine the work. These were the essential features of the instruc-
tion. In the case of some teachers they represented the total of
instruction; other teachers were 'more communicative." Just what
this quality was we are not told, but we may drew some conclusions
from the texts of the period which were presumably written by some
of the "more communicative" teachers.i the text the assistance
given to the pupil is limited to an explanation, or demonstration,
of an example which has been selected to illustrate a rule. The
explanation is little more than an elaboration of the rule for this
special case. The following explanation of the first example in
division in Adams's Scholar's Arithmetic is typical. The example is,
Divide 127 by 5.

Proceed in this operation thus: It being evident that the divisor (5) can not be
contained in the first figure (1) of the dividend, therefore assume the first two figures
(12) and inquire how often 5 is contained in 12; finding it' to be rtimes, place 2 in the
quotient, and multiply the divisor by it, saying 2 times 5 is 10, and place the sum
(10) directly under 12 in the dividend. Subtract 10 from 12 and to the remainder (2)
firing the next figure (7) at the right hand, making the remainder 27. Again, inqiiire
how many times 5 in 27; 5 times; place 5 in the quotient, multiply the divisor (5) by
the quotient figur, 1,3), saying 6 times 5 is 25, place the sum (25) under 27, subtract,
and the work is done. Hence it appears that 127 contains 5, 25 times with a remainder
of 2, which was left after the last subtraction.'

Such assistance is "telling" with no attempt at development. The
attitude is: The rule is.difficult because it is not finely enough divided.
Hence we will state it for a particular case in Chore detail. No
attempt to develop the topic or to teach the pupil to think is indi-
cated.

P. V.
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Ilidutaite inateuetiou.It has just been shown that there was
practically no attempt to instruct pupils, but in so far as there was
any plan for guiding the pupil in his learning, it was deductive, i. e.,
from rule to problem. The textbooks were arranged on this plan,
and the evidence indicates that school practice followed this order
exclusively.

No drill. As has been seen, the texts made practically no pro-
,, vision for drill, and ciphering books of the period indicate that no

drill was given. Speed contests and rapid drills were wanting. A
parti'al reason is that blackboards and slates were unknown until
near the close of this kriod. Paper was expensive, and the manu-
facture and repair of.quill pens took much time. There appears to
have ben no drill, even upo to multiplication tables, except in
the dame schools. At this st e of his education the pupil could
not write, and hence his work mu, t be oral, and drill upon the number
facts was a feature of it.

No oral arithmetic. 116 work was all written except the very ele-
mentary instruction in number given in the dame schools. The be-
ginning of oral arithmetic, or as it is more generally called, mental
arithmetic, belongs to the next period.

Indivic4uzl instruction.The very nature of the ciphering book
method made impracticable class or group instruction. Though

i. little instruction w'as given, the pupils had individual contact with
the master. The practice of having examples explained to the class
by either the teacher or a pupil comes in a later period.

An objective refult.rjThe accumulating collection of examples and
their solutions furnished tangible evidence of the pupil's progress.
By both master and pupil this objective result was consciously
striven for. Incidentally, neatness both in the making of characters and
in the arrangement of the work was insisted upon and usually secured.
Ciphering hooks which are still preserved are models of neatness and
skill in writing.
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PART ILBEGINNING OF THE PESTALOZZIAN MOVEMENT IN AMERICA
AS APPLIED TO ARITHMETIC, Oli THE WORK OF WARREN COLBURN,

Chapter IV.
WARREN COLBURN AND HIS RELATION TO

PESTALOZZI.

The beginning of a new epoch in arithmetic and arithmetic teaching
in the United States was marked by the appearance of Warren Col-
burn's First Lessons in Arithmetic on the Plan of Peatalozzi, in 1821'

1,,ArithinetiC was given a place of increased importanoe as a school
subject; the content of the texts was changed almost abruptly; the
Alan of arithmetical instruction was modified to include mental train-
ing as an important factor; and much of the instruction in arithmetic
keiune oral. Warren Colburn exerted a greater influence upon
th(s development of arithmetic in the United States than any other
person. For this reason it is entirely fitting that we give here a
brief account of his life)

Warren Colburn's early life.Warren Colburn was born March 1,
1793, in the part of Dedham (Mass.) called Pond Plain. In 1794 or
1795 the family moved into Clapboard trees parish, later to High Rock,
and in 1800 or 1801 to Milford. Richard Colburn, his father, was a
farmer, and the early life of the boy was spent on the farm. Pre-
sumably he participated in the usual activities of farm life. At the
age of 4, Warren attended a summer district school. At Milford,
he began to attend the winter district school. Front Milford the
family moved, about the year 1806, to Uxbridge, where he continued
to attend the winter terms of the common school.

It was at this last place that his aptitude and expertness in arith-
metic began to attract attention. His father encouraged this apti-
tude by taking into the family Mr. Gideon Alby, an old schoolmaster,
who was good at figures. Mr. Alby instructed the boy in "cyphering"
during the long winter evenings.

About this time Warren .Colburn seems to have developed either a
distaste for the farm, or an aptitude for machinery and certain lines
of manufacturing. Apparently on his account, the family left the
farm about 1810 and moved to Pawtucket, R. I., so that he might
have the opportunity to learn something of machinery and mender).

The mum of moat of the biota of Warren CoIburn's 1111 Isan amount In Barnardl we Joarsel wlRdeostbs, 2: SW
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Duriag thenextfive yearshe worked infaxtories, and iiwas not
until the summer of 1815 that he began to prepare himself for college.,
Ast why he developed a desire for a college education is not told us,
but clearly he possessed a very keen motive for it.. Such was his
zeal, that he prepaied for college within 4 monbhs, although appar-
ently he had not studied lafiguages before. For thiS reason he was
ill-prepared in all except mathematics when he entered Harvard
'College in-1816.

11i8 lie in college' and after.throughout his college course he
was recognized as excelling all his dassmates in mathematics. It.is
said that he applied himself with equal faithfulness tci.-fie classics,
and in spite of his poor preparation he commanded the respect of
his instructors and -stood well in these classes. In mathematics he
mastered t e calculus and read through a considerable portion of
the great w rk of Laplace. He graduated in August, 1820, at the age

t
of 27.

Colburn received the- genuine respect of all who knew him. At
college he was liked and respected by all his classmates, although he
was not accustomed to participate in the social activities of college life.
He was older and more mature than his fellow students and seems to
have taken his college studies very seriously. IleNas not brilliant
in conversation nor in public speech. Soon after Colburn's death,
Dr. FAward G. Davis, a classmate, wrote of him as follows:

It the constitution of Colburn's mind, many circumstances were peculiar. His
mental operations were not rapid, and it was only with great patience and' long-contin-
ued thought that he achieved his objects. This peculiarity, which was joined with
an uncommon power of abstraction, he possessed in common with some of the most
gifted minds which the world has produced. Newton himself, said that it was only

. by patient reflection that he arrived at his great results, and not by sudden or rapid,
eights. In Colburn this sloWness and patience of investigation wereleading traits.
:it was not his habit, perhaps not within his power, to arrive at rapid conclusions on
any .subject. * * * His conclusions, reached slowly and painfully, were estab-
lished on a solid bas;is, and the silent progress of time, that great test of truth, has
served but to verify and confirm them.'

The trend. of his mind at the time of leaving college is reflected
in his thesis, which was "On the Benefit Accruing to an Individual
from. a Knowledge of the Physical Sciences." One paragraph is
especially significant.

The purpose of education it to render a man happy as an individual, and agreeable,
useful, and respectable as a member of society. To do this)/ he ought to cultivate all
the powers of his mind, and endeavor to acquire a general knowledge of every depart-
ment at literature and science, and a general acquaintance with the world by habits
of convoisition. And this is not inconsistent. with the most intense application to
& flivorite pursuit.*

e.

,1118 life after leaving college ait maple of the opihion he
expresses flere. Al

.
h engaged as a superintendent of a man-

Ibid., 300.
_
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ufacturing company, a position of responsibility and one which
required constant attention, Colburn found time to continuer his
educational endeavors. His algebra was completed after leaving the
sclioolroom. He was one of the-founders of the American Institute
of Instruction, and in 1830 delivered a masterly address before that
body on `:The Teaching of Arithmetic."

During his collegiate course he taught during the winter months
in Boston, 'in LominOer, and in Canton. After leaving college he
began teaching in a select school in Boston. He continued in this
school for about two and a half years. He then gave up school-teach-
ing and went to Waltham as superintendent of the Boston Manu-
facturing Co`. In* August, 1824, he became superintendent of the
Lowell Merrimack Manufacturing Co., at Lowell. He continued in
this position until his death, September 13, 1833.

In the winter of 1826, Lowell was incorporated as a town, and at
the first town meeting Mr. Colburn was cfiosen a member of the
superintending school committee. It is said that in order to proVide
time for proper attention to the .affairs of the new school system, the
committee often held their meeting at 6 o'clock in the morning. Mr.
Colburn served on this committeti for two years and was reelected
in 1831, but was excused at his own' request. He wag elected a fellow
of the American Academy of Arts and Science in 1827. Also, for a
number of years lie was a member of the examining committee for
mathematics at Harvard College.
, While at Lowell he conceived a scheme for the intellectual improve-
ment of the community by popular lecOres on scientific subjects.
Throughout the autumn and winter of 1825 he gave illustrated 16c-
tures upon natural history, light, the seasons, and electricity. Hi)
continued giving popular lectures for several years, varying the con-.
tent somewhat from year to year. On one occasion he received and
accepted an invitation to deliver a series of lectures before the
Mechanics Charitable Association in Boston.

Corburn's arititmetics.It was while teaching in Boston that he
wrote his arithmetics. The First Lessons in Intellectual Arithmetic
came from the press in the autumn of 1821. The Sequel to the First
Lessons was published about a year later.'

In 1825. Colburn published An Introduction to Algebra upon the
Inductive Method of liastruc(ion. Although the algebra . was not
published until after he had ceased teaching, it was a part of his
originally conceived plan which had its incipiency in his teaching
experience.

The date of publication of the Sequel has been enoneonaly given as 1 831, and one writer has given It
as 1826. Nether of these dates Is correct. Th6 compiler of this report has in his possession a copy bearing
the date of 1822, the data of copyright being October 30.

riZ&At.r. t.
rr t fY
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Mr. Batchelder, of Cambridge, states:
I remember once, in conversing with him with respect to his arithmetic (the First

Lessons), he remarked that the pupils who were under his tuition made his arithmetic
for him; that he had only to gi,e his attention to the questions they asked, and the
proper answers and explanations to be given, in order to anticipate the doubts and
difficulties that would arise in the minds of other pupils; and lho removal of these
doubts and difficulties in the simplest manner was the foundation of that system of
instruction which his schoolbooks were the means of introducing.'.

He published about the same time a series of reading books for
young children. Each book of the series contained sonic appropriate
instructions in English grammar. It is said that his method of pre-
;tenting grammar gave results scarcely less admirable than in arith-
metic. Before his death he had planned.' revision of his Sequel
which was intended to meet the criticisms which had been made upon
it. Unfortunately he had not committed his ideas for the revision to
'writing and nothing has come down to us of what probably would
have been a work of oven more merit.

The First Lessons was immediately introduced into the schools
aid enjoyed greater popularity than any other arithmetic ever pub-
lished. In 1856 the statement was made that 50,000 copies were
used annually in Great Britain and 100,000 annually in the United
States. It was even translated into foreign languages. In the
Boston Public. Library there is a copy printed in raised type for the
blind.

The first teachers who used the First Lessons were enthusiastic
in their praise of it. - Mr. Thomas Sherwin, principal of the high
school, Boston, said:

I regard Mr.polburn as the greatest benefactor of his age, with respect to the proper
development of the mathematical powers. Pestalozzi, ir.deed, first conceived the
plan; but Mr. Colburu realized the plan, popularized, it, and rendered it capable of
being applied by the humblest mediocrity. Indeed, I regard the First Lessons as
the ne plus taint of primary arithmetic.'

Speaking of the First Lessons, Mr. Page said in 1843, in addressing
the American Institute of Instruction:

The reason, the understanding, is addressed, and led pn step by step, till the whole
is taken into the mind acrd becomes a part of it. The memory is little thought of, yet
the memory can not let it slip; for what has been drunk in, as it were, by the under-
standing, and made a part of the mind, the mind never forgets. To how many a
wayworn and weary pupil under the old system; to how many a proficient who could
number his half dozen authors, and twice that number of manuscript cyphering books;
to laow many a teacher evens who had taught the old system, winter after winter,
and yet maw but as "through a glass darkly"; to how many such, was this book on its
appearance Their First Lessons in Arithmetic? Warren Colburn's name should to
written in a conspicuous place, in letters of gold, for this service.'

p. 300. , p. 306.
From a lecture before tie American Institute of Instruction, August, 18e3.
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Pestalozzi' -contribution to arithmetic. By stating in the title of his
first text that it was "on the plan of Pestalozzi" and.by the use of the
Pestalozzian unit table and fraction tables, Colburn definitely con-
nected his work with that of Pestalozzi, the noted Swiss educator.
Statements made by writers' in recent years have tended to create
the general impression that Colburn merely copied what Pestalozzi
had already done. In presenting the evidence on this point, we shall
first review certain phases of Pestalozzi's work.

Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827) was profoundly influ-
enced by the writings of Rousseau, particularly by the Emile. Early
in life he conceived the ambition of improving the social, moral, and
religious conditions which then existed among the peasant class of
Europe. This was the guiding purpose of his life. At first he strove
to accomplish it, by reforming the vagrant and delinquent children by
means of industrial training, but after his work at Stanz in 1799,
where the conditions made industrial training impossible,.he directed
his attention to :improving elementary instruction, which he can-
chided was a more fundamental means of social improvement.
This conclusion was based upon the assumption that one's social,
moral, and religious status was dependent upon one's ability to form
"clear ideas" froM confused sense- impressions and that the ability
to form such ideas was a general ability and capable of development
as such.'

Pestalozzi states his concept of the immediate purpose of instruc-
tion when he says "in the youngest years we must not reason with
children, but must limit ourselves to the means of developing their
minds."' His meaning is made.more clear when he says in another
place:

. The world lies before our eyes like a sea of confused sense-impressions, flowing one
into the other. If our development through nature only is not sufficiently rapid and
unimpeded, the business of instruction is to remove the confusion of these sense-,
impressions; to separate the objects one from another; to put together in imagination
those that resemble or are related to each other; and in this way to make all clear to
us, and by perfect clearness in these to raise in us distinct icloss.5.

According to Pestalozzi nature has endowed the child with instincts
and capacities or "faculties." These develop naturally, but this
process is too slow, and man is to assist in the development of the
child's "faculties" by using the same materials and art of instruc-
tion that are employed by nature. "The means of making clear all
knowledge gained by sense-impressions," he says, "comes from
number, form, and language." These are the "elementary means of

4
F. Graves: A History of Education in Modern Times, p.161.
How Gertrude Teaches Her Children, p. 227.

p.146.
a,

Ibld., p. 1411.
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instruction, because the whole sum of external propertied of any
object is comprised in its outline and its numbers, and is brought
home to my consciousness through language." This thesis furnished
the basis for his curriculum. The method of instruction Nt as based
upon the thesis that sense-impressions are the " absolute foundation
of all knowledge." .

Pestalozzi considered arithmetic the' most important means for
giving that, mental training which would result- in the power to form
"clear ideas. "' For this reason he took particular pains to identify
the elemeas of the subject, and to formulate the series of steps in the
method of instruction. He considered arithmetic to arise
entirely from simply putting together and separating several units. Its basis is
essentially this: One and one are tun, and mu from two leases one. Any number,
whatever it may be, is only an abbreviation of thin natural, original method of count-
ing. But it is important that this consciousness of the origin (4 relations of numbers
should not he weakened in the 1piman mind by the shortening expedients of arith-
metic. It should be deeply impreisell with great care on all the ways in which this
art is taught; and all future steps should he built upon the vonscinutmess, deeply
retained in the human ntind, of the real relations of things which lie at the bottom of al I
calculation. If this is not done, this first means of gaining clear ideas will be 4graded
to a piatything of our memory and imagination, and will be useless for its essential

purpose'
Both the content of arithmetic and the method of teaching it, as

Pestalozzi con(teived them, are implied in this statement. Tho
"clear idea" which is represented by a number, e. g., seven, is obtained
by counting seven objects. The "clear idea" which is represented
by 7 multiplied by 8 is to he obtained by counting the total number
of objects in seven groups containing eight objects each. This plan
was extended to common fractions and operations with them. The
"shortening expedients of arithmetic" were net permitted until
"clear ideas" of numbers and number relations hadibecome perma-
nently fixed by having appropriate sense perceptions. In the
beginning, the children might use their fingers, peas, stones, or other,
handy objects for obtaining the necessary sense perceptions. Later
a "spelling board" with moveable letters (tablets) was used or the
'tables which Pestalozzi devised.

The units table consisted of 1003 rectangles arranged in rows of 10.
Each rectangle in the first row contained 1 vertical mark. Each
rectangle in the second row contained 2 vertical marks, and so on,
each rectangle in the tenth row containing 10 vertical marks. The
first fraction table was made up of 10 rows squares, each rod con-

How Gertrude Teaches Her Children, p. 2011.
'Ibid., pp. 210-211.
s In How ChirtrodeTeechakHer Children, the trtuniator (p. 216) states that the units table consisted of

13 rows of 12 rectangles each and that mob of the fraction tables contained 144 squares. The tames am
described by p. 177, as having only 10 rows, each consisting of 10 rectangles, or squares. The tables
were reproduced by Colburn In this form. This form is also given in Pmtaloases Ausgswitalte Werke, by
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taining 10 squares. The squares of the first row were undivided.
Those in the second were divided into two equal parts by a vertical
line: those of the third into three equal parts, and so on. The second
fraction table was constructed from the first, by dividing the squares
in the second column into two equal parts by a horizontal line, those
of the third column into three equal parts, and so on.

These tables were used in an elaborate set of exercises which were
based upon Pestalozzi's concept, of the nature of arithmetic and of
the art of instruction. The exercises were prepared by Hermann
Krasi, a teacher of experience and ability who was an assistant to.
Pest alozzi at. Burgdorf and later at Yverdun. They were published
in 1503 with the title, Anschauungslthre der Zahlenverhiiitniese, in
three parts.'

.

There were eight sets of exercises upon the units table.' In the
first, the child was to point to the marks in the table and count out
the eimlbiliations of the multiplication table up to 10 times 10.
The second consisted of 540 exercises of the form: "19 times 1 is
t times 2 and 1 time the half of 2." The object was to express
each' minilier' as so ninny twos,.threes, fours, etc. In the third, a
number expressed in terms of sixes was changed to so many sevens,
or if expressed in terms of sevens, it was changed to so many eights,
etc. For exaMple, "9 times 9 and 8 times the ninth part of 9 is
8!) 11111eS 1, 89 times I is 8 times 10 and 9 times the tenth part of
10." 1p the fourth, the tenth paits of numbers are multiplied by
the numbers I to 10. The remaining sets of exercises were made
increasingly complex, the sixth c msisting of 360 exercises of the
form, "12 is 2 times 6, 18 is 3 times 6, therefore 2 times 6 is 2 times
the third part of 3 times 6." Four of the eight sets of exercises con-
tained a total of more than 2,000 exercises of the formal types
illustrated.

The first fraction table was made the basis of 12 sets of exercises
and the second of 8 more. One of these contained 17,280 exercises
of the form "17 halves are 2 times 7 halves and 3 times the seventh
part of 7 halves."

These exercises are Purely formal, but Pestalozzi believed that by
having a child grind through them laboriously, counting out each on
the apprepriate table, his mental powers would be developed, because
the exercises were based upon his psychological analysis of the proc-
ess of the development of the human mind. Arithmetic had been
reduced to its elements and the instruction psychologized by redueit
tion to an elaborate formula.

I There is a copy of A asellausincsieltre der ZaIdtnatrAdiesesee In the Library of Gowen. Thiicopy con-
tains only the first pert, which was devoted to the exercises an the units table.

'The facts ot this deecriptian are takes from Dit Maketlik do rrattacera Ariannatik, by Friedrich Omar,
p.1775.
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t should be noted that no practical problems .are included in the
list, and there is no suggestion that arithmetic has a practical func-
titan. In the first stages, the child was expected. to count familiar-
objects. Some years earlier Petalozzi said -i.n "Leonard and. Ger-
trude':

The instruction she [Gertrude] give them in the rudiments of arithmetic was inti-
mately connected with the realities of life. She taught them to count the number of
steps from one end of the room to the other; and two. rows of five panes each, in one of
the windows, gave her an opportunitx to unfold the decimal relations of. numbem
l)e also made them count their threads while spinning, and the number of turns on

them! when they wound the yarn iniO skeins. '

No problems are involved here. The children were made to count
the objects. But at this time Pestalozzi had not begun to forniu-
late the art of instruction, and when he did., the idea suggested in tlkis
quotation Was overshadowed by his interest in a psychological
method. Since " clear ideas" of numbers and their relations were of
the first importance, the symbols of -arithmetic were tO be delay.?
until the clear ideas were fixed iii the mind of the child. The forms
of operations' were not included in the published plan. Thus the
instruction necessiirity became oral.-

NO better summary of Pestalozzi's system of .arithmetic can he
given than that found In Piper's Henry Pestalozzi and His Mu of
Education, which was published in 1831. He says:

In this calculating world. shall we be understood if we say that Pestalozzli's arith-
metic' hack Ho reference to the shop or counting bowie; that it, dealt not in monies,
weights, or measures; that its interests consisted entirely in the mental exorcise,
which it involved and its benefit in ,the increase of strength and acuteness which
the mind derived from that exercise?

Again, in this mechanical sign-loving age, shall A'e be understood. if we say that his
arithmetic was not the art of handling. and

And,
ciphers, but the power of

comprehending and comparing numbers? And, lastly, with a public who faith is
exclusively devoted to what is immediately and palpably "practical and useful."
shall we be "believed if we'add that, notwithstanding the apparently unpractical tend-
ency of Pestalozzi's arithinetical instruction, he numbered among his pupils the
most acute said rapid "practical arithmeticians "?

Such, however, was the case; his course of arithmetic excluded ciphers until num-
bers were perfectly understood, and the rules ofbreduction, exchange, and others, in
which arithmetic is applied to the common butenem of life, were superadded at the
close of his arithmetical course, as the pupil's future calling night requirelt.* The
main object of his instruction in this .branch of knowledge was the development of
the mental powers; mid this he accomplished with so 'much. success that the ability
which pupils displayed, especially in mental arithmetic, was the chief means of
attracting the public notice to his experiments..

o

The Pestalonian movement in America. William McClure, a Scotch
anthropist, was the first disciple of Festalozzi in the /United

States. The (*hest presentation of Pestalozzian principle was by
hipi in an article published in the National / , June 6, 1806.:
0111111111011

I Pp. 1*431.
Newer History of the Peeteloollea lionimant Is tits MOM lidos.
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is was followed by other articleti of. a more eliborate nature.
1806 McClure induced 'Joseph Neef, who had worked with PestaIoz4,
to Como to Phi '&41404, where he opened a Pestalozzian school in
1809. About three. years later. Ned removed to .Village Green, Pa.
From there he removed to Louisville, Icy. ; thence to New Harmony;
Ind,1 and finally to Cincinnati. Iii '.1808 he published a treatise on
education, entitled: Skekh qf a plan and method (if education founded
-on,the analysis qf the human fatOies and natural rea.ton, f' ,d for the
offspring qf .a free people:awl oft rational beings. A chapter was
Aevoted to Postatozzi's plan of teaching arithmetic.

The work of Ned and the writings of McClure served to advertise
the principles of Pestalozzi the n.Uited States, but educational
practice was not influenced directly. This was particularly true in
New England before 1.821. There- were leaders in education who.
were acqnainted with the work of Pestalozzi, and a little later there
were minyienthusiastic disciples of the &skim schoolmaster. Edu-
cational periodicals, beginning with the Academician 081.8719),
contained many. articles on the work of Pestalozzi. In 1821, when
Warren Colburn published his First Lessons in Arithmetie on the
Map. o.f the. Pestalozzian movement in the United States
was-beginning to aegirire momenturn and to influence school practice,.

Collourn's re atimt to Prstalozzi.-----In the preface to the first, edi-
tions of the First Lessons, Colburn. acknowledges his indebtedness
to Pestalozzi as follows:

N

In forming and .arrnnging the several conibinations th'e author has. r(q,eived con-
siderable nes istance 'from the system of Pestalozzi. Re bas not,. lioWevir, -had an
opportunity of seeing Pestalozzi's own Work on this subjeet, but only a brief outline
of. it by another. The plates also are from Pestalozzi. In selecting and arranging
the examples to inuetrate them combinations, and in the manner of solving questions
generally, he bass received no assistance from Pestalozzi.

The meaning of this statement becomes clear only when we
sider the meaning which colburn .attached to the words, "combina-
tions," :and "examples to illustrate these combinations." The
"several co,dbinations" to which Coihurn refers are the number
facts such as, "Eight and our are how many t," "Three times seven
are how many ?," "Fourteen less nine are how many ?" are
how many times six ?" is one-fifth of what number?" The

/ "examples" are practical problems about things whifh children can
understand. It appeari that even in the early editions of the First
Lessons,- the Pestalozzian tables, or plates, as Colburn called them,
did not always accompany the text. Colburn, in his address on
"The Teaching of Arithmetic," 1830, said: "It has often been asked
whether the plates which sometimes accompsky Colburn's rntl

This iseknowledgment does not appear in the first edition, 1101,, but does appear in the editions of 1102
and 18106.

81758°-17 5
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iiiettiaiAttittiwtic, or anything eh* of a similar natlire,,Aire of any us
to the learner."

In addition to this indebtedness to Pestatozzi, which Coltman
explicitly. acknowledges, a study of his writings shows that some of
the unfiedying principles of his texts are essentially identical. with
those ,beld by Pestalozai. This probably means that Colburn was ..

acquainted Pestalozzi's principles. But to appreciate fully the
extent of Colbum's indebtedness to Postalozzi, it is necessary to
consider what ht ,toiltributed as well as what he borrowNi, and how
critically he selected what he used. .

Soon after Colburn's death; Dr. FAlward G. Davis,. to/ whom
. reference has. already been made on page 54, wrote as .follows:

His-peat Ina most interesting pr;ject, that of improving the system of elementary
instruction in mathematical p=rience, appears to have occurred to him during the
Wet part of his (viler life, aud w tho Subject o painfulof thought many years befits
Ws flat .7Nrk made its appearance. It nviired, indeed, no small energy of mind
thus :to break ihrqugh the trammels of earl.)° t*ducation, and strike out a new path;
for Celburn, like others, had been brought up under a siatern the reverse of thit
Which be now undertook to mature and introd nee.'

Colburn's biographer says:
His First Lessons -WW1* unquestionably. the result l.f his Own tear hing. He imdie

the hook 1X4111111C ht4 nt.V414141 11, *WI bINLUMP,P4101 'still: was nee,ded i.n the'commullil 1

He had read Pestaloni, probably. while in college. That which suited his tote.
that whiclv.he dtvined prasetit.-able and itniNrta nt. hu imbibomfand made his own.
Ile has been sometimes npresented as ovvin,g his fame to ll'stalor/i. That in readon
the account and writings of the Swiss philosoflier he derived aid and contidenve in las
ortm invietigations of the genehl prinriples of eiducation, is true. But, his indebtod.
new to Pestalotai its believed to have been misunderstood and owerrat"1.'

After examining carefully. AI of t:he ,evideiice Which has been
obtainable, it is scarcely poisible to impreFe upon the justness of
these'estimates of the origitialiiy of Warren ('olburn's work. Ile died
8t. the age.of 40. This, coupled with the fact that he did not begin
to prepare for college until he was in his t'went ...third year, and that

'he taught school only two and a half yews after graduating from
Hai.vard, indicates the genius of the man. lie had the "ability and
Courage "to break throtgh the trammels" of traditior and of hiS
min education. With only slight assist re from the work of Pests-

COlburt produced a text which kvolutionized our .scho91
"practice as no oticer text has done.

-
Thimard's Amer, !lour. of Xduo.. 297, PAC p. 1101.



Chapter V.

WARREN'COLBURN'S ARITHMET1CS.

The fia netion of arithmetic.----Colburn iecogrinted as of prime impor-
tance the utilit Irian 1-alue of 'arithmetic, but he accorded an almost
equal value to t he subject as a "discipline of the mind." He says:

A rill litnetir, when properly taught, is acialowledged by all to be very in\ r.orttul t as
a discipline of the mind soi muchso that, even if it had no. ptuitical application
which should render it valuable on its own semmt, it would atilt 100 vr'll worth while
to*holitow a considerable portion cf time on it for this pkupose alone. This a very
important imintidexuationt though a secondary one compared with its prctieal

M another place:
Few exorcis ngthen and mature the mind so much as anthmetical oalrula4

tions,-11 *Ito ozatapics are made sufficiently pimple to be' undemood by the pupil/
because a regular, though simple. prooms cif nAsoning is requisite to perform theni,
and the results are attended with certainty.'

Colburn-emphasized arithmetic as a factor of.the.child's education,
and ho &sired that. it he taught to children 5 or 6 years of age:

The fondnem which children tous.1 I >. plan ifeet f(q. these"..exerriwe, and the facility
*Ali which they perform them, seem to) indicate that the science of numbem to a
certain extent, should be among the tinit lossons taught. thein.3

The First. Lessons wer'i4 intimded to be b tin at. the age 'f 5 or 6
and sttidieil for throo or four years., and than the pupil was to advance
to the Sequel.

Th4, ability to decide what operations were demanded by arith-
metical situations was emphasised. The absence of ruke, the
emphasis upon the merit &I *processes,- allowing the pupil to do the
example his own way at tirit and think his way through it, all are
representative. of .Colburn's attitude. Colburn sought to make- the
pupil resourceful. He also wisheil to make the .pupil skillful in per-
forming* the 'operations. This is shown by the large nimber of drill
problems. Of the first 1,000 problems, 75 per cent are abstract and
for drill.

THE FIRST LESSONS.

The arithmetic which, became known as Ciiburthi First Les.sons 4.
was first published at Boston. in 1821, with the title, First Lessons in
Arithmeiic, on the plan (1 Pestalothi. With. some improremente In

;1000.00.001111.1.0....
Addrese, "The Teaching of A.rit hrnetic."

O1 Prefers+ to First Lessons.
There is s'oopy of the first edition in the library of the American Antiquarian Society at W orreter

Mass. The second edition, 1R22, had the same title.

63
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1828 it had the title, Colburn's First Lessons. Intellectual Arith
upon the Inductive Method of Instruction, which it still retai The
sebondeditioq, 1822, contains ofdy a few important changes rom the
first edition, although the number of pages was increased from 108
to 172. In the first edition only the first three sections, which con-
tain the four fundamental operations, were commenced with practical
examples. In the second edition "every combination is commenced
with practical examples." Since 1822 the body of the text has
remained unchanged, except in the revised edition of 1884, of which
we shall speak below. The Pestalozzian tables accompanied t the
editions of 1821, 1822, and 1826, which have been examined in the
preparation of this report, but there is no reference to them in the
editions of 1847 and later. In 1830 Colburn spoke of the tables tts
sometimes accompanying the text. The edition of 1847 contains
directions for eight preliminary lessons in which the pupils are to he
taught by counting objects. Only a small part of the original
preface appears in this edition.

In June, 1863, Mr. Henry 0. Houghton took over the First Lessons;
the original prefat!e was restored;' and Part III, of 11 pages on
"Written Arithmetic," was added. Otherwise this edition of the
text is essentially identical with the edition of 1826, except no refer-
ence is made to the plates which accompanied that edition. A
revised edition was published in 1884. The book was thoroughly
revised and enlarged, many Of the prominent features of the earlier
edition being entirely lost. Written arithmetic is mixed with the
mental, the Hindu notation is introduced earlier, the numbers 2, 3,
.4, etc., are taken up forrnallS, and separately (a 'tendency toward the
Grubs method, q. v,), and illustrations (pictures) are used.

These two editions of Colburn's First Lessons are still published by
Houghton Mifflin Co., who assured an inquirer in 1913 that they
were "still actively in print." The sale of the book has declined in
recant years, but several thousand copies are still used annually.
The company mentioned a recent single order for 1,000 copies. Its
useextends from New England to the Western States.

Colburn's arithmetic, which is commonlyspoken of as the "Sequel,"
was first published in 1822, with.ahe title, Arithmetic; Being a Sequel
to First Lessons in Arithmetic. The Sequel has no such interesting
history as the First Lessons. The original form was not revised.
While it enjoyed a fair degree of popularity, it was small compared
with that of the First Lessons. Editions were printed in 1841, 1849,
and BS late as 1860.

Plan of the First Lessons? The book itself is divided into two
parts. The first contains the examples, the tables of the common

i The tables do not appear to hare been bound with the text, but separately in small pamphlet.
Unless otherwise stated, the description of Colburn's First Lessons will be based upon the 1826 edition.
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denominate numbers, the systems of notation up to 100, and a few
explanatory notes. Part II is called a Key, and is primarily for
the use of the teacher. In the earlier editions k included "an ex-
planation of the plates," the manner of using them, and the solu-
tions of the "most difficult of the practical.examples." These prac-
tical examples were solved in such a way as to "show the. principles
by which they are performed." the later editions the jortion
which explained the plates was omitted.

The primary purposes of the book were to furnish the child with
practical examples which required arithmetical operations and to
provide exercises for drill upon the combinations which the child
discovers are needed to solve ,the examples proposed. With few
exceptions the practical examples are taken from situations in the
life of children or from situations which children easily understand.
The examples are about buying oranges, dividing apples among play.:
mates, buying family provisiqns, counting marbles, etc. There are
a few examples from situations in conunerce, but on she whole the
problems of the text stand out in marked contrast to the commer-
cial problems with which the texts of the previous period were filled.
In addition to the practical examples, there are well-graddtl lists of
abstract exercises for drill. They stand to the practical examples in
about the ratio of three to one.

The contents of the First lesson4.Section I, which covets 19 pages,
is concerned with addition and subtraction. Neither the addition
nor the subtraction table is given. The first article consists of very
simple "practical questions," and in.the second article the addition
facts are called for in regular order by questions such as: "Two and
one are how many?"; "Two and two are how many?", etc. In the
third article the ne questions are repeated, but the order is varied.
The answers to the questions are not given in 'the book. Colburn
assumes that the pupil has grasped the idea of addition from the
practical question's of the first article. Knowing the meaning of
such questions as "Three and two are how many 1" the pupil can
easily find the answer for himself. In the process of discovery he
is to use sensible objects, such as beans, nuts, etc., or the plates.

The next article has to do with larger numbers, and in some
instances there are three or more numbers to be added together.
The numbers from 1 to 10 are to be added to the numbers from 10
to 20. In the fifth article subtractimi is treated briefly, and in the
next the numbeis 1 to 10 are added to the numbers 20 to 100. All
the preceding are then combined together, and the section doges
with a list of "practical question/ which show the application of all
the preceding articles."
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Multiplication is introduced in Section II with such examples as:
"What cost three yards of tape, at two cents a yard ?", "What cost
four apples at two cents apiece ?" Colburn remarks that the pupil
will see no difference between this and addition, and it is best he
should not at first. After a while the idea of multiplication is to
be explained to the pupil, and he is to give the solution to, the prob.
4tm in this form: "If one yard cost two cents, three yards will cost
three times two cents." The multiplication table is treated in' the
same manner as the addition table.

Division is begun with examples such as: "How many pears, at
two cents apiece, can you buy for four cents?" After five examples
of this sort, the pupil is asked, " If you have eight apples to give to
four boys, how many can you give to each ?" The pupil is not told
that this example involves division, but it is expected that " the
pupil will scarcely distinguish it from multiplication." He is to solve
the example by using his knowledge of the multiplication table or
by counting it out with objects.

In the second article of Section III, common fractions are intr()-
duced. One-half is defined in n remark as one of two equal parts
of a thing or number. Later a third and a fourth are defined in the
same way. The pupil is given such questions as, If an apple is
worth two cents, what is. one-half of it worth ?" "What is one-half
of two cents ?" This last' is answered, and the question " Why ?" is
asked. The answer to this is given, "Because if you divide two cents
into two equal parts, one of the parts is one cent."

In general, no answers and no suggestiibns are given to the prac-
tical examples in the text, because they are "so arranged that the
name8 will usually show the pupil how the operation is to be per-
formed." But in the case of abstract examples, answers are fre-
quently given in this section.

The conunon fraCtions from fourths to tenths are not explained,
but they are taken up in order and the pupil is drilled on them in
this fashion:

When wheat is eight shillings a bushel, what is one-eighth of a bushel worth?
What are two-eighths of a bushel worth? What are ihree-eighths of a bushel worth?
What are four-eighths of a bushel worth? Five-eighths? Six-eighths? Seven -

eighths?
When wood is eight dollars a cord, what part of a cord can you buy for a dollar?

What part of a cord can you buy for two dollars? What part for three dollars? What
part for four dollars? What part for five dollars? What part for six dollars? What
part for seven dollars? How much can you buy for*nine dollars? How much for ten
dollent? How much for eleven dollars? How much for thirteen dollars? How
much for fifteen d6llars? How much for nineteen dollars?

What part of eight is one?
What part of eight is two?
Three is what part of eight?
Foy la what part of eight?

't

.
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Five is what put of eight?
What do you understand by one-eighth, two-eighths, etc., of any number?
Seven is what part of eight?
How many eighths make a whole one?
Ten are how many times eight?
Eleven are how many times eight?
Twelve are how many times eight?
Thirteen are how many times eight?
Fourteen are how many times eight?

Section IV contains such problems as:
if a yard of cloth cost 4 dollars, what will 5 yards and 3 fourths of a yard cost?

A man bought 2 oranges at 6 cents apiece: how many cents do they come to? Be paid
for them with cherries at 4 cents a pint; how many pinta did it take? James had 8
oranges that were worth 5 cents apiece, and George had 5 quarts of cherries that were
worth 6 cents a quart, which he gave to James for a plat of his oranges. How many
oranges did he buy, and how many had James left?

Problems like this last will be recognized as coming under the
head of barter. (See p. 29.) Colburn leads up to them by prob-
lems like the second above, but no rule or suggestion is given. In
problems like the first the operation calls for the multiplication of
a mixed number by an integer.

Section V is devoted to such practical examples as the following,
and to abstract exatples to exercise the pupil upon the combinations
required:

James had 4 apples and John half as many; how many had he? If 3 barrels of
cider cost 9 dollars, what part of ,9 dollars will 1 barrel cost? What part of 9 dollars
will 2 barrels cost.? A boy having 12 apples, kept 1 fourth- of them himself and
divided the other 3 fourths of them equally among 4 of his compinione; how many
did he give them apiece? If 2,men (?an do a piece of work In 6 days; how long would
it take 4 men to do the same work?

tor. t.i

In the next section the pupil is asked to find the whole when a
part is given. Some of the more difficult problems are:

A man sold a cow for 21 dollars, which was only seven-tenths of what she cost him;
how much did she cost him? When he bought her, he paid for her with cloth at 8
dollars a yard; how many yards of cloth did he give?

There is a school in which 2 ninths of the boys learn arithmetic, 3 ninths learn
grammar, 1 ninth learn geography, and 12 learn to write. How many are there its
the school, and how many attending to each study?'

The section closes with a miscellaneous list in which there are
such problems as:

A fox is 80 rods before a greyhound and is running at the rate of V'rods in p minute;
the greyhound is following at the rate of 31 rods a minute; in how many minutes will
the greyhound overtake the fox?

If a staff 3 feet long cast a shadow of 2 feet at 12 o'clock, what is the length of a pole
that casts a shadow 18 feet at the same time of day?4

Section VII contains exercises for drill upon the multiplication
table for the numbers 10 to 20 multiplied by .the first 10 numbers,

4
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together with some complications of the preceding combinations.
It is suggested that this section may be omitted until reviewing the
book. The next four sections contain questions which call for
special cases of the division of an integer or a mixed number by a
fraction, as; "How many one-thirds in 4 I" or "How many thirds in
two and one-third ?" and for the multiplication of fractions and
mixed numbers by integers in general.

In Section XII the symbolism of fractions is given for the first
time, and exercises upon the combinations of the preceding four
sections are stated in terms of fractional symbolism. In the fol-
lowing sections these operations are taken up in the order named:
Reduction of fractions to a common denominator, addition and
subtraction of fractions, reduction of fractions to lowest terms,
division of fractions by whole numbers, multiplication of one frac-
tion by another, division of whole numbers by ftactions, and division
of one fraction by another.

Colburn remarks that the division of a fraction by a wligle number
calls for the same operation as the multiplication of a fraction by a
fraction. For this reason he places together the problems which
require these combinations. lie also points out that it is difficult
to find problems which require a fraction to be reduced to its_lowest
terms. For this operation he gives only abstract examples,. but he
suggests that it would be well to omit this article the first time the
pupil goes through the book, and "after ho has seen the use of the
operation let him study it."

The tables of Federal money, sterling money, troy weight, avoir-
dupois weight, cloth measure, wine measure, dry measure, the
measure of time, and a list of 183 miscellaneous problems are given
as a sort of an appendix.

In such problems as the following the notion of rate is expressed:
A man failing in trade was able to pay his creditors only 4 shillings on a dollar; how

much would he pay on 2 dollars? How much on 3 dollars? How much on 7 dollars?
How much on 10 dollars?

Interest is introduced with a note which explains the meaning Of
the term. After explaining that "6 per cent" means 6 cents on a
dollar, 6 dollars on a hundred dollars, or 6 pounds on a hundred
pounds, he makes the generalization that it is "6/100 of the sum,
whatever the denomination." The pupil is given such problems as:

The interest of 1 dollar being 6 cents for 1 year, what is the interest of 7 dollars for
the same time? What is the interest of 10 dollars? Of .15 dollars? Of 20 dollars?
Of 30 dollars? Of 50 dollars? Of 76 dollars? pi 100 dollars? Of 118 dollars?

Finally, the pupil is given such as these to solve:
If the interest of 2 months or 60 days is 1 per cent, what would be the per cent for

20 days? What for 40 days? What for 15 days? What for 45 days? What for 13
days?. What for 10 days? What for 5 days?

What is the interest of 100 and 37 dollars for 2 years 3 months and 20 days?
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Fellowship is presented by such problems as:
Two mon bought a bushel of corn, one gave I shilling, the other 2 shillings; what,

part of thp whole did each pay? What part of the corn must each have?
Two men hired a pasture for 58 dollars; one put in .7 horses, and the other.3 hors4

what ought each to pay?
Three men commenced to trade together; they put in money in the following pro-

portion; the first, 3 dollars, as often as the second put in 4, and as often as the third
put in 5; they gained 87 dollars. What was each man's share of the gain?

Two men hired a- pasture for 32 dollars. The first put in 3 sheep for four months,
the second put in 4 sheep for five months; how much ought each to pay?

Following this last problem, which is the first in double, or com-
pound fellowship, an explanatory note of five lines is given. In the
case of simple fellowship no explanation is given.

There are a few arithmetical puzzles of which the following 'are
typical:

Said Harry to Dick, my purse and money together are worth 16 dollars, but the
money is worth 7 times as much as the purse; how much money was there in the
purse? and what is the value of the purse?

A man having a horse, a cow, and a sheep, was asked what was the value of each.
He answered that the cow was worth twice as much as the sheep, and the horse 3 times
as much as the sheep, and that all together were worth 60 dollars. What was the
value of each? *

A man driving his geese to market was met by another, who said, "Good morrow,
master, with your hundred gees." Says he, "1 have not a hundred, but if I had
half as many more us I now have, and two geese and a half, I should have a hundred."
How many had he?

What number is that, to which if its half and its third Wadded the sum ;ill be 55?

Objective 'nutteriakt. In the Key directions are given for using the
' Pestalozzian tables ' .and other objective materials. Before 1821,
children used their fingers, and even their toes, in learning to count,
and probably counted out problems on them. But this practice seems
to have been tolerated rather than recognized as a legitimate and
valuable method of learning number facts. Certain it is that Col-
burn 101'f114 the first author in the United States to introduce objective
materials in an arithmetic text. The plates represent just one type
of objects which ho used. Beans, grains of corn, pieces of crayon,
marks, etc., are recommended for use and even preferred. He says:

The first examples may be solved by means of beans, peas, etc., or by Plate I.
The former rue4hod is preferable, if the pupil be very young, not only for the examples
in the first part of this section, but for the first examples in all the sections.2

Mental arithmetic.- Colburn's First Lessons is an "intellectual"
arithmetic, i. e., the examples are to be solved without the use of
pencil and slate or paper. Tho Hindu symbols for writing numbers

j.are not given until page 50, and methods' of calculating with figures
are not given. Numbers greater than 100 occur in very few prob-
lems, but within this quantitative range Colburn has treated many

1 Bee p. 57 for a description of these tables. 1 Rey to Ting Lessons, p. 144.

J
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of the topics which we have found in texts of the ciphering-book
period. A comparison reveals the following: Notation, the four
operations for integers, practically all of the important denominate
numbers and the operations upon them, common fractions com-
pletely, rule of three, direct and inverse, barter, practice, single and
double fellowship, and interest. The important omissions are decimal

. fractions, exchange, evolution, loss and gain, and alligation. Tin'
topics omitted have to do with situations with which young children
are relatively unacquainted. Exchange, and loss and gain dealt with
situations peculiar to a professional business man. Decimal fractions
were tools of calculations bf business or of evolution. Alligation was
an obsolescent topic.

Summery.--Qolburn says of the j$lan of this book that it " entireki
supersedes the necessity of, any rules, and the hook contains none."
The child is to be given a practical example and from his under-
standing of the situation involved he is to decide upon the operation
or operations to be performed. If ho can not do this when the
numbers are made sirgple, Colburn says that he is not-ready for such
an example. Colburn held that. abstract exercises were more suit-
able for reducing the combinations to the level of habit. than practical
examples. And it'is this function which the abstract examples were
intended to fulfill.

Upon completing Colburn's Firs.. T.,essons, a pupil was acquainted
with a large per cent of the quant.t, tive situations which he would
probably meet in life. He had met, practical examples taken from
these situations, and he hat' had to decide upon the combinations to
be made. In this way he came to understand the situations so
that he knew what combinations should be made, even though the
quantities should be so large as to require written calculatio . Ile
had learned a much of notation and the symbolis s of ari metie as.
he has needed. He knew the denominate quantit es wh h he had
met in the practical examples. And he had been thoro ghly drilled
upon the fundamental number facts.

THE SEQUEL.

As its title indicates, the Sequel was intended to be studied by the
pupil after he had completed the -First Lessons. Colburn states in
the preface to the SeqUel that the pupil may commence the First,

'Lessons as soon as he can read the examples or perhaps even before.
By doing this the pupil would' be prepared to commence the Sequel
by the time he was 8 or 9. 'It was written to be a practical arith-
metic, but Colburn expected the pupil to learn something of the
science of arithirTtiCili:fii'vicTilie'd with practical examples..

In his analysis of the subject matter irarlifiineliC;Colburn4,dis-
tingitished between the processes of arithmetic, which he calls " prin-

.
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ciples," and the application of arithmetic, which he designates as
"subjects." To him the "principles" mean arithmetic and the
applications. merely a field for the exercise of theseprinciples; denom-
inate nufnbers, mensuration, percentage, interest, etc., are not taken
as the baths for separate chapters, or even distinct topics. "To give
the learner a knowledge of the principles" is his purpose, and to this
end the problems are grouped about the principles.

Colburn takes the position that " When the principles are well
understood, very few subjects will require a particular vile, and if the
pupil *i properly introduced to them, ho will understand them' better
wi",out a rule than with one." For example, if a pupil under-
.Cands well'the relation between eproduct and its factors in all its
phases, percentage and its applications require no particular rule
and will present no difficulty to the learner. At most the 'learner
will need to be told the meaning of the new terms used in expressing
the problem. As would naturally be expected from such a point. of
view, the applications of arithmetic do not influence nor determine
the organization of Colburn's texts.

The plan of the Sequel.Tho subdivisions and order of the "prin-
ciples" are unusual. Multiplication of integers follows addition
instead of subtraction. In fractions, multiplication is placed firat
and is followed by addition and subtraction. Both multiplication
aryl division of fractions are divided into several cases. The Sequel
is divided into two parts. The first consists of graded lists of prob-
lems with an occasional suggestive note to define some new term or
to interpret the meaning of the problem. "The second part contains
a development of the principles" based upon problems.

The two parts are to be studied togetther, when the pupil is old enough to compre-
hend the second part by reading it himself. When he has performed all the examples
in an article in the first part, he should be required to recite the corresponding article
in the second part, not verbatim, but to give a good account of the reasoning. When
the principle is well understood, the rules' which are printed in italics should be
committed to memory.

Colburn gives rules only for the principles And not for the appli-
cations of arithmetic.. The table of contents of the Sequel makes no
mention of any of the applications of arithmetic, several of which
usually have a chapter devoted to thorn.

Colburn mentions the following "subjects" as being specifically
included in the text: Compound multiplication, addition, subtrac-
tiongand division; simple interest, commission, insurance, duties and
premiums, common discount, compound interest, discount, barter,,
loss and gain, simple fellowship, compound fellowship, equation
of payments, alligation medial, alligation alternate, square and cubic

Few raid are given, sad such aa are riven are owed at the end of a section. It Is Intended that the
Puidi will devaloplhe rule as the result of solving problemabelure he readies the printed dateluent.
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measure, duodecinials, taxes, mensuration, geographical and astro-
nomical questions, exchange, tables of denominate numbers.

Topiu omitted.Colburn omits some topics entirely. He specific-
ally mentions the rule of three, position, and powers, and roots.
The reasons he gives for their omission are:

Those who understand the principles sufficiently to comprehend the nature of the
rule of three, can do much better without it than with it, for when used, it obecuree
rather than illustrates the subject to which it is applied.

C to This (rule of position) is an artificial rule, the principle of which eau not
be well understood without the aid of algebra; and when algebra is under. to pest
Lion is tapeless. Besides, all the examples which can be performed by position may
be performed much more easily, and in a manner perfectly intelligible without it

Powers and roots, though arithmetical openitione, come more properly within the
province of algebra.

It is interesting to note that sonic Of the omissions which Cu Iburn
wade nearly a century ago are still considered debatable by some
teachers.

How the "principles" are presented.A masterly exposition of our
decimal system of numeration is given in which Colbin o shows its
function: After defining the numbers 1 to I 041fraines given to col-
lections of units, he continues:

In this mintier we might continue to add units, arid to give a name ID each different
collection. But it ie egay to perceive that if it were continued lo a greDt extent it
would be absolutely impossible to remember the different !lathes; and it would al, be
impossible to pbrform operations un large numbers. Bteides, we must not eesarily step
somewhere; and at whatever number we stop, it would still be possitle to add tie re;
and should we ever have occasion to do so, we should be obliged to in-Vent new names
for thiim, and to explain thorn to others. To avoid these inconveniences, a method
has beep contrived to express all the numbers that are necessary to be used, with very
few names.

The first ten numbers have each a distiect name. The collection of ten simple units
is then considered a unit; it is called a unit of the second order. We speak of the
collections of ten, in the same manner that we speak of simple unite; thus we say one
ten, two tens; three tens, four tens, five tens, six tens, seven tells, eight. tens, inn.) olio
'These expressions are usually contracted and instead of them we may ten, twenty,
thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety.

To express the numbers between the tens, the numbers below
ten are to be added to the tens. Colburn then explains how the
names of numbers which are used in common language have been
derived by such a method. After telling how a hundred and a thousand
are made up he indicates how "this principle may be continued to
any extent," and expresses his admiration of the decimal system of
numeration by saying:

Hence it appears that a very felts names serve to express all the different numbers
which we ever hare occasion to use. To express all the numbers from pne to nine
thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine, requires, properly speaking, butt" twelve"
different names. It will be, shown hereafter that these twelve names express the
number. a great deal further.
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The "Arabic" and Roman methods of writing numbers are care-
fully explained in 11 pages. The Roman system is given in a foot-
note, with the statement that Pa short description of it may be
interesting to some." In Part I it. is not mentioned.

Although it was Colburnts plan that the pupil should study the
First Lessons before commencing the Sequel, yet he wrote the Sequel
in such a way that this would not be "absolutely necessary." For
example, in the development of addition he begins with a problem
any child who is old enough to study the book can understand.
After defining addition as putting together two or more numbers to
"ascertain what numbers they will form," he gives the problem:
"A person bought an orange for 5 cents and a pear for 3 cents; how
many cents did he pay for both f" This problem is solved by taking
the 5 and joining the 3 "to it a single unit at a time."

says ('olhurn :

A child is obliged to go through the process of adding units every time he has
occasion to put two together until ho can remember the results. This,
however, he soon leara4M) dolt-he has frequent occasions to put numbers together.

le also points out that the child can not make much progress in
arithmetic until he learns perfectly the addition tables up to ten.

Colhorn's development of carrying in addition is based upon the
decimal structure of the system of numeration. The first practical
example calls for 24 and 8 to be added. He points out that 24 is
simply an abbreviation for 20 and 4. "To add eight to twenty-four,
add eight and fintr, which are twelve. To twelve add twenty. But
twelve is the same as ten and two, therefore we may say twenty and
ten are thirty and two are thirty-two." Three more practical exam-
ples, each one becoming more diflic , are explained in the same way.
He then defines "carrying" by yiltg: "The reserving of the tens,
hundreds, etc., and adding them -i11.1 other tens, hundreds, etc., is
celled carrying." The principle of rrving is further illustrated by
the following example, whose solution he explains:

A merchant had all his money in bills of the following description, one-dollar bills,
ten-dollar bills, hundred-dollar bills, thousand-dollar bills, etc.; each kind he kept
in a separate box. Another merchant presented three notes for payment, one 2,673
dollars, another 899 dollars, and ano;_her 756 dollars. How,much was the amount of
all'he notes; and how many bills of each sort did he pay, supposing he paid it with
the least possible number of bills?

Additional illustration of the principle of carrying is given by writing
the addends in this form: 4000+600 +70+3. And finally when lie is
ready to state the rule, Colburn says: "From what has been said, it
appears that the operation of addition may be reduced to the follow-
ing rule."

Multiplication immediately follows addition and is begun with
this example: "How much will 4 gallons of molasses come to at 34
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cents a gallon4" After the example is solved by addition, it irl

pointed out that "if it were required to find the price of 20, 30, or
100 gallons, the operation would become laborious." Colburn goes
on to say:

If I have learned that 4 times 4 are 16, and that 4 times 3 are 12, it is plain that I
need not write the number 34 bill once, and then I may ray 4 times 4 are 16, rewerving
the 10 and writing the 6 units As in addition. Then again, 4 times 3 (tens) are 12
(tens) and 1 (ten which 1 reserved) are 13 (tons).

Multiplication is then defined as "addition performed in this
manner."

Subtraction follows multiplication and is presented as the reveNo
of addition. Colburn begins by giving five examples which, "though
apparently different," all require the same operation i. e., subtrac-
tion. The pupil solves the first examples by using his knowledge of
addition.'

The operation for the case which requires borrowing" is pre-
62 50 4 12

sented by writing the numbers thus I; is written 101 7

Division was considered to be a particularly difficult topic. Colton-a
starts with some simple problems which lie handles in the testis
fashion:

A boy having 32 apples wished to divide them equally anumg S of his ,.ompamons
How many must ile'gn't1 them apiece?

If the boy were not accustomed to calculating, he would peebably divide item
by giving one to each of the boys, and then another, and to on. But to give them ,ne
apiece would take 8 apples, and one apiece would take 8 more, and so on. The ques-
tion then is, to see how many times 8 may be taken from 32; or, which is the tame
thing. to see how many, times 8 is contained in 32. It is contained four times.
Ans.-1 each.

A boy having 32 apples was able to give 8 to each of his companions. How many
companions has he?

This question, though different from the other, we perceive is to be prforined
exactly like it. That is, it is the question to see how many times Ft is contained in 32.
We take away 8 for one boy, and then 8 for another, and so on.

A man having 54 cents, laid them all out for oranges at 6 cents apiece. Hew many
did he buy?

It is evident that as many times as 6 cents can be taken from 54 cents. so many
oranges be can buy. Ans. 9 oranges.

A man bought 9 oranges for 54 cents: How mu,' 414 he give apiece?
In this example we wish to divide the number 54 into 9 equal parts, in the Mine

manner *sin the first question we wish to divide 32 into 8 equal parts. Let us observe,
that if the oranges had been only one cent apiece, nine of them would come to nine
cents; if they had been 2 cents apiece, they would come tio twice nine cents; if they
had been 3 centit apiece, they would come to 3 times 9 cents, and eo on. Hence the
question is to see how many times 9 is contained in 54. Ans. 6 cents apiece.

In all the above questions the purpose was to see how many times a small number
is contained in a larger one, and they may be performed by subtraction. If we exam.
ins them again, we shall find also that the question was, in the two first, to see what
number 8 must be multiplied by in order to produce 32; and in the third to see what
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the number 6 must be multiplied by to produce 54; in the fourth, to PPP what num-
bi r 9 must be multiplied by, or rather what number must be multiplied by 9, in
order to produce 54.

The operation by which questions of this kind are performed is called division. In
the !set cram*, 54, which is the number to be divided. is called the dividend; 9,
which is the number divided by, is called the divisor; and 8, which is the number of
dime 9 is contained in 54, is called the quotient.

('olburn then goes on to tell how to prove division, and following
this takers up tthe case_when the combination is not one that has
occurred in the multiplication table.

At 3 cents apiece, how many peen may be bought for 57 cents" It is evident that
as-many pears may be bought as there are 3 cents in 57 cents. But the solution of
this queetion does not appear so espy l the lart en account of the greater number of
tine* which tlyo divisor is contained in the dividend. If we separate 57 into two parts
it will appear more easy: 57 30+27.

%Ve know by the table of Pythagoras that '3 is contained in 30 ten times, and in 27
nine time. Consequently it is contained in 57 nineteen times, and the answer is 19
pears.

This same method is explained for four more problems, in which
he points out bow the breaking up of the dividen,1 may be Jeter-
mined. lie then continues:

It is not always convenient to nsolvit the number into parts in this nnintier at first,
but a e may Ill) it as we perform the operation

126 ilss how many weeks?
Operation 1:%---,70+56. Instead ref restil vim; it in this manner, we will write it

down as follows:

Dividend 126 t7 Divisor.
70

56 10

56 8

18 quotient.

I observe that 7 ran not be contained 100 times in 126; I therefore call the two first
figures on the left 12 tens, or 11x1, rejecting the 6 for the pnoent. 7 is contained more
than once and not so much as twice in 12; eoneequently in 12 tens it is contained
more than 10 times and less than 20 times. I take 10 times 7, or 70, out of 126, and
there remains 56. Then 7 is contained 8 times in 56 and 18 times in 126.

The development is continued through four MUM problems, the
last only being abstract and having a divisor of five digits. The
rule is then stated, the last thing in the section.

Short division is presented last as -a "much abridged" method of
performing division when the divisor is a Antall number.

Fractions arise in examples which require division when there is a
remainder. For example, to tell "Ho,/ many yards of cloth, at 6
dollars a yard, may be bought for 45 dollars" a fraction is necessary,
In Sections XII to XXIV, ihclusive, except Section XX, common
fractions are treated in detail. .(See table of contents in Appendix.)
A conspicuous feature of this treatment is the departure from the
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usual order. It begins with a section in which factions are manu-
factured by the pupil in solving such examples a.' "What part of 7
yards is 4 yards I" "What part of a gallon is a pint.?" "Whet
part of 5 dollars is 72 cents?" "What is the ratio of 28 to 94"

Improper fractions aro required to be changed to whole or mixed
number In solving such ex amplms as If a family consume 1/3 of a
barrel of flour ill a week, how many barrels will last them four
weeks? How many will last them 17 weeks t" The revorse tqwra-
tion is required in such as the following: If 1 15 of a barrel of dour
will serve a family one week, how many weeks will 2 4.'15 barrels serve
them t How many wooks will IS 7 15 serve them ? The omit iph-
cation of a fraction by an integer by multiplying the numerator,
which comes in the following section, gives exercise upon reducing
improper fractions to whole or mixed numbers.

In Section XVI Colhurn groups togethor the division of a number
into parts, as, "Bought 43 tons of iron fur .171 dolliirs; how much
WM it a ton I"; and the multiplication of a whole number by a frac-
tion, as. "At 84.20 per box what is the cost of 1 '4 of a lox of oranges
neS two problems require the SHIM, aril 101101 leal operations, In

this section are pla'i'd such poblems its
If '3 anitt 3 tint of liroinicloth (sot,/ 13000, nit.N min 7 ed ro-d^
If die dirtanie from Itoeton to 1.no idenee

(Arrive wheel, oho of which t, 1.'t ti turn n.und tit glong 01,41

diatance?
What IN 3,53 of a yard?
A merchant bought a (tumult) Of whit, ro for 3:"g1 awl r. io gam 110

of the fiat cost; how much he sell it for?
If 25 men ran dos piece of work in I; days, in how limo' du '

Three men hired a paidure for It! 03; oho find put iu four the socond,

and the third. S. ghat ought eat II to 'say?

In these problems are represented the ride of throe, do:cowling
reduction of compound numbers, profit and iltscowit and part-
nership. All of th..so regpiirti nothing ntoro than die 411Vi,loll Or a

whole numbor into parts or its multiplication by a fraction. The
above types of problems are presented with no explanatory notes or
headings. That. they have to do with a variety of arithmetical
topics Colburn is not concerned. But ho is anxious that the pupil
learn the kinds of situations which cal] for this operation.

From the standpoint of the mathematician it is interesting to note
that Colburn comments upon calling the operation of this section,
multipliCation, by saying, "Multiplication, strictly speaking, is

repeating the number a certain number of times, but by extension it
is made to apply. to this operation." Division of a fraction by a
whole number and multiplication of a fraction by a fraction are
.presented in Section XVII. In the next section it is pointed out that
a fraction may be multiplied by dividing the denominatAir.
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Section XIX has to do with the addition and subtraction of frac-
tions and the necessary reductions to a common denominator and to

bwer terms. The section contains 32 examples, of which 21 are
practical. The drill upon findinr, the common divisor, least common
nuiltiple, and reducing fractions to it common denominator and
1,.% est, terms is given 11, Sections XX' and XXII.

'olbuni's approach to reducing fractions to a common denominator
is interesting and is eloquent of his general plan to hare the pupil
sco what a profess Is for before ho is asked to perform it.

e observed a remarkable timunattutce to the hart arttcle. via, that 1,2-4,8 and
2,; Thia Will he found %vr aluixirtant nt what hallows

ing a .art: m,I,1 I 2,4 it at elle tone and 1 3 of tt at anuthNr, hoW
non h flti.t be MO

F . and 13 can 114 t.c 6,14,s1 tot:ether. heraume the part/rive of different values.
11.11111 nillet 1n. nwr. than 1 i 810 leas than 2 2 .ar I II we have dollars uul

r..\+ nn Li 14, 2411 bglItilef re.f II 011'111 'Wall 141 pen, bet usth ee lf thew'
11, he rt.410,...1 I..th to that mane denomittatbm Now 1 '2,-2,4 etc:

The remarktiblo circumstance' had come about from the two
uays of multiplying a fraction. Multiplying a fraction by dividing
It its tie110111Illii tor gave the result in lower terms than by multi-
riving the numerator of the fraction.

Sections XXIII and X aro &voted to the division of a whole
huniber, or a fraction. by at fraction. After a rather lengthy develop-
111,4111 this gcnerahiation is : Multiply the dividend by the
Iknoniinator of th dlt isor, and divide the product by the numer-
ator.-

In the next four deeimal fraetions are presented. Their
notation is explained IV-I being simply an extension of the decimal'
system in which 3 figure has a place value and the topic is treated

('olhurn' indurttve m,ennrr. hi general it appear: that lie believes
operations with decimal fractions are similar to operations with whole
1111111111`N, 111111 11114 is the idea he wishes the pupil to get. The only
serious difficulty tfie pupil k going tat have, as he see.s it, is in division,
and he develops this in detail.

The last section is concerning circulating *kennels, a -topic we did
not find in the' texts of the previeus period. A ciroulating decimal
is olio StIt'll as arises when Olio pts to re4luce a common fraction
such as 1/7 to an equivalent, decimal form. One will get a never
ending sequence of figures, hut in this sequence certain series of
figuiPS will ho repeated. After (Whom shows the occasion for cir-
culating deciinaLs, he explains how one may find the equivalent
common fraction when they have given a circulating decimal. Ex-
cept for a list of miscellaneous examples, the text closm'with a brief
presentation of the proof of multiplication and division by casting
out nines.

Definition.. and information given when needed.-1 We have already
pointed out this feature in several instances. It is one of the chief

81758°4-17---6
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oharacteristics of both of Colburn's texts. Colburn's treatment of
percentage, interest, eta., is perhaps most typical of this feature and
of his attitude toward the applications of arithmetic. On page 21
of the Sequel, in the section on multiplication, this paragraph is
given immediately preceding the first problem on interest:
Interest is a reward allowed by a debtor to a creditor for the use of money. It is

A

tt,

reckoned by the hundred, hence the rate is called so much per cent or per cents m..
Per ceutum ie Latin, signifying by the hundred. 6 per cent signifies 6 dollars on a
hundred dollars, 6 cents on a hundred cents, £6 on £100, etc,, so 5 per cent signifies
5 dollars on 100 dollars, etc. Insurance, 'commission, and premiums of every kind
are reckoned in this way. Diticount is so much per cent to be taken out Of the prin-
cipal.

. Colburn evidently considers this sufficient explanation for such
problems as the following, for he gives nothing additional 'either
here or in Part II:

N.

What is the interest of $43.00 for 1 year at 6 per cent?
What is the interest of $247.00 for ,3 years at 7 per cent?
Imported some books from England, for which I paid $150.00 there. The duties

in Boston were 15 per cent, the freight $5.00. What did the books cost me?
A merchant bought a quantity of goods for 243 dollars, and sold them so as to gain

'15 per cent; how much did he gain, and how much did he sell.t hem for?

The next mention of percentage is on page 83; This problem is
given:

, .

A merchant sold a quantity of goods for $273.00, by which 'he gained 10 per cent
on the first cost. How much did they cost?

Following the problem is this note:
1.0 per cent is 10 dollars on a 100 dollars, that is' 10/100: 10 per cent of the firgt

cost therefore is 10,1100 of the first cost: Consequently $273.00 must he 110/100 of the
first cost.

A little farther on in the list we find the following problems and
notes: *

A merchant sold a quantity of goods for $983.00, by which he lost 12 per cent. How
much did the goods coat and how much did he lose?

Note.--lf he loot 12 per cent, that is 12/100, he must have sold for 88/100 of what it
cost him. .

A merchant sold a quantity of goods for $87.00 more than he gave tror them, by
which he pint* 13 pelcstt of the' first cost. How much did the goods cost him, and
Clow much did he sell them for?

Note.Since 13 per cent is '13/100, $87.00 must be 13/100 of the first coot.
A man having put,a sum of money at interest at 6 per cent, at the end of 1 year

received 13 dollars for interest. What wig the principal?
Note.inie 6 per cent lug 6/100 of the whole, 13 dollars must be.6/100 of the prin-.eipal.
A man put a eum of money at intent for 1 year at 6 per cent, and at the end of the 111*

year he, received, for £he principal and interest 237 dollars. What was the principal?
Note.Since 6 per cent is 6/100, if this be added to th© principal it will make

106 /100, therefore $237 must be 106/100 of the principal. When interest is added to
the the *hole is called the amount.
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What HUM of money put at interest at 6 per cent will gain $b3 in 2 years ?, p
Note.-6 per cent for 1 year will be 12 per cent for 2 years, 3 per cent for 6 months,

1 per cent for 2 months, etc.
Suppose I owe a man $287, to be paid in one year without interest, and I wish to

pay it now; how much ought I to pay_him when the usual rate is 6 per cent?
Note.It is evident that I ought to pay him such a sum as put at interest for 1 year

will amount to $287. The question therefore is like those above. This is sometimes
called discount.

Later in the sections on decimal fractions special methods for inter-
est aro given in the same way, i. o., by ,moans of a note following a
problem which calls for a special method.

P
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Chapter VI.
COLBURN ON THrE TEACHING OF ARITHMETIC.

In the preface to his texts and in his address on the teaching of
arithmetic' Colburit has given a good presentation of his method'
of teaching arithmetic. These accounts are supplemented by the
texts. In this chapter we shall present the most significant features
of his method.

The pupil is introduced to a topic.by means of practical problems.
Colburn's introduction of the pupil to arithmetic is in striking con-
trast to that in the texts used,prior to 182E'. (See p. .) For exam-
ple, the first page of the First Lessons is as follows:

1. How many_thumbs have you on your right hand? How many on your left?
How many on both together?

2. How many hands have you?
3. If you have two nuts in one hand and one in the other, how many have you in

both? I 0
4. How many fingers have you on one hand?
5. If you Count the thumb with the fingers, how many will it make?
6. If you shut your thumb and dde finger and leave the rest open, how many will

be open?'
7. If you have two cents in one hand, and two in the other, how many have you

. in both? '
ft. James has two apples, and William has three, if James gives his apples to

William, how many will William have?
9. If you count all the fingers on one hand, and two on the other, how many will

there be?
10. George has three cents, and Joseph has four; how many have they both together?

These probletns are followed by 22 of similar nature, and these in
turn are followed by 163 drill questions en the combinations. This
plan is continued through the book.

use of symbols delayed. -One phase of the organization of, the
subject matter is Colburn's treeiment of the symbols of notation
which seems to exemplify one of his fundamental notions of arith-
metic. For example, he wishes the pupil to learn that two objects
and one object make a total of three objects; that five plums and
four plums are nine plums, and not that the symbols 2+1 equal the

I This Address was delivered before the American institute of Instruction In Boston, August, MO. It
was pnbUsbedln the proceedings of that society and was reprinted in the Elementary Nebo,' Teacher for
,me, 1912.
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symbol 3, or the symbols 5 +4 equal the symbol 9. As amesna to
thi4 end, in the First Lessons, the characters 1, 2, 3, etc., are not
given until page 50, and the system of notation and numeration is
not given beyond 10 until page 69. Before these symbols and the
system of notation and numeration are given; the pupil has learRed
the four fundamental operations for integers. The symbols 'are
introduced by saying, "Instead of writing the names of numbers, it
is usual to express' them by particular characters called figures."
Thus before the pupil is asked to learn number symbols, he doubtless
has felt the need for them.

In giving his reason for these two features Colburn says; referring
to the contemporary practice:

The following arettome of the principal difficultiee which a child has to encounter
in learning arithmetic, in the usual way, and which are seldom overcome. First,
the examples are so large that the pupil can form no conception of the numbers
themselves; therefore it is impossible for him to comprehend the' reasoning upon
them. Secondly, the first examples are usually abstrict numbers. This increases
the difficulty very muchfor even if the numbers were so small that the pupil could
comprehend then], he would discover but very little connection between them and
practical examples. Abstract numbers, and the operations upon them, must be
learned from practical examples; there is no such thing as deriving practical examples
from those which are abstract, unless the abstract have been first derived from those
which are practical. Thirdly, the numbers are expressed by figures, which, if they
were used only as a contracted way of writing numbers, would be much more difficult
to be understood at first than the numbers written at length in words. But they
are not used merely as words, they require operations peculiar to themselves. They
are, in fact, a new language, which the pupil has to learn. The pupil, therefore,
'when he commences arithmetic is presented with a set of abstract numbers, written
wjth figures, and so large that he has not the leaat conception of them even when
expressed in words. From these he is expected As ,learn what the figures signify,
and what is meant by addition, substraction, multiplication, and division; and at
the same time how to perform these operations with figures. The consequence is,
that he learns only one of alftheed things, and that is, how to perform these operations .
on figures. He can perhaps translate the figures into words, b'ut this is useless Ace
he does not understand the words themselves. Of the effect produced by the four
fundamental operations he has not the least conception.

After the abstract examples a few practical examples are usually given, but these
again are so large that the pupil can not reason upon them, and consequently he could
,not tell whether he must add, subetract, multiply, or divide, even if ho had an
adequate idea of what these operations are.

The common method, therefore, entirely reverses the natural process; for the pupil
is expected to learn general principles before he 'has obtained the particular ideas
of which they are composed.'

Oral inotruction:Just as the most conspicuous feature of the
method of teaching arithmetic during the ciphering-book period web
the kbsence of a textbook in the hands of the pupil, and the cone
quent exclusively written arithmetic, so the Mokt conspicuous feattire

o

I First Lessons, preface.
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(kiburn's method is oraUinatruegion, or the solving of exercisesain
the mind. Colburn does not provide for written computations in the
First Lessons. In fact, as we have mentioned, he does not.introduce
the number symbols at all in, the first third of the book. The quan-
tities of the problems throughout the book are small enough to bring
the numbers within the comprehensio of the pupil and also so small
that he may solve the problems mentaly. It is therefore probable
that pupils solved the problems of the First Lessons without recourse
to written calculations. When there were no "sums" to be done
on paper or slate and submitted to the teacher for inspection, it
became necessary for the teacher to hear the pupils give an oral
solution of the problem. Thus, at least in. the case of the ilunger
pupils, instruction in arithmetic was largely oral after the appear'ance
of the First Lessons. The Sequel was a " written arithmetic," but
in it dose conribetion is made between " operations performed in the
mind" and the " application of figures to these operations."

From concrete to ab8tract. Colburn invariably introduces a topic or
a new combination by a "practical question." In the case of a new
combination the "practical questioii" is followed by the saint) com-
binition in abstract form. For example, the multiplication of an
integer by a fraction is begun as follows:

If a yard of cloth costs 3 dollars, what will 1 half of a yard cost?
What is 1 half of 3?
If a barrel of beer costs 5 dollars, what will I half of a barrel cost?

- What is 1 half of 5?

In the preface .to the First Lessons the necessity of this order in
,teaching cttildren is emphasized :

The idea of number is first acquired by observing sensible objects. Having observed
that this quality is common to all things with which we are acquainted , we. obtain an
abstract idea of number. We first make calculations about sensible'objects; and we
wort observe _that the same calculations will apply to things very dissiTilar; and
fmatlg, that they may be made without reference to any particular things. Hence
fraorn particulars we establish general principles, which serve as the basis of our rea-
sonings and epable Its to proceed step step, from the most simple to the'most com-
pin operatiols. It appears, therefore, t'llat mathe "cal reasoning proceeds as
much upon, the principle of analytic induction as that o y other science.

Examples of any kind 'upon abstract numbers are of e use until the learner
Ws discovered the° principle from practical eximAles. They are more difficult in
themselves, for the learner, does not see theiruse, and therefore does not so readily
understand the question, But questions of le poictical kind, if judiciously chosen,
sbow at once what the combination is, and 'what is to be effected by it. Hence the
pupil will musk more readily discover the means by which the result is to be obtained .

Thersi44 lasling*Or amip,t# in the_operOvis by reference 41 sensible objects.
11744,), the;pupil legrns sjues: combination Igty law!, of pbstiact examples, it very

pct happens that he understands piatitical examples 'ignore easily for. it, because
doll's not discover the connection until he has peiformed exa5I-

_

. ..tu pies and begin" generalize them.

#
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And it is not too bold all assertion to say thsst no man ever actually learned mathe-
matics in any other method than by analytic induction; that is, by learning the prin-
ciples by the examples ,he performs, and not by learning principles first, and then
discovering by them how the examples are to be performed.

The 'full significance of this feature of Coiburncs method appears
only when we compare it with the practice of his time It marks, as
do other features of his work, an absolute break with the past. The
principle is fundamental with him, and its effect is steady evident
throughout both texts tits well as in his method of teaching.

_Objective method.In the First Lessons the pupil is not told heii combinations," but he is expetted .to discover them by using ob-
jecti e materials, the Pestalozzian tables, or beans, peas, etc., in per,t
fo mg the operations which the "practical, questiOns" called for.

e advantage of asking the child to think in terms of concrete ob-
jects is mentioned in the above quotation. It ,klyould be noted that
Colburn recommend the use of objective material only. when a pupil
has need of it is not his puTose to introduce objective material
for the purpose of amusing pupils, and he intends that they shall
transcend the use of it. The objective method; next to thi, oral in-
struction, is the most conspicuous feature of Colburn's method of
teaching.

0

Assisting the has already bech indicated that Colburn
had a definite and accurate conception of the working of the human
mind. He also knew the appropriate manner in which to assist this
working. This he discusses in the preface to the Sequel

When the pupil is to learn the use of figures for the first time, it is best to explainto him tire nature of them to about three or four places, and then require him 'to *rite.
some numbers. Then give him some of till) first examples without telling him what
to do. He will discover what ifito be done, and invent a way to do it. Let him per-
form several itrhis own way, and then suggest some method a little different from his,
and nearer the common method. If he readily comprehends it, he will be pleasedwith it, and adopt it. If he dooesuot, his mind is Uot yet prepared for it, and shtiuld
be allowed to continue hie own way longer, an then it should be suggested again.
Alter he is familiar with tha ,suggest another method somewhat nearer-the common
method, and so on:until he learns the best method. Never urge him to adopt any

perhaps be necessary for young pupils to perform more examples than are given in

method until he understands it and is pleased with it. In some of the articles it may

the book.
One general maxim to be observed with pupils of every age is never to tell them

directly how to perkirm any example. If a pupil is unable to periorm an example,

9

it is generally because he does not fully comprehend the object of it. The object
should be explained, and some questions asked which will have a tendency to recall t
the principles necessary. If this does not succeed, his mind ,is not prepared for it,
end he must be required to examine!it more by himself, and to review some of the
principles which it involves:- It is useless for him orm it before hie mind,is
prepped for it. After he has been Old., he is satisfi and will not be willing to
examine the principle, and he will be no better proper for another case of the same
kind than he was bore. When the pupil knows that is not to be told he 'earl
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to depend upon himself; and whet he once contracts the habit of understanding
what be does, he will not easily e prevailed on to do anything which he does not
understand.

Also in his address he speaks at length upon how the teacher
Should' assist the pupil :

If the learner meets with a difficult k, the teacher, instead of telling him directly
bow to go on, should examine him and endeavor to discover in what the difficulty con-
Sete; and then, if possible, remove it. Perhaps he does not fully understand the
question. Then it should be .explained to him. Perhaps it depends upon. seine
former principle which he has learned, but does not readily call to, mind. Then lie
should be put in mind of it. Perhaps it in a little too difficult. Then it should he
simplified. This may be done by substituting smaller numbers, or by separating it
into parts and making a distinct qMistion of each of the parts. Suppose the question
were this: If 8 men can do a piece of wor-k in 12 days, howilong would it take 15 men to
do it? It might be simplified by putting in smaller munbers, thus: If 2 men }an do a
piece of work in 3 days, how long would it take 5 men to do it? If this should still he
found too difficult, say, If 2 men can do apiece of work in 3 days, how long wilt it take
1 man a do it? This being answered, say, If 1 man will do it in 6 days. how long
will it take 3 men to do it? In what time would 4 men do itt? In what time would 5
men do it? . By degrees, in some 8m:hale-ay as this, 'Iead him to the original question.
Some mode of this kind should always be practiced; and by no means should thee
learner be told directly how to do it, for then the question is lost to him. For when
the question is thus solved for him, he is perfectly satisfied with it, and he will give
himself no further trouble about the mode in which it is done.

All illustrations should be given by practical examples, having reference to sensible
objects. Most people use the reverse of this principle and think to simplify- practical
examples by means of abstract ones. For instance, if you propose to a child this
simple question: George had 5 cents, and his father gave hint 3 more, bow many had
he then? I have found that most persons think to simplify each practical exajnples
by putting them into an abstract form and saying, HOw many are 5 and 3. But this
question is already in the simplest form that it can be, The only way that it-can be
made easier is to put it into =idler numbers. If the child can count, this will hardly
be neoessary. No explanation more simple than the question itself can be given, and
none is required. The reference to sensible objects, and to the action of giving,
as the mind of the child in thinking of it, and suggests immediately what operation
'he must perform; and he sets himself tvalculate it. He has not yet learned what
the BUM of those two,numbers is. He is therefore obliged to calculate it iq, order to
answer the question, and be will require some little time to do it. Most persons, when
such a question is proposed, do not observe the process going on in the child's mind;
but because he does not answer immediately, they think that he does not understand
it, and they begin to assist him, as they suppose, and say, How many. are 5 and 3?
Can not you tell how many 5 and 3 are? Now this latter question is very Much more
difficult for the child theft the original one. Besides, the child would notprobably
perceive any (Inflection between them. He can very easily understand, and the
question itself suggests it to him better than any explanation, that the 5 cents and 3
cents are to be counted together; but he does not easily perceive what the abstract

.1turabati 6 and 3 haym to do with it. This is a process of generalization which it
telieli children some time to learn. .

In 041 cases, especially in the early stave, it will be perplexing and rather" injurious
toothy the loaner from a practical to an abstract question for the purpose of explana-
tion. And it is still worse to tell him the result, and not make him find it himself.
If the question is sufficiently simple, he will solve it. And he should be allowed
time to do it aad not be perplexed with questions or interruptions until he has done it.

100
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But if he does wit solve the question, it will be because he does not fully comprehend
it. And if be can not be made to comprehend it,the question should be varied, either
by varying the numbers, or the objects, or 1)06, until a question is made that he ran
answer. .One being found that he can answer, another should be made a little varied
and then another, and so on till he is brought back to the one first proposed. It will
,be Letter that the question remain unanswered than that the child be told the answer,
or assisted in the operation any further than may be necessary to make him fully
understand the clueetion.

It is clear that Colburn understood that a dfficulty initiates reflec-
tive thought. The pupil is at first to meet a difficulty, feel 'a need,
have a problem. This is the first step. Second, the pupil is to make
his own hypothesis; the teacher is 'o keep hands off. Unless the
problem is one for which the pupil is not prepared, he will " invent " a
way to solve the problem. It, may be a crude one, but nevertheless
a method wilich will control the value. The thought process involved
here is that of making hypotheses and verifying them. The instruc-tor is in the background. Colburn would have his function to be
that of explaining to the pupil the meaning of the problem and its
demands, and to see that the pupil was finally made acquainted
with the best method of solving the problem.

Inductive instruction.- -In the titles of both of his arithmetics,
Colburn dxplicitly states that the method of presentation is inductive
rather than deductive. Ilislislitctive development is not formal
and mechanicril, but here as elsewherehe has grasped the manner ofthe working of the human mind. The complete texts must be
studied to appruciitte fully the quality of his inductive development
of a topic, but the development of division in the Sequel will give anidea of the charm of Colburn's inductive treatment of a topic. (See .
1). 74.)

This is as near rein induction as it is possible to get in a textbook.
The pupil is given problems which he can understand mid appre-ciate; the first he may solve in a crude fashion, more difficult prob-iems force him to make hypotheses, and the nile is debt ed so that
the pupil has had an opportunity to test his hypotiwsis e iris
As a consequence, the pupil probably has discovered the appropriate
rule before he reaches the statement of it in the text.

Class instruction.During-the ciphering-book period, the instruc-
tion of necessity was individual. Before 1821 the need was beingkeenly felt for a more expeditious manner of teaching arithmetic.The attendance was increasing very rapidly, and arithmetic was
beginning to be taught quite generally to all pupils. This condition
made it necessary to instruct the pupils in groups. Colburn not
only advocated class instruction, but gives- suggtAtions as to the
technique.

It Is chiefly at recitation that one scholar can compare himself with another; con-sequently they furnish the most effectual means of promoting emulation.' They
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are an excellent exercise for the scholar, for forming the habit of expressing his ideas
properly and readily. The scholar will be likely to learn his lemon more thill-oughly
when he knows he shall be called upon to explain it They give him an opportunity
-te-diecover whether be understands his subject hilly or not. which he will not *helys
be sure of, until he is called upon to give an account of it. Recitations in arithmetic,
when properly conducted. produce a habit of quirk and realty reckoning on the !TUT
of the occasion, which can 1w produced in nosother way except in the business of
life, and then only when the business is of a kind to require constant practice. They
are therefore a great help in preparing scholars for bind 11("4[4.

Directions concerning recitations must be general. Each teacher must manage
the detail of them in his own way.

In the first place, the scholar should be thoroughly prepared before he attempts
to recite. No leesous should be received by the teacher that are not well learned.
If this is not insisted on, the scholar will soon leicome careless and inattentive.

It is best that the recitations, both in intellectual and written arithmetic, should
be-in clown when practicable. It is best that they should he without the Iook. and
that the scholar should perform the examples Wont hearing them read by the teacher:
Queertione that are put out to be solved at the recitation should be,solved at the reed s
tion, and not answered from memory. The scholars should frequently be required
to explain hilly and cleverly the steps by which they solve a question and t)ie reasons
for them. Recitations" should be conducted briskly and not suffered to lug and
become dull. The attention of every scholar should be kept upon the subje( t if
possible. so that all shall het every thing that is said. For this it is net tesary that
the questions,pass around qhickly. and that no choler he allowed a longer time to
think than is absolutely uereesary. If the Imam is prop "nd as it should be, it will
not take the scholar long to give his answer. 1tll is not well to ask one scholar too
many questions at a time, for by that there is danger of losing the attention cf the rest
It is a good plan, when practicable, so to tvanage the recitations that every scholar
shall end to solve each'question that. ti proposed for solution at the time of the
recitation, his may be done by proposing the question without letting it be known
who is to answer it until all have had time to solve it, and den calling upon someone
for the answer. N ()further time should ,he allowed for the solution; but if the echolar
so called on is.not ready, the question should be immediately put to another in the
same manner.'

He also shows a trace of the monitorial system when he says:
it will often be well to let the elder pupils hoar the younger. This will Ise a use. I

exercise for them, and an Hailstone° to the instructor.

- Teaching pupils to study.Colburn recognized the value o caching
pupils how to study. He says:

There is one more point which I shall urge, and it is one which I consider the Most
import of all. It is to make the scholars sandy. I can give no dire-clime( bolt to
do it. Each teacher must do it in his own way, if lie does it at all. He who succeeds
in making his scholars study will succeed in making them learn, whether he does it
by punishing, or hiring, or persuading, or by exciting emulation, or by making the
studies ao interesting that they do it for the love of it. It is uselees for me to say
whichwill produce the best effects upon the_scholans; each of you may judge of that
for lfOureelvee. But this I say, that the one who makes his Scholars study will make
them learn; and he who does not will not make them learn much or well. There

Address, "The Teaching of Arithmetic."
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never has been found a royal road to learning of any kind, and I presume there never
will he. Or if there should be, I may venture to say that learning so obtained will
not bo worth the having. It is a law of our nature. and a wise ono too, that nothing
truly valuable can be obtained "(idiom labor'

In another place he suggests some necessary conditions:
This subject also suggests a hint with regard to making books, and especially thOse

-Ls children. The author should endeavor to instruct by furnishing the learner with
°easions fonthjpking and exorcising his own reasoning powers, and he should not -
endeavor to thidi and reason for him. It is often very well that there should be a
regular course of reasoning in the,book'on the subject taught: but the learner ought
not to be compelled to pursue it,;if it can possibly be avoided, until lie has examined
the subject and tome to a conclusion in his own way. Then it is well for flint to fol-
low the masoning of others, and seehuw they think of it.'

Motitntion.--Alt hough Colburn recognized that there were several
ways for making arithmetic interesting, he selected the problems
which especially appeal to children and caused them to feel a need
for a process or definition before it is gin. The types of problems
aro well illustrated by those already given. A feeling of need for the
process is created by introducing each topic by problems. The very
plan of dividing the texts into two parts, and thus separating the
problems from the development of the principles, operates to create
motive for the study of the principles. Even in the development of
the principh, the 'rules are not stated until after the explanation of
the operation which is itself based upon a problem. Whatever drill
seems necessary is not given until after a considerable number of
practical problems have been solved by the pupils.

But even"these devices do not reparesent all that Colburn has done
tt motivate the arithmetic work. His style of writing and his ability
to see tiling's from the child's mint of vietv assist materially in this
respect, and the way he guides the learner in the development of the
principles adds a tout)), of genius lg the whole work. The following
is from the Sequel,,p. 193:

A boy wishes to divide f of an orange equally between two other boys; how much
must he give thept apiece?

If he had three oranges to divide, he might give them one apiece and then divide
the other into two equal parts, and give^ one part to each, and each would have 14
ors . Or he might cut them all into two equal parts each, which would make six
parts, nd give three parts to each, that is, 4=13, as before. But according to the
ques n, he has f or 3 pieces, consequently he may giire 1 piece to each, and then cut
the other into two equal parts, and give 1 part to each, then each will have anti §
of .4. But it a thing be cut into four equal parts and then each part into two equal
parts, the whole will be cut into 3 equal parts or eights; consequently 4 of is 1.
Each will have and f of an orange. Or he may eta each of the three parts into to
equal parts, and give 9f each part to each boy, and then each will have 3 parts, that
is 4. Therefore of f is 4. Ans. 4.
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Two more problems are similarly explained, though somewhat
more briefly. He then draws a conclusion as follows:

In the last three problems the division is performed by multiplying the denomi-
nator. In general, if the denominator of a fraction be multiplied be 2, the unit u tll 1.0
divided into thrice as many parts, consequently the parts will be only one,hali :ts
large as before, and the satire number of the small parts by taken, as was taken of the'
large, the value of the fraction will be one-hall as much. If the denominator he nvd-
tiplied by three, each part will be divided into threo parts, and the 1.4.111C numbyt
parts be taken, the fraction will be one-third if the value of the,tiret. Finally, if iLle
'denominator be multiplied by any number, the parts will he so want' r.

Therefore, to divide a fraction, if the numeratiir can not be diNnied exactly b) this
divisor, multiply the denominator by the divisor.



/PART III, THE INFLUENCE OF WARREN COLBURN IN DIRECTING THE
OBVEJ.OPMENT OF ARITHMETIC AS A SCHOOL SUBJECT. ACTIVE
PERIOD, 1821-1857; STATIC PERIOD, 1857-1892.

Chapter
ARITHMETIC AS A MENTAL DISCIPLINE;

During the first half of the nineteenth century the growth of cities,
thu riso of manufacturing, the invention of Machines, new modes of
travel, and transportation, and other factors combined to produce a
demand for a higher degree of education than had been necessary
wlion life 'was more simple. At the Rime time, the home began to
contribute loss to the child's education. As a consequence there
came to be a new concept of the purpose and scope of the education
provided by the schools and an awakened interest in public schools.
This movement, which has been known as "the common-school
revival" was meet prominent. between 1835 and 1850. The interest
in the work of Festaloni, which we have noted in Chapter IV, the
production of texts by American authors,' and the extension of the
public-school system to include primary schools and hikh schools
were phases 'of the larger movement..

The prodlictien of arithmetic texts by American "'inhere, the
modification of the content of arithmetic; the extension ,of the in-
strction in the subject, and the attempts to ,provide texts for young
children were elepienta in the general development of arithmetic as a
school subject, in the United States. This movement had boon grow-
ing since the close of the Revolutionary War, and the adoption of a
Federal money wttec a phase of the "great awakening." In tlie three
preceding c,hiptets we have told of Colburn's contribution. It is
the problem of thittchapter and the two fallowing to show in *hat
ways and to what, extent Warren Colburn augmented and directed
this development.;

Thy limets qf thiperiad.The importance of Colburn's First Lessons
justifies the selection of .1821 as marking the beginning of this period
in the development of arithmetic as a school subject. Following this
doe thorn was a ,period of very rapid development. New typos of
texts appeared.' Some of these were revised frequently to keep pace
with the growing ideas of the time. But, beginning about 1860, these
revisions ceased; and after this date it is seldom that we find a new
type of text which attained any importance.

ArithmetiP texts by American eutbas brie been mentionedau me
89
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There was no great event, such as the appearance of Co lburn's
First Lessons, to mark the close of this period. At times from 1821
to 1,892 innovations were attempted, some acquiring a 0Onsidorable

following. llowever, after about 1860, them was no essential chang
in the aim or content nor modification in the method of teaching
which was not )(we] or merely temporary until well toward the close
of the century. Then new types of te;cts bec.anie popular and re-
plsced those which had boon used for over a quarter of a century
Also radical changes in the method of teaching. were urged. Several
events indicate that the date of this transition win"; about 1891). We

have chosen 18:12, the date of the. Report of the Committee of Ten.
Although this report dealt only incidentielly with arithmetic, it was
the official declaration of Mien teachers of the United States and
marked the alignment. of a number of our grealitst educateni on the
side of arithmetical reform.

The date marking the end of the prts'i s of formalization and the'
beginning of a stationary period is likewise 4111141dt to determine
with,exactneas. We have chosen 1857, the date of .the last of a...

o series of revisions of Ray's arithmetic's. Just prior to this date,
revisions of Ray's anthmetics were frequent, but in 1857 a form was
attained which was not altered until 1877 and only 'slightly them
Other texts and events do not, in general, sias.ify the date 1857, but
they agree in indicating the beginning of a relatively static period
about :860. view of the popularity and oho widespread and cen-
tinned use of Ray's arithmetics it is appropriate that we select the
date marking their maturity.

Menial arilltmdir.1--- The arithmetic of the preceding period was
confined to cilculations with written symbols. There wore no ex-

amples or prublems in which the quantities yore Rua to be solved
without the use of pencd or pen. In fact, the subject was frequently
spoken of as "ciphering." Colburn intended thin the problems of
his First Lessons should ho solved without the aid of written symbols,
and he constructed _the hook iR such a wiy that this was made
necessary unless the teacher supplemented the text. by instructions
in_" written arithme t

After 1821- the more popular aria-males wore issued in the form
of a series. Usually one.bookA such a series was devuted to mental
arithmetic. A few. authors united the two types of arithmetic in
the same text. Mental arithmetic was universally tavght, frequently
in a course paralleling the one in written arithmetic. .

9

t The term "mental arithmetic" heoune quite amorally need to designate that arithmetic which did
not Involve computations with written !vials. Toiburn and some ot her authors used the term, "Intel'
lectual" hut of "mental," and attll Afars ogled this type of aril Innetic, "oral." The useof term,

"mental azit c," has been criticized w the round that arithmetic which in ol \ es calculations with
written !yin is Just as truly Mental as that which does not, but the term has been and is still so guar
ail uhed t hattis use here Is justllted and Rill mer-e to scold ccrtrusioti,
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ett$ for young Millirem. The texts of the preceding period were

not suitable for young children. Thus when arithn.'tie was taught
to them no text was used in the hands of the pupils. It was only akit roarsprior 14) 1821 that there was an attempt to provide a text
for young children.' But soon after 14421 many primary hooks
appeared and it series of arithmetics was not complete unless it con-.
tained a text specific ally intionled for young children. 'There were
texts prepared to precede Colburn's First Lessons, winch Colleirn
thinned was simple enough for children 5 or ti years of 4;e.

Most of the primary texts embodied the use of objects. In many
of them there were pit-tures in which the pupil was to count the
number of objects. In sonic texts examples were represented
graphically by means of marks, dots, etc., or by *owe] pictures of
the objects mentioned in the exercise.

.t rush as a raftlial (174444 rrlinalghtaltl he preoeding period,
as we have sho-wn, arithmetic was taught because of its practical
N'aline in certain trades and commerce. A disciplinary function of
arithmetic was emphasized by Pestalomi, who believed that it Avaa
to be attained by drill upon a net ref abstract exercises which were to

by the use of his tablos or other sensible objects. CAilburn
rei-ognized mental discipline as one of the iportant functions to be
realized from the study of arithmetic. The recogui.tion of t he dis-
ciplinary finict ion, particularly as at inched to mental arithmetic, grew
after the appearance of Colburns Virat Lessons until it overshadowed
the other functio.-4. Davies Rays in the preface to his Schou Arith-
11,41;c, the preparation of this work, two objects have been
kept einistantly in view: First, to make it educational; second, to
make it practical." 'rho educational value which Davies has in mind
here is mental disciphile. .40riepli Ray says in the preface of his
bile llt.et aril Aritlinidic, one-thousandth edition. stio:

Its- st s men ml ill met ic) study. leavens are taught I. rearm. IA :mid yte thinkhq themse h e., while it imparts confidence in their retuning powers cued sirengiheaithe mental faculties.

Davies puts it somewhat' more forcibly in his Intellectual Arith
metie:

he object td this hook to train and (levelly the Mind by means of the Prienee of
numbers. Numbers are the instruments here employetl to strengthen the memory,
to cultivate the (acuity of abstraction, Sand to sharpen and develop the tenAlMling
powers.

In the Vete Mental Aritkractic, by Edward Brooks, 1873,
the auth

The irien szi retie, until eomisillCat recently, was much lens useful as an
educational agency than it should have been. lsousisting mainly of rules andthods

LBeep739..
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of operatiops, without presenting the reasons for them, it failed to give that high
degree of mental discipline which, when properly taught, it is so well calculated to

afford. But a great change has been wrought in this respect; a new area has dawned
upoh the science of numbers; a "royal roa4" to mathematics has been discovered,
so graded and strewn with the flowers of reason and philosophy that the youthful
learnerpean follow it with interest and pleasure; and one of the most influential agents
in this work has been the system of mental arithmetic.

The importance of this change can hardly he oterestimated. The study of mental
arithmetic, intmduced hy4Warren olburn, to whom teachers and pupils owe a Mit
of gratitude which can never 'he paid, affords the finest mental discipline of any study
in the public schools. When pmperly taught. it gives quickness of perception,
keenness of insight, toughness of mental fiber, and intellectual power and grasp

that can he acquired by no other elementary branch of study. An old writemn
arithmetic quaintly (%alled his work "The Whetstone of Wit.: Mental arithmetic is,
in my opinion, truly a whetston of wit. It is a mental grindstone; it sharpoits the
mind and gives it the power of concentration and penetration. To omit a thorough

course of mental orithmetic in the common school is to deprite the pitipil of one of the

principal sources of mental power.

Arithmetic (18 a s(=ience. -Since the time of the Greek philosophers
arit.hmetic'has been conceived of both as an art and as a science,
or as some Iluthors put it, as practical arithmetic and theoretical
arithmetic. The writers of the texts which were used during the
ciphering-book period usually recognized both of these aspects of,
arithmetic, hut they seem to have '84-me so mainly for tradit.ioiinl
reasons. In the schools arithmetic was an art. fr But in this period
a number of text became colored with a philosophic point of view,
The theoretical part of arithmetic was given morn emphasis. The

prin6iple,s were more carefully formulated, and special attention was
given to their interrelation and organization into a logical system.
Greenleaf in the National Arithmetic (first published 1835, revised
1847, 1857) gives elaborate lists of definitions, axioms, and principles,
and a chapter on properties of numbers. By some writers the
"science of numbers" is .tied synonymously with arithmetic.'

Arithmetic, the important echool subject. By reason of more simple
texts and by reason of the emphasis upon the disci plinaryfunction csf
arithmetic, its relative importance as a school subject grow during
this period. It became the custom for pupils to receive instruction
in arithmetic when they began to attend school, which in some cases
was before their fourth birthday.'

Frequently, mental arithmetic was recognized fis ft separate sub-
ject, and two periods a day were given to arithmetic in several of the
grades, in some schools from the third or fouth grade to the eighth,
inclusive. William B. Fowl?, saickin 1866:

Arithmetic is the all-absorbing study in the public schools of Massachusetts, and,
probably, in those of every other State. As far as my observation goes, it occupies
more of the time of our 'children than all other branches united .3

1 Bee the citations from Davloa and Brooks, quoted above.
Clifton Johnson: Old Time Schools and Schoo; p. 37.

a The Teacher's Institute; or Familiar Hints Los Young Teachers, p. 45.
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Another writer said:
Having such prominence, the subject came to be taken as the basis of gradation and

of promoting pupils.'

It is difficult for the teachers of to-day to realize that arithmetic
has not always been one of the fundamentals of the school curricu-
lum. There is the general impression that the curriculum consisted
of the three R's until it was .enriched by the addition of the more
modern subjects. Hence we fail to appreciate that it was not until
the second quarter of the nineteenth century that arithmetic was
accorded its place in our schools as one of the traditional educational
t rinit y.

Indurtive method.The complete title to Colburn's First Lessons'
contained the phrase, "on the inductive method of instruction," and
this method was a conspicuous feature of his texts. During the active
period from 1821 tik 1857,4atithors frequently included some reference
to the inductive method in the title of their texts. In the construe-

, lien of their- texts many followed closely Colburn's plan. Some au-
1.hors adhered to the deductive plan, and after 1857 the texts, even
those which had previously embodied the "inductive method," were
generally organizedlIdeductiVely.

thoroughness. Increasing emphasis was placed upon skill
in performing the operations of arithmetic. This is testified to by
the increased space given to drill exercises and the publication of
" Lightning Calculators," which were numerous in the last half of the
century. In the preface to the New Intermediate Arithmetic, Felter
says: ,

This hook is designed to makes-the pupil quick and accurate in calculation, and to
give him n. knowledge of those priCiplas and processes of arithmetic which are needed
in the ordinary transactions of life, together with skill in their application.

To accomplish this, the drill card exercises are arranged to furnish any desired
amount of practice in computation; while the processes and analyses leading directly
to the rule, together with the number, gradation, and character of,the practical jixam-
pies, give the knowledge of necessary principles and skill in their use.

Felter says in the preface to An Introduction to Arithmetical Analy-
sis: "The importance of being thorough in the elemints of arithmetic
can not he too often impressed upon the teacher."

In brief these are the significant features of arithmetic as a school
subject in this period. In each of them there are evidences of Col-
bum's influence. In the next chapter the important texts of the
period are described, and in them we shall see more clearly the influ-
ence of (-1,olburn,upon the arithmetic of this period.

J. If. Greenwood, Principles of Education Practically Applied, 1887, p. 164.
I Edition of 1826.

81758°-17-7



Chapter VIII.
FORMALIZED PESTALOZZIAN ARITHMETICS.

In this period, arithmetic was usually presented in a series of threebooks for the common Schools and a higher arithmetic which wasprimarily for academies and colleges. \Vile there was no absolute
unifoimity in the planes of division of arithmetic in the commonschools, yet in general there was, first, a primary arithmetic which
covered the work pursued in the primary school, which varied from
two and one-half years to four years; second, an intellectual, or mental .arithpetic; and third, a text often designated as "practical,- or
"common school," and which was a complete text in itself. In casea text became at all popular, it was provided witlf a kry,i or the use ofthe teacher. The originally distinct line of cleavage het' een mentalarithmttic and written arithmetic became less and less distinct by
reason of combining the two, which was especially popular in the
latter portion of this period.

Two classes of texts of this period will be described; first, those
which were widely used and hence exemplify the practice of thetimes, and second, other important texts. This second class con-
tains texts which were not used as extensively as the first class, but
which indicate the course of development. Tho extensiveness of theuse of a text has been determined by 'consideriog the number of
editions through which the 'text, passed and the length of time it wasbefore the !Abbe.

For description the texts have been grouped under authors. Theorder is determined by the date of the first text by an author.

ARITHMETICS WHICH WERE WIDELY USED.

Warren 0/burn's First Lessons, 1821, which we have degcribe(I.,
was the most extensively used. mental arithmetic during the active
portion of this period and must be counted among important texts ofthe entire period.

Frederick' Foncrson (1788-1857), who wrote the North American
Aright-Asko, was for a number of years a teacher its the Boston public
schools, later principal in the department of arithmetic at Boylston
School, and finally superintendent of schools. The Part First ap-
peared in 1,827, Part Second in 1832,.and Part Third in 1834. PartFirst is distinctly an elementary book, and the author states, "The

94..
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slate and pencil are not required in the performance of the lessons
contained in Part First.". The first part of the Part Second consists
of oral aritl.unetic, and the *world of written arithmetic. Part Third
is designed for 'advanced scholars, and as such is a scholarly presen-
tation of the subject froin,a mature ppint of view.

.... As soon as the series was complete, it displaced Colburn's texts in
the Boston schools, and the North American 'Arithmetirs, Part First,
wns an alternative text as late, as 1 t66-67. The series had been
used in Chicago preceding 1866. In an edition of Part First, it is
stated that it has been adopted in Boston, Salem. Portland, Provi-
dence, New York. Philadelphia, and Louisville. I have -examined
copies of Part Second dated 1832, 1839, 1848,..1654, and of Part
Third. dated 1834, 1844, 1850. Part. Third appeared in two forms,
both copyrighted in 1834. One of these is announced as revisediand
enlarged. The enlargement is i list of questions for examination:
Otherwise the series does not ail ear to have been revised.

Charles Davies (1798-1876) graduated from the Military Academy
at Vest Point in 1815. H was professor of mathematics and hat oral
philosophy in that institnirion from 1823 to 1837, and professor of
mathematics in Trinity College, Hartford, 1839 to 1841. Later he,
taught mathematics in the normal school at Albany, N. Y., and was
professor of higher medicinal ic4 in Columbia College, New York City
from 1857 to 1867,- when he was made emeritus professor. 1)avies's
primary arithniet lc was published under the title of First Lessons in
ArithMetic in 1840. There is also a Primary Table Book, which
Appears to have been published separately at: first. In 1856 the
primary book is advertised as Davies Primary Arithmetic and Table
Book. Davies Intellectual Arithmetic was first. copyrighted in 1838
and recopyrighted in 1854, 1862, 1881. The practical arithmetic
was first published in 1833 under the title l'anirain, School Arithmetic.
In 1838 it was "enlarged and improvtid" and called Arithuiretic De-
signed for Aceulemies and Schools. In the preface of this edition
Davies describes the book as an "elementary treatise." In 1848
this was revised and callad Davies' School Arithmetic, and in 1855
'another revision changed the title to Davies' New School Arith-
metic. Later a "New Series of Arithmetics" was prepared, and the
School Arithmetic became Practical Arithmetic and a new work,
Meraents. of -Written Arithmetic, was addial to the series. The first
edition of the University Arithmeticwas published in 1846. It passed
through many editions and was often reyised. Greenwood says:
."Whenever the discovery of new methods d presentation demanded
a revision, the publishers and authors at once complied."

In 1912, the following arittimeties by Charles Davies wore listed
by the American Book Company: Primary Arithmetic, Practical
Arithmetic, Elements of Written Arithmetic, and University Arith-
metic.

95
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Davies prepared " a full analysis of the science of mathematics,"
and explained "in connection the most improved methods of teach-
ing." This was published in 1850 under the title, The Logic and
Lrtility of Mathematics. This was based upon the system of mathe-

matical instruction which had been "steadily pursued at. the Mili-
tary Academy (West, Point) for over a quarter of a century." lo
describing this "system of mathematical instruction," Davin! says:

It is the eteenee of that system that a principle he taught before it is applied to
practice; that general prinApees and. general laws be taught, for their contemplation

, is far more improving to the mind than the examination of isolated propositions.
and that when such principlte and such laws are fully comprehended: their appli
cations be then taught as ctinsequences or practical results.

This vitsiltf education led, at an early day, to the union of the French' and Eniz
lish systems of Mathematics. By this union the exaqt and beautiful! methods of
generalization. which distinguish the French school, wbre blended with the practi-
cal methods of the English system.'

And he sums it up by saying,*:

And in that system tat the Military Academy! Mathematics is the !gees! Science
precedes Art.; Theory goes before Practice; the' general formula embraces all the
partfulars.

This system was the basis of Davies's aril hmetics. In them, arith-
metic is first a science.

In estimating the work of Charle: Davies, Greenwood says:
The influence of Dr. Davies's writings on subsequent authors in this country can

hardly be overestimated. It may be very properly regarded as the beginning of a
revolution in schoolbook making. Simplicity and extreme clearness became the
leading ideas in the minds of authors, who_etudled how to be understood by children
and young people.'

Joseph Ray (1507 -1855) entered the Ohio Medical College in CM;
cinnati in 1828, graduated, and became,a surgeon. In 1831 he be-
came a teacher in Woodward College and professor of mathematics
in 1834. This position he held until the institution was changed to
Woodward High School in 1851, when he became president,.

Ray's primary book was first published in 1834 with the title,
Ray's Tgbles and Rules in Arithmetic and sold for 6 cents. In 1844
it was remodeled and became Part Fipt, of Ray's Arithmetical
Course. Since then it has been revised' in 1853, 1857, 1877, 1903,
and has appeared under several titles. In 1857, it was called Pri-
mary Lessons, in 1877, Ray's New Primary Arithmetic. The in'el-
lectual arithmetiii was first published in 1834 under the title, 'Pitt
Little Arithmetic; Elementary Lessons in Intelledual Arithmetic, on the
Analytic and inductive Method of Instruction. In 1844, it was en-
larged and called Ray's Arithmetic, Part Second; in 1857 it was

I hem.
:lames M. Oreenwood and Artemas Martin, "Notes on the History of AmericanTextbooks on Arith-

metic.") Rept. U. S. ()Amnia at Ed., Itirr-06, 13. UL
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known as intellectual Arithmetic,. by Indudion and Analysis; and in
1877 as Ray's Neu., Intellectual Arithmetic. Under this last title it.
was copyrighted in 194)5. Ray's Eclectic Arithmetic on the inductive
and Analytic Methods of Instru.tion was first published in 1837. In
1844 it was "carefully revised" and called Bay's Arithmetic, 'art
Third, and in 1857 it was again revised and called Practical
Indic by Induction and Analysis. In 1877 it became Ray's Vie
Practical Artithinetic. In 1879, a two-book kerias was issued, Ray's
_Veil, Elementary Arithmetic and Ray's New Practical Arithmetic. This
series was revise0 in 1903 and the word " new changed to "modern."
Ray's Higher Arithmetic was published in 1.356, the. year after Dr.
Ray's death. The text was completed and edited by Prof. Charlw
A. Mathews. It was revised and cailed,/?ay's N, Iliaher Arithmetic
in 1880.

Of all the texts of this period, the tries by Joseph Ray has en-
joyed the most extended and continued use. Ray's arithinetics be-
came popular soon after their first publication in 1334, and it seems
that, their popularity increased rapidly for a number of years. Until
within the last quarter of a century, no arithmetics were published
which supplanted them ,except. locally. Even now (1913), after
more than a decade which has beet, characterized by texts of another
type, they are Still it widely used series of arithniet.ies. The 'average
yearly sale' for the last ten years has been approximately 250,000
copies.

J. M. Greenwood sums up his estimate of Joseph Ray and his work
in these words:

To many it has appeared strange why ltay,4 Arithinetit:s have such a hold on the
popular mind. reason is, I think, obvious. Dr. it ay who'. in a large sense, a
blfmade mathematician and it self-made teacher. lie had loarned well the lesson of
sIf-help, and in the prpanition of his Imoks he always kept before himself all the
difficulties he had experienced in mastering each topic. No one knew better just
%then and where and how to bear down on certain points. In an eminent degree he
',deemed that rare combination of attsimilatien and clear presentation. Ile knew
how to make the subjects stick.'

Benjamin Greenleaf's (1786 1864) first book, the National Arith-
metic, Combining the Analytic and Synthetic ill Mods, was piddished in
1835. Greenwood says:- "It soon became a favorite treatise with
teachers who preferred sound ..ttainments in this science. The first,
edition was exhausted within a year.". It was revised iii 1836, 1847,
tad 1857, hut, the "general plan of the work was never changed."
In 1836 it Willi 'announced as " Forming a coinpletp mercantile arith-
metic, designed for schools h.nd kicademies." The edition of 1857 has
the title, The National Arithmetic, on the Inductive System, combining
the, Analytic and Synthetic Methods; Forming a Complete Course of

Op. tit., p. 860.
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Hightr Arithmetic. The Common School Arithmetic or Introduction to
the National Arithmetic, was first published in 1842 and reviled in
1848 and 1856. It is modeled closely after the Naional Arithmetic.
A Menial Arithmetic on the haat-lire Plan was first published in 1851
and revis..d in 1857 anti 1803. lilt. Primary Arithmetic Was first
published in 1857 and was revised in 1861.

In 1578 there wore advertised Greenleaf's NeW Comprehensive
Series, and Uniformity :rithmetieal Series. The former consist
ing of the New Primary Arith tie', ElcMe Arithmetic, m7,1
New Practical Arithnatit: the latter of 1;reinitars .Neu' Primaro
4rilhifiet;e, tin t tilt ors w betel/441nd Arithmetic, tr'rted.Ors ('one-
neon Schaal A rith Mel and t;ret labia's .\ational:irithnitlie.

About this (1111e there appeared a series described as being -NI
the basis or the work of II. Greenleaf" whirl was copyrighted by
11. I. Ntagiothlin, who assisted Mr. Greenleaf in revising the Na-
tional Arithmetic itt I57. The tests in this series are: First lassos'
in .Vninhers, Oral and Written, IsNI: Manual of lab Ilittual A rith
met ic, 1877: Brief Course in :lrithieettic, ISsi: tool .\,//' PraCtiedi
Arithmetic, 1S7ti.

In 1012 Greenleals arolimetics were published by Benj. Sanborn
Co., under the lilies, First Lisson.s, 1,,mple6 Arith and Brie!
Course in Arithmt tie.

Ire the preface to the National ArttiLetic, Greenleaf eriti-
cizes the system of arithmetic proposed by tsunami.

An opinion has prevailed among Aline teachers that the pupil should have uu rule
to 'perform his questions by, but should form all his rules himself. by mere ilia lion
This plan might do very well could it be carried into effect. But if the experience
of the author has been of.any service to him, one thing it has taught Into is that, in a
given time, a student will acquire 1111,re lolowled:ze of arithmetic by having some (410111

rules given hint, with examples, than he will especially if he be re
quired to give an analysis Of a suitable number of questions under each rule. .

lie also finds it necessary to explain Why he retains such topic:4
ay practice, progressions, position, permutations, etc., which some
arithmetic ,ns of .the present day, have laid aside as useless.'
reason is:

For though some of 'hest. rules ate not of much pnietical utility. yet, a.s they are well
adapted to impnive the rearitining rowers. the ought not. in the author's judgmem.
to be laid aside by any who wish to bwonip lhurough arninnetitians.

in a later edition he states that chief among the "many improve-
ments on former edi9ms" are "clearer definitions, more rigid analy-
ses, and briefer and more accurate rules."

James Bates Thomson (1803-1883) wrote a series of arithmetics
which were among the. most popular during the middle of the een-
tury. Tife books of the series were: Practical Arithmetic, 1845;
Mental Arithmetic,1846; Higher Arithmetic, 1847; Table Book, 1848;
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Rudiments of Arithmetic, 1852; and Arithmetical Analysis, 1854. In
addition there was a Cotamercial Arithmetic. in 1884. The Practical
Arithmetic !'is described by Greenwood as being "one of the best
arithmetics ever offered to the public." All of the texts passed
through many editions. It was stated in 1859 that. 100,000 copies
of Thomson's arithmetical works were circulated annually.' A new
serie:4 in twit books, Vest Les.4ons in Arithmetic, Oral and Written
Arithmetic, and 11;o Complete t; noted Arid, Int tic, (Ind and Written,
was prepared by Mr. Thomson ind published in 18S2, just prior to
his death.

Joh n Stoddard (I -1873' published his first arithmetic in 1849,
and we are told that up to I Slit), 1.5110,000 cokes I of his :tritium.-
tics) had been issued, add the annual sales exceeded 260,080,-2

The .lief( nil( .11 fetal Ardfiene tie, 1549, wa.s designed to be an intro-
duct ion to the .1 em eine et leaf &ChM! Mr lie was pub-
112111 'In' '01111' year. The first vats revised in 1857 and the latter in
1'016. lint these, revisions were made "without any changes Which
nii, ht interfere with It s 1150 iii the same classes with previous edi-
tions." 'Mere \vast another revision of the American Intellectual
Arithmetic in I The t Was changed to Stoddard's .etr
/hfithettnti Aril/inn/it- and the book contains ninth new matter.
stinlilard's Practical Arithmetic, was revised in 1865 and be-
enine t he New Practical Ar:thrtiftic.. Another revision was made in
1zei8. arithmetical series also included Pictorial Primary
.1;:ithno tie: Therm( nts rith t;c, 1862: Complete Aithmetic;
.school Arithmetic, 1569: Ready Re ekone e, 1551; Philosophical Arith-
int 155:1.

Stoddard particularly emphasized mental or intellectual arith-
110 says in the preface of the America:. Intellectual Arith-

!Indio, dated :

Thal in 1,11., tual aritIonetie. when properly tuovht, is better ,alculated than any /
"th,f study dovolop the nvtwmiti failtios of the mind. to proattee
accurate and dos.. diwrialnation, and to enable the pupil to aquire a knowledge of
the Wier mathemati!'14 With greater VOA'. can scarcely admit of a doubt.

lireenwtaal AtlVS of the New 110411(4.unit Arithmetic, "This book
is one of the very best. mental arithmeties published." The rule
which the author says he 'has followed is, -Tell hut. one thing at it
lime and that in its proper place:

Jaws Ste wart Eaton. (1816 -1865). -The series of arithmetics by
James Stewart Eaton consists of High School Arithmetic, 1857; Pri-
mary Arithmetic, tS6U; Common School Arithmetic, 1863; Intellec-
tual Arithmetic, 1864; Elements o_f Arithmetic, 1863. In 1879
Eatmi's arithmetics were revised by W. F. Bradbury and published

, under the titles, Bradbury's Eaton's Elementary Arithmetic, in 'two
Up. ea., p. *17. Op. att., p. 651
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parts, and Badbury's Eaton's Practical Arillitridir. The Common
School Arithmetic was advertised as being in print in 1912. I Inn
a CO. of the Iligh School Arithmetic, dated 187:i. but copyrighted
1857, which has this complete title, "A Treatise on Arithmetic, Com-
bining Analysis and Synthesis. Adapted to the Best Mode of In
struction in Common Schools and Academies Latin describes
well this text when he Bart in the preface:

It has been the guiding primiple to he clear; brief. so urate, htzieho Subjo-to
arranged. drat, with reference to their dependence, and. set-tondly, with reftorence t..
their importance and simplicity the less &tun ult and 1110. I'M In at first. and the
more intricate and dews important afterwards

The Primary Arithmetic is handsomely illustrated. Greenwood
says of the hook:

This arithrueti. was published by Messrs Brown and 'N.,gurd itt IVO
The object letwoon nfitthod in printery instroction is very proinineut it this lss,k
The engravings mut:twill .the objects with which tht: child is huniliar. The tom
the author is to load the young it JO to a knowledge of the rudiMents of numbers
the use Of 5l,114ible objects rather than by uniitterrupted drill mt the tables. TI

book is simple in language, 1)11%T:wive in arrAligV111011, and well adapted to eh--
molter): instruction '

The Common School Arithmetic follows the saine general plan
the High School Arithmetic. It ditTeN (rein it in bei14.,kniore lino

designed to meet the wants of the higher grades corn
mon and grammar schools. hi the Intellectual Arithmetic. Eaton
attempts to build upon the Pestalohzian metlyil. bele preface he
says:

The Pestalorxian or inductive method of teaching the societies of plumbers is nos
universally approved by intelligent teachers. The first attempt in this country
apply this method to mental arithmetic resulted in the publicatiN of Collturn's
IA4B60114.1, a work whose success has not exceolsd is merits. It was, Lowe% cr, a tetel,.1
experiment rather than a perfect realizadon of the inductive RVFlein of instrm
That the subsequent ls..tks of the :cu. clams and purpose have failed to 1,rer. t i.,
defects, and thus meet the demand It created, is dui to their departure
from the true theory 61, tievelpod and exemplified by restalozii. The author t
this work has endeavored to imprevo upon all his predecessors by adhering mote
closely than even ('olburn did to the original method of the great Swiss
and by presontittg at the same time, in a pruth Al and attractive form, such improi
manta in the application of his principles as have stood the test of elilighw;o4f oe
perieuce.

In the spirit of the inductive method concrete natal ..1-3 11101114AI, vpht..d
physical objectshave been largely employed in treating of each topic, as the only
fit preparation for the exercises upon abstract number/1, which are far more difficult
for the youthful mind to grasp.

In this text the addition facts are in this form, "Two ikud one are
how many V' and the general organization of the book is similar to
that of Colburn's First Lessons.

I Op. sit., p. 1165. .
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Horatio N. Rolritaurn ,(1806-1887) seems to have been a teethe-/
mat 'cal genius. At the 'age of It he made the astronomical

itais for an almanac.. At the itge of III he Itetme professor of
mathematics in'the Naval Academy. which place lie tilled for 10 years,
His tirst mathematical book was a rniverPity Algebra in 1547. Fol-
lolviiig this he wrote an Elementary Algebra, IS-17 ; .Natural 11.

lumeintary Astronomy, IS19 ./1 Astrm 'Hoy. ls.19:
,,,m,try cot!loaleing Tr;goneanitry land 12anee Section... 15514; Sore( y-

,,,s/ and Navigation, 1552; ronei- iftifiortmi}ica/ (yin/lion.... _1

I'rurfie,ii Styti4i f., Alatbeelealies am/ .I 41'11/11,M y .
Robinson's series of arithineties Includes numerous title, Green-

%%utal gives the following list :

Primary, Iss` luttdIt-tittal. IN'tt l'r,tt-rnamtve Practical.
Proizre,i,c,0 11wher, o Table Hook, IN,2. Rad:mews of Writ-

Anti men,, First Len*,..s en Melina stud )1% Alton Arolontic, izs:0; Junior
( 14,0 Antlitnctic, I EtVilviit, Aruhnocii, t and Wriiin. 1.,77, New Table
Book, Isss.0; Robinson's Shorter Course. nrst.liook, 1s71. 1bl:inner's Book, 1046,
SI,,,rter Complete Arithmetic, D47-1; First Book isiaial '

.1Ithough ninny of these; texts passed through several editions and
hase been revised, only very few changes have been made from tin'
origiltai forms. For evittiple. in I, copy of the /et/dime/its Atria, II

.11111411,t 111(11 I,:U' the copyright dates of I ".,' . Isst;:i, and I ;'-;
It iiirstated that -there has been no change from editions ''
A similar statement is mask. in it copy of the l'rogresetere l'ractieal
\,'bleb bears theslime copyright dates.

The Fitt 1,esSons, Junior (lass arithmetic. Elements of .tritliMetic,
and New .Ttible Book \very sperm! adaptations to meet. needs.
A special edttion of the First 1.es,:on.; AV 11S, 4,r the I Aims

11111111C S (101 'Li in IS" I. The 7 iqb111,01) series Of. 11111111111111'S IS at
rrStqli plIbbSill.ti by the A 1111'nUtill ('o, AS ads ell ised in, 1912,
the series Consisted of It; titles.

Daniel IV. Fish assisted Mr. Rubinson in the prevaration of his
texts, particularly iii the revisions. 111 1NS3 Fish published a tWO-
bt,Uk series, .Vuwber One and Num/nr 'Two. It was stated that these
belonged to the RoLinson series, and they were of the same general
type.

In speaking (kit the Pregrssive intellectual Arithmetic, 1(01111e:cm
says:

The arrangement and )eitication are more strictly systematic and in accordance
with the natural order of matliennith:il tuience

One of the most important and, it is thought, one of the mo,t original and useful
features of this work is the full, concise, and uniform' system of analysis it contaitui,
the result of ]mug experience in the schoolroom.
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in the preface to the Prrgressive Practical Arithmetic he states
that his purpose has been
to present the subject of arithmetic to the pupil more as a science than an art. to
teach him methods et thouy4t, how to reason, rather than what to do: tiigive unity.
system, and practical utility to the science and art of computation:

These gatemen% are descriptive of Robinson's arithinetics.'
Edward Brooks is another arithmetician whose original texts were

adapted to conditions without, rely much change and appear in
several forms. Originally the series consisted of Normal Primary,
Ariametir, 1859: Normal Mental Arithmetic, 1855 ; Norma Elementary
Written Arithmetic; Normal Written Arithmetic, 1863: This series

was revised about 1875 and became New Nortnal Prim;ry Arithmetic,
New Normal Elementary, Arithmetic, New Normal Mental Arithmetic,
New Normal Written Arithmetic. In 1878 in the ;Soma! Union Series
oral arithmetic was united with written arithmetic. This appear& to
have been done tosatisfy popular demand, and Mr. Brooks himself
was undecided as to which waathe bet terplan. After discussing the.
advantages and disadvaihages of a union series, he sayii.

What will:be the final adjustment of. this matter it is difficult to decide. The
present tendency for combination is an example of history repeating itself. S nn
after the method of arithmetical analysis, now taught in mental arithmetic, was pA-
semted, several authors published textbooks combining mental and written exerviws,
among whom may be mentioned Emerson and Roswell C. Smith. Ttinee books weer
very popular fora while, but the public taste changed, and the two subjects became
separated, and mental arithmetic took its place alongside of written arithmetic, and .
110 maintained it for many years.' At present there is a demand for the combination
of the two in one book.". Whether this demand will be permanent or, like a new
fashion, will change again in a few years, time alone can decide.'

Mr. Brooks published another series, 411'ffrental Rudiments of Arith-
metic, and Normal Standard Arithmetic. These are advertised as "two
entirely new books embodying Dr. Brooks's lifetime experiences in
common - school work." Brooks's Normal Higher Arithmetic, 1 S77,
was designed "to make the student a master of the theory of arith-

,rnetic." In additieh sir. Brooks wrote Akthods of Teaching Arithmetic
and Philosophy of Arithmetic. The former was.printed with the Key to.
Union Arithmetic:and portions of it were reprinted in his texts. Brooks's
arithmetics are still published (1912) by Christopher Sower Ce..

.Brooks's conception of arithmetic was essentially the same as that
of the authors weave mentioned in the preceding pages. Arithmetic**
was primarily a science whose function was to discipline the pupil,
and was best accomplished by making the subject, logical, concise,
and tifie.

Other Important Arithm. dies.' --The first four texts we shall mention...
Were published in' the decade immediately following 1821. Their

'Kay to Union Arithmetic, p. 9.
For complete list of the texts of this period 9es 7. 1.1 firesmsrood and Artemis Martin; "Notes on the

History of Amnia= Testboolri on arithuats," Rep. U.S. Cosamls. of Edw., 1897-98 and 1049.
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authors stated explicitly, either in the preface Or the title, that the
text was based upOn Pests Ionian principles. .

William B. Fowle, The Child's Arithmetic or the Elements of Calculation.bi the
Spirit of New lorsi's Method, for the Um. of children between the ages of Three and
z4nen Years, int

Roswell C. Smith, Practical and ?dental ..htrithnetic on a New Plan, in which
Mental Arithmetic is combined with the use of the slate; containing s complete
system for all pnictical purprees; being in dollars and cents; 1827.

Martin Ruter, The Juvenile Arithmetic and Scholar's Guide; wherein Theory and
Practice are.combined and adapted to the Capacities of Young I teginners: containg
a due proportion of etamples in Federal Money:, and the whole being illustrated by

utneroturQue.stions similar to those of Ptstaloasi,
James Ryan, The Pestaloatian System of Arithmetic, Ite29.

Adams's New Arithmetic, by Diane' Adams, author of the'SCholar's
Arial:n.164-, was published in 1827. I tis &scribed on the titiO page as
being a text in which the principled.' of operating by numbers are.
analytically explained and synthetically applied; tlips combining the
advantages to bi; derived from both the inductive and synthetic
modes of instructing...

The Neu,. Federal (Vilenlator, by Thomad4 T. Smiley, 195, is
deseribist ali* being t'in appearance a twin to Daboll's Arithmetic."
It passed through several editions and was still printed in 1894) by
J. P. Lippincott. Co. The extended use of this text shows an
element of conservatism.

Elementary r.essons in Intellectual Ariilmietir; by James Robinson,
1830, was designed adi introduction to Colburn's First Lessons and
other actInnetim" The number facts are preserited objentively.

Peter Parley's Method Teaching Arithmetic, Gy'S. O. Geaidrieh,
18113, is an interesting primary prilhmetic.

George_ Perkins published Iliyher Arithmetic, ,1841; Primary
Arithmetic; 1850; and Practical Arithmetic, 1851. George P. Quack-
enbos huddled upon the texts by Perkins in 1863 and following.
Many of the problem' in the Practical Arithmetic. are made up of
important statistigs and valuable facts in history anal philosophy.

A series of arithinetii:s was published by Horace Mann and Pliney
E. Chase: Elements of Arithmetic, Part First and Part Second,1850 ; and
Arithmetic Practically Applied, 1850. In addition Mr. Chase pub-
lished the following under his own name: The Good Scholars Easy
Lessons in Arithmetic, 1845; the Elements of Arithmetic,, 1844; and
CommonSehool Arithmetic, 1848. The last two of these are specified
as being "on the plan of Postalozzi, " and the aerie" is sometimes called
a Pestalozzian siries.

George A. Walton, assisted by Elect's N. L. Walton, published a
series of arithmeties in the sixties. Latex in 1878 and 1884 George A.
Walton with Edwin P. Seaver wrote the Franklin Arithrteties, which
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embody Peetalozzian ideas. A feature of both these series of arith-
metics is the provision for drill. A separate book, Arithmetical Prob-
kilts, 18;2, by George A. Walton, contains over 12,000 problems for
drill.

A series by S. A. Feller was first published in the years from 1862 to
1877. A prominent feature is the provision for drill. 4.

The content and.organization of the texts.The series of arithmetics
by Joseph Ray has probably been the most popup and the most
extensively used texts of this period. The series is also the most
representative of, the content and organization of the texts of this
period. In the following description we shall follow Ray's arithme-
tics, quoting from others only to emphasize a trait or to show the
presenoe of a tendency which later modified the subject.

Primary arithmetic.Warren Colburn intended his First Lessons
to.be li first text for a pupil, but it seems that, despite the very simple
beginning, pupils found the book very difficult.'

The Child's Arithmetic, by W. B. Fowle, 1826, is a little volume
of 104 pages. He states in the preface "that this manual is prepared
in the spirit of Pestalozzi's method, and is intended as an introduc-
tion to the more advanced work of Colburn, which has wrought such a
revolution in our own schools." The book is in three parts. The
first has to do with numbers from 1 to 10, the second with numbers
10 to 20, and the third from 20 to 100. The first lessons contain ex-
plicit instructions for teaching children to count by using objects.
They are taught to count out many of the number facts before
they are given any practical examples. The practical examples
are very similar to the simpler ones in Colburn's First Lessons. The
book is a teacher's manual rather than a pupil's text. The plan is
for the teacher to take the initiative; the pupil is to do what he is
told to do. On the whole the book possesses no distinctive merit.

Emerson's North American Arithmetic, Part First, 1829, was a
text in which "illustrations by the use of cute" is made a very con-
spicuous feature in an attempt to exemplify the object teaching of
Pestalozzi. Pictures of various objects are usedapples, cherries,
trees, pears, hats, lamps, houses, horses, chairs, fishhooks, pins, etc.
In many eases simply marks or stars are used. All concrete problems
in the book, except miscellaneous problems, are graphically repre-
sented. Not all of the number facts are developed in this way, but
such as are, always precede the formal statement and drill. This
makes the form of the book inductive, althOugh it is not noticeably
so in spirit. The Hindu numerals are introduced in the very begin-
ning and are used In stating the prOblems. The pages of the book
are attractive in- appearance and doubtless appealed to the child.
On'the whole it is a:primary arithmetic of considerable merit.

I Mon Johnson, Old Tins Schools and School Books, p. 37.
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The relation of this text .to Pestalozzi is given by Emerson in the
preface. He says:

The plan of the lesions accords with the method of instruction practiced in the
school at Stanz, by the celebrated Pestalozzi. The method of illustration, by the use
of Cute, and the location of unit marks under the question, it is hoped, will be found
to he an improvement.

The book was evidently designed' to be used before a pupil com-
menced such a hook as Colburn's First. heesonti, since it was intro-
duced immediately into the Boston schools, apparently without dis-
placing the First Lessons which was then in use.

Peter Parley's Arithmetic is a quaint little volume. Its lessons are'
"About dogs," 'About soldiers," 'About money," "About a baker's
shop," etc. Each lesson is headed by an appropriate picture. The
following lokson, "About a eat and her kittens," is typical:

Here is a cat with four kittens. She has been out in the field where she has caught
a bird; this she has brought home and given to the kittens. She has also caught a
mouse, and one of the kittens is playing with it. Pus' is a sly creature, and she kills
a great many little birds and mice. Her foot is so soft that she can walk without
noiw, and her eye is so formed that she can see as well in the night as in the day.
When all my little readers are asleep, she steals forth into the meadow or the wood,
and woe to the mouse or bird that falls in her way.

I. If 1 cat kills 2 birds in a day, how many will 3 cats kill^ 4? 5? 6?
2. If 5 kittens at 2 mice in a day, how many will 10 kittens eat?
3. If a cat divides 4 birds between 2 kittens, how many will each kitten have?
.1 If a cat kills 3 birds in a week, how many will she kill in 2 weeks? 3 weeks?

5 weeks? 5 weeks? Ace.

5. If a cat kills 7 birds and mire in a week, how many will she kill in 14 days?
4 days? 4 days? &c.

6. If one cat kills 5 mice in a week, another 3, another 7, another 4, and another 2,
how many do they all kill?

7. If 4 kittens have devoured 16 mice and 12 birds in a month, how many has each
devoured'?

8. If there are 21 mire in a house, and a cat kills 17 of them. how many are left?
9. If there are IR mice in a barn, out of which a weasel kills 7 and a cat 11, how many

are left?

In Elementary Lessons in Intellequal Arithmetic, by James Robin-
son, 1830, the illustrations consist of a figure 1 placed in small squares.
These "are designed to he used as counters, in performing practical
questions." Every fundamental number fact is illustrated in this
manner.

A little later the primary texts came to conform to a rather fixed
type which embodied many of Colburn's ideas. The problems were
very simple and about things from the pupil's life. They were to he
solved by means of objects and in the mind. There were no rules or
definitions. Usually the texts were illustrated by means of cuts.
Ray's Arithmetic, Part First, was advertised in 1843 as containing
"very simple lessons for little learners, illustrated with amusing plc-

,

tures, as cats, dogs, rabbits, boys, girls, .etc." In another place
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referenoe is made to it being "illustrated with about 1,000 pleasing
pictorial counters." The content of. these primary texts sometimes
included some of the more common and simple tables of denominate
numbers. Durtng the latter part of this period their content was
increased,' and they were made more formal. Illustration by cuts
disappeared. In Ray's New Primary Arithmetic, 1877, there are
only four pictures to illustrate the problems of the text, and all the
tables of denominate numbers are given except those obsolete.
Piece-meal treatment of the fundamental number facts was the char-
acteristic feature of the general organization. For instance, in
multiplication an entire " lesson" was devoted to the table of two's,
another to the three's, etc.

Mental arithmetic. --Colburn's First,Lessons was the pioneer in this
field. The mental, or intellectual, arithmetics by other authors were
patterned closely after this prototype. The oral arithmetic of Part
Second of Emerson's North American Arithmetics is commensurate
with the First Lessons and we find much similarity. The main dif-
ferences are: Hindu numerals are used from the beginning, the tra-
ditional order of topics is followed, and some use is made of pictured
objects for illustration, especially in the presentation of fractions.
The book is inductive in form as well as in spirit, being very similar
to Colburn's in this respect. As in the case of the First, Lessons,
a number relation is given first in t practical problem and is followed
by the same combination in abstracted form. For example:

1. A lady divided 15 peaches among some little girls, giving 3 to each girl. how
many girls were there?

Solution. As many times as 3 peaches are contained in 15 peaches, so many girls
were there.

2.. If you had 16 cents to lay out in pencils, and the price of the pencils was 4 cents
apiece, how many could you buy for all the money?

3. How many times is 4 contained in 16?
4. If 4 horses are required to draw one wagon, how many wagons might he drawn

by 20 horses?
5. How many timee 4 in 20? How many are 5 times 4?

What became Ray's Arithmetic, Part Second, was first published
in 1834 under the title, The Little Arithmetic; Elementary Lessons in
Intellectual Arithmetic on the Analytic and Inductive Method of In-
struction. In the preface, dated March 1, 1834, .ho acknowledges his
indebtedness to Pestalozzian influences by saying:

So far as the plan of the work is concerned, we make few pretensions to originality;
we tread in the footsteps of Pestalozzi, and shall rejoice if this work should be the
Means of making more extensively known the principles of the analytic and inductive
mdthod of instruction.

The book begins with numeration, and the numbers 1 to 10 are
represented pictorially by means of apples. The Hindu numerals are
given, along with their names. The numbers up to 100 are given
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_before addition, but it is suggested that the numbers from 51 to 100"may be omitted until the pupil has m. some progress inNiddition."A table of 1001itars arranged in the form of a square is used in teach-
ing the pupils to count. They "may also be used as counters, though.the fingers are generally to be 'pref3rred." Addition is begun with
such examples as:

Jamcs had one apple and his brother gave him one more. How many had he?
'Then 1 and 1 are how many?.
James had two apples and his brother gave him one more. How many had he?Then 2 and 1 are how many?

There are 25 more questions of this type, and the suggestion ismade that the teacher make up many more. The addition tables arethen given and are followed by 5 pages of abstract drill and 14 prac-tical problems. The section is closed with a statement of the defini-
tion of addition in question and answer form.

Subtraction, multiplication, and diVision are presented in the samegeneral way. Fractions are introduced with the suggestion that "for.
illustration, the teacher shotild be provided with a number of apples."Halves and fourths are pictured as parts of apples, and the first
problems are concerning apples. In the following lessons the teacheris advised to use other. illustrative materials. The first lesson onfractions is made up of questions such as, "If you divide an appleinto four equal parts, what is one part called ? What are two palecalled ? How many fourths in one apple? In two apples?three apples?" many fourths in one apple and one-fouith
of, an apple ?" The next lesson takes up in order the fractions from
halves to tenths in this manner.

If an apple be worth 3 cents, what is one-third of it worth? Whit is 2-thirds of itworth?

What is one-third of 3? What is 2-thirds of 3?
If an orange is worth 3 cents, what part of the orange will 1 cent buy? What partwill 2 cents buy?
1 is what part of 3?" Ana. lie the 1-third of 3.
2 is what part of 3? Ana. 2 is the 2-thirds of 3; that is, 2 is 2 times the one-thirdof 3.

If a yard of cloth cost 3 dollars, how much can you buy for 4 dollars? How muchfor 5 dollars?
4 are how many times 3? Ana. Once 3 and the third of 3.b are how many times 3? Ans. Once 3 and 2-thirds of 3.
6 are how many times 3? 7 are how many times 3?
8 are how many times 3? 9 are how'many times 3?

6 10 are how many times 3? 11 are how many tittles 3?

Following this there are problems of division like "57 are how
many times 51 61 71 8? 9? 10?" and problems of multiplication such,as "8 times 6 and 2-sixths of 6 are how many ?" These two questions

1 are then combined in one exercise and in later reasons there are ex-amples whichcall for operations of the following types: "7 is one-

"...114V`
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fourth of what number?". "What is 2-thirds of 121" "4-fifths of
25 are how many times 81'"1 These operations are, in general, in-
troduced by practical examples. Abstract examples are then given
for drill, and more practica1Lxamplss for application. At the end
59 miscellaneous problems are*iven.

The last section of the text is devoted to the tables of Federal
money, dry measure, wino measure, Troy weight, apothecaries'
weight, avoirdupois weight, long measure, cloth measure, square
pleasure, measure of time, and sterling money. The plan of treat-
ment is first the table and then questions for drill. Most of these
are in the form, "How many quarts in I peck? 2 31 41" Only
a few of the questions approach practical problems.

In 1843 the Little Arithmetic wit revised and enlarged and was
published under the title "Ray's Arithmetic, Part Second." The
first 54 pages are identical with the first 57 pages 2 of the Little
Arithmetic except that the first problems ip addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division are illustrated by small circles. Begin-
ning on page 55, fractions are presented again more formally, but
the author still retains much of the form and spirit of the earlier
pages. The fractions are represented by dividing a "yard of tape."
Pages 97 to 144 are given to "Practical Arithmetic." This includes
notation and numeration up to nine places, the four operations for
integers, reduction, and the four operations for denominate num-
bers, simple proportion, or the rule of three, and simple interest.
In general, the presentation is formal, a single practical problem
followed by the definition, explanation of the solution, statement
of the rule, and abstract exercises for drill: Practical problems as
applications are placed last.

In 1857 Ray's Arithmetic, Part Second, had the title, "Intel-
lectual Arithmetic by Induction and Arialysis." The important
changes are "appropriate models of analysis and frequent reviews,"
the introduction of percentage, gain and loss, interest, and their
applications, and the addition of a wither of difficult problems.
The "appropriate models of analysis" are given following I,he first
problem of a lesson and again when a new type of problem is encoun-
tered... There is a tendency to place the abstract work before the
prac....i.L.1 problems. This is particularly true in the topics which
haV,: been added.

The edition of 1877 contains few significant changes. Objective
illustrations are omitted. The presentation of fractions is more
formal, the definition being given first and the logical order is
approached. The space given to percentage and its applications
is increased.

I Compere then exercises with the mu used by Pedaloes!. See p. 50. Ray followed Postdate! eve)
ramdeftly.thee did Celtawn.

I Thies pops wads sl uto tut except the motion devoted to denominate numbers.
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The content of the mental arithmetics followed very cloeiely that
of Colburn's First Lessona. The four operations for integers and
for vulgar fractions, a few of the most important tables of denomi-
nate numbers, percentage, and interest would serve well as a table
of .contents for any mental arithmetic. The only change necessary
would be in the order and emphasis.

The topics, as in the case of Ray's text, are presented in very
much the same fashion as. in the First Lessons. Each js introduced
by practical problems, which are followed by abstract ones for drill.
This order is almost invariably retained, even in revised editions
and texts published well toward the close of this period. The plan
of following a practical problem by the same combination with
abstract numbers was not followed except during the active period,
and the number of abstract drill exercises were relatively leas during
the static period. Much space was given to review queetions, mis-
cellaneous problems, and promiscuous examples. This was an
evident attempt to secure thoroughness.

The . practical problems are essentially of 'the same quality as
those in Colburn's text. In fact, those of some of the texts bear a
very close resemblance to those of the First Lessons. Toward the
close of the period there is a noticeable increase in the difficulty of
the problems. They were made more difficult in two ways: First,
the magnitude of the quantities was made greater; second, the
problems themselves were made intricate. 'The extent to which,
this was carried is shown in the following problems selected from
Ray's Intellectual Arithmetic, one thousandth edition, 1860:

A hare is 100 leaps before a hound and takes 6 leaps while the hound takes 3, but
3 leaps of the hound equal 10 of the hare; how many leaps must the hound take
to catch the hare?

A trout's headi's 4 in. long, its tail is as long as its head and 4 of its body, the body
is as long as its head add tail; what is its length?

If 10 gal. of water per hr. rim into a vessel containing 15 gal. and 17 gal. run out
in 2 hr., how long will the vessel be in filling?

, B, and C rent a pasture for $92. A puts in 4 horses for 2 mon , B 9 cows for 3
mon., and C 20 sheep for 6 MOIL What should each pay, if 2 horses eat as much as
3 cows and 3 cows eat as milch as 10 sheep?

If the interest for 1 year 4 mon. is 3/25 of the principal, what is the interest of'9100
for 1 yr., 8 mon.,'18 da.?

The number and difficulty of such problems varied with the author.
Ray probably represepte an average, certainly not less than an
average. Texts containing difficult problems seem to have been
demanded, particularly in the latter part of this period. In his
New Mental Arithmetic,' 1873, Brooks gives a large number 'of
problems which are nothing more than intric:ate puzzlils. He
classifies them under such heads as pasture problems, beggar and
equal number problems, acimal phoblema, working problems, labor
and fish problems, age and step problems, etc.:

susso--177--s
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Practical arithmetic.- -The texts which are grouped under this
head included .all the topics of arithmetic which were studied in
the elementary school. They began with numeration and notation,
and addition, stibtraction, etc., came in turn. In scope they were
the descendants of such texts as those of Dilworth, Daboll, and
Adams. The study of "practical arithmetic" paralleled that or
"mental arithmetic."

Colburn appliet his ideas of arithmetic, particularly the inductive
method, to this field and, as we have shown, produced a text of high
merit. But the Sequel was not well received, and after a few years
dropped out of notice. The book embodied some features, such
as the entire departure from the traditional division of subject. matter
and the order of topics, which were too progressive for the times.
Furthermore, the book had to compete with contemporary texts
and texts which were already in use. This was not true of the First
Lessons, for it was a pioneer in a new field. Ihns Colburn probably
influenced only very slightly this field of arithmetic directly through
the Sequel. However, the work of Colburn did change the texts in
practical arithmetic. The source of this influence was primarily the
First Lessons. The principles underlying this text were accepted,
and other writers, like Colburn, attempted to apply them in part to
the more advanced texts.

We have described thNMholar's Arithmetic by Daniel Adams.
In 1827, he says in the preface of Adams's New Arithmetic:

The Scholar's Arithmetic, punished in 1801, is synthetic. If that is a fault of the
work, it is a fault of the times in which it appeared. The analytic or inductive
method of teaching, as now applied to elementary instruction, is among the improve-
ments of later years. Its -introduction is ascribed to Pestaloni, a distinguished
teacher in Switzerland. It has been applied to arithmetic, with gri:at ingenuity, by
Mr. Colburn, in our country.

The analytic is unquestionably the beat method of acquiring knowktige; the syn-
thetic is the best method of recapitulating, or reviewing it. In it treatise designed
for school education both methods are useful.. Such is the plan of the present un-
dertaking, which the author, occupied as he is with other objects and pursuits, would
willingly have forborne, but that, the demand for the Scholar's Arithmetic still

:continuing, an obligation, incurred by long-continued and extended patronage,,did
not allow him to decline the labor of the revisal, which should adapt it to the present
more enlightened views of teachihg this science in our schools. In doing this, how-
ever, it has been necessaryto make a new work.

'Division is introduced with the problem, "James divided 12
apples among 4 boys; how many did he give each boy?" After 20
problems of this sort, the problem, "How many oranges, at 3 cents
each, may be bought for 12 cents?" is solved by successive sub-
tractions. The pupil is then told, "We may come to the same regsluiilte
by a process, in most cues much shorter, called Division."
process of division is explained by solving this problem, and the
new words are, defined. The division table is given, an,d.after the
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problem, "Ilov; many yards of cloth, at 4 dollars a yard, can be
bought for 856 dollars?" is solved and explained, the rule is stated
for the case when the divisor does not exceed 12. The rule for the
case when the divisor exceeds 12 is derived in the same manner.

.8. comparison of this presentation of division with the way, in
which such topics were presented in the texts of the preceding period
indicates the extent of Colburn's.influence upoti the "practical
arithmetics." The inductive method was accepted with only slight
reservatio-i, and Adams seems to have caught something of the spirit
of it, as well as the form.

Roswell C. Smith, whose arithmetic was first, published in 1827,
says in a rather bombastic preface in the third edition, 1834:

Another inquiry may still be made: Is this edition different from the preceding?
The answer is, Yee, in many respects. The present edition professes to be strictly
on the Pestalozzian, or inductive, plan of teaching. This, however, isrnot claimed
as a novelty. In this respect, it resembles man) other systems. The novelty of this
work will be found to consist in adhering more closely to the true spirit of the Pee-
talortian plan; consequently, in differing from other systems, it differs less from
Pestalozzian. This similarity will now be shown.

The author attempts to combine oral and written arithmetic..
Certain features of the oral part of the text almost 'duplicate Col-
burn's First Lessons both in actual content and spirit. For example,
tintitIi begins his text with :

1. How manyjlittle fingers have you on your right hand? How many on your left?
How many on both?

2. now many eyes have you?
3. If you have two apples in oneland, and one in the other, how many have you in

both? How many are two and ea, then, put together?
4. How many do your ems and eyes make, counted together?
5. If You have two nuts in one hand, and two in the other, how many have you in

both? How many do two and two make, put together?

The Hindu numerals are introduced on page 2 and the addition
tables are given on pages 3 and 4. Aside from a list of 24 problems,
there is no work preceding the tables, and these problems do not
constitute a development of the addition facts. Following the table,
there is only a page of drill. The remaining three operations are dis-
posed of in the same manner. This completes the "mental exer-
cises.-' Beginning oti page 17 we find the traditional Order of topics,
numeration and notation, addition, etc. The fundamental opera-
tions are introduced by, a list of practical problems to be solved
mentally. The "interrogative Aystem" ' is used throughout the
work in presenting rules and explanation. The author did this under
the impression that it was the mark of inductive presentation, but
nevertheless the subject is presented quite dogmatically. For the
most part the spirit of the book is deductive rather than inductive.

This same Interrogative, or question and answer, system was used In DUworth's Schoolmaster's Assist.
mt. Timbre this feature is not neosmarlly due to Pottakezi.
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In presenting a new process, e. g., ,Iong division, one problem. is
solved and explained, after which the rule is stated.

The text, while-it possesses some merit and must be considered
one of the progressive texts o' its time, does not reflect much of
Pests Ionian principles and does not equal Colburn's texts in this
respect.

The plan of the written arithmetic of Emerson's North American
Arithmetic, Part Second, is much like the oral part. But the structure
of the hook is more formal, objective illustration is lessened, and the
inductive method, although retained, has lost, much of its spirit.
The point of departure in taking up a new process is not always s
concrete problem, and the development is forced. For example, in
division :

How many yards of cloth, at. 3 dollars a-yerrd, can he bought for 396 dollars?
Here we must find how. many time 3 dollars there are in 396 dollars; that is, we must

31396
divide 396 by 3. -- first divide the 3 hundreds, then the 9 tens, and then

132

the 6 units; thus, 3 in 3, once; 3 in 9, 3 times;,3 in 6, 2 times.
Obeerve, iti the above example, that the 3 which we first divide means 3 hundred:

and the 1 'which we place under it means 1 fiundred, showing that 3 is contained in
300, 100 times. The 9 means 9 tens, and the 3 which we place under it means 3 tens,
showing that 3 is contained in 90, 30 times.

A dividend is a number which is to h divided. such as the numher 396 in the slime
example,. A divisor is a number.by which we divide; such as the number 3 in the
above example. The quotient is the number of limes which the divisor is mitained
in the dividend; such as the number 132 in the above example.

Long division comes four pages later. The topic. is introduced as
follows:

The method of dividing taught in the two preeqing sections is called short diyision,
the methivi taught in tics section is called Jong division. In long division we place
the quotient on the right hand of the dividend, and perform tie same operations under
the dividend, heretofore performed in the mind.
4195307(2.3826 How many times is 4 eomained in 95307?

Perceiving that 4 is contained in 9 twice, we place 2 in the quotient,
lb multiply the divisor by 2, and enhtnicrthe product (8) from 9. This
12 is the same aim saying in short diviaien, "4 in 9, 2 limes and I over."

Now, since the 1 over must be joihed with the 5, we Ming doWn the
33 to the right of the 1; and then, perceiving that 4 is contained in 15, 332

times, we place 3. in the quotient, multiply the divisor by 3, and sub.
10 tract the product as before.. Thus we proceed to bring down every
8 figure of the dividend and unite it with the previous remainder.

27
24

3

Additional difficulties encountered in division are explained in the
same manner, which is essentially only a detailed rule stated for a
particular example. After 24 examples, all abstract, the general
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rule is stated. (Compare this with Co Iburn's presentatiOn:of division;
page 74.)

Althou Emenain presents percentage and interest as distinct
topics, his teatment resembles that of Colhurn in the Sequel. Ih
the case of. terest, the rule is stated for the simple case prpceding
the first p_ Monis and the additional rules are given as needed, acme
times even b .ng given after the firs( problem whit demands them.
(In the whole, Part. Secoud is a text of eonsidertae merit., although
in inductive treatment,,eoncretenms, and motive it is inferior to
Colburn's text.

The text which came to be known as Ray's Practical Arithmetic
begins with an introduction of 19 pages devoted to definitions,
numeration, and notation. It is suggt*tted that "pupils in general
need not be required to study the introduction until going through
the book the second time." Addition begins with:

If you find 2 cents at one time and 3 at another, how many will you have?
If you give 12 cents for a slate and 5 cents for a copy book, how much will they

both cob!?
John gave 6 cells for an orange, 7 cents for pencils, and 9 cents for a ball; what did

they all vote?

After several problems o? this sort the pupil is told that ---

itieput ling together of two or more numbers the tame name or denoiniluttion, so as
to make one number ma in the preceding example', is called addition. The number
formed by adding together two or more numbers is called the sum or amount.

The tables are then given, and following is this deelopirent of
the rule:

Jamee had 63 cents and his father gay. him 35 more; how many cents hud he then?
These numbers being too large to be added conveniently in the mind, it becomes

necessary to write them down, and in doing this it iSeeceesary to put the units of one
number under the unite of the other, and the tens of one number under the tens of the
other, to enable us more easily to add tether figures of the same local value.

Having written the numbent in this manner and drawn a line
63 "1112' underneath, we begin at the right hand and add the 5 units of the
36 mils lower number to the 3 units of the upper number, which makes 8

Ans. 98 cents units; we write this in units' place, and then add the 3 tens of the
*lower number to the 6 tens of the upper number, which makes 9 tens

to be set down in tens, place and the work is completed, and the sum of 63 cents and
35 cents is 98 cents.

Jere bought an eclectic reader for 72 cents, an arithmetic for 37 cents, and a slate
for 9 cents; how much did they all come to?

E. reader, 72 cents In writing this example we put the 9 under the 7 units' in
Arithmetic, 37 cents place, for if put under the 3 in tens' place it would count 9
Stale, cents tens, or 90 cents.

We begin at the right-hand column and say 9 (units) and 7Ans. 118 cents (units) are 16 (units), and 2 (units) are 18 (mita), which is 1
'ten and 8 units; -we set down the 8 (units) in the units' place,

and geryipg the 1 (Oen) to tens' place,. we say 1 (tau) and S (tens) are 4 (tens) and
7 (tens) are 11 tens; that is, 1 hundred and 1 ten, which we put in their proper places.

, I
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The nile a followed by abetact thill ex&qi,ei ad Lb.n pratica1
rob1ema. $ubtrsction, mu1tiplioatioi, and d1v'n aimilsrly

preaMted. 'Ftkns art prv*iented eomewbM more fomi*, but
the iduct4vi form siid much of its spirit i oxbibItod in thojemajn4er
of the book. The tabli! of contents includes.the. four operations for
8unple nUmbeN, Fodøtii1 money, compound numboN, fractions, per
centage ind 'ia. spplict1ofls, tat.io and proportion (èimplo' and m-
pouixl), fellowship, alligatiOn, eque ion of payments, practice and.
anH1ysLL Iiui appendix the following U)pcs are presented brtefl:
Involtion, (WOiUtiofl, progressions, position, permutaion, exchange,
duodeimiIs, mensuration, and boskkeeping.

'Eeut.iftlly the same int1oductoiuy problems are found in the e1itkn
'o1 i857 Following thte, he definitions are stated thuM,:

The prsç of uniting two or more numbers int on number is t.rmed Aldition.
'the number obtained by addition La the Sum or Amount,.
RemarkWhen the numbers to be addet are of' the nedenonnnation.tbat is,..

all cents, or all yards, ec.the opration Is cafled S1rnpli Addition.

The de1opment of the rule 18 as follows: ..

1. es hd 63 cents and his father gave Hm 5 cents; how pany eenta had he

Place the,unita and the tons of one number undtr the units and the tengof the
other, that figures of the same unit vlue may be more eaiLy added.

-Writt th numbers as in ns1n; then 5 units 63 ct'n
and 3 uiijare 8 units, which write In units' p1sce $ tens and. 6
ten are 9 tens, whieh write in Lena' place. The sum is 9 it'ns and

$ units,' or 98 ('(?flt&

In this example, units are added to units, and tenR Lb tens, 5jfl(%Ø only wnlwrs'
o(.the.*ue kindthat is, having the unit valuecan beadde& Thu, .3 units
's$ 2 tens wake neither. 5 units nor 5 tena;.u, 3 apjlee and 2 plume are neither
5spp1norbplu'u. ..

This is followed by a second example' and its solution', and then
Jew "qntions to be solved as above." Carrying is avoided in these
examples and is taken up on the .next page, aft4'r which Uie rule i$

St$t4d.
'

.; & oompazao. of thiB presentation of addition with that in the first

editiOn (1831) sbow tie extent'of the formaliiation of the inductive'
method which: 'was attained .'in Ray's Ptaàtical Arithmetic by 1857.
The form is retained in part, but the spirit of it is almost entirely lost.
In the lerivation of the rule the pupil is simply told what to do.
It difTer only in form from the method of presentation found in

Adams' Seholar' Arithmetic (1801).

In the hext revised editio, 1877, there is one additional introduc-
tory problem, and the dcfinitioi are stated more formally. Only
two problems' are solved precedzag the statement of the nile, as
agacnst four in the edition of 1857. tnd one of these is purely
abstract. The explanations of the solutions are more abbreviated
andmoredogmstio.

'. .

.:
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r' Zn th. M odiin t.ha topis which w now i*aclude undr the bd
of psreent&g sud jim spplicatwn are given iasbe, or4&, simple inter
et (in.cludrng part&&L psyments), b*nking,. doount., percentage
ciuding proiut and j), buying. end
t4)CkS, exchange, dutia, sad taxies. Under ADteIiI., ste üdió

.

ducod by th4: statement: 'dk kmtB.$200 foront y'esr;.Mtbe end-

of the year 13 paid A the $200 which ho hsd bon'owedsnd sMo $12
In addition for the use of the money

; thst i, he paid &t th. rste of

$6 for t)it. uso oi $100 for one year'." From tbiai, principal, intovL,
.

:
rst.e pe c&it, ai.3d amount are detied. 'Rate per *nt memza rst

. porbuidred
;
it itho sum paid for the usi of pne hundred doUar for

one yet." L1fAr, per centoge (ritte; a twó won1) ILdt11flCd as
the gmup of "tbàeo &uItioz*in whãch...r.hienco i made to a
hundreds" Per oent is defined &8 $ 1400ntrsct.ion ot, per centuni,
which siguifiei by tho hundred; tbus wheu we say 5. per cent, we'
mean 5 dollr on 100 sIoUars, or 5 cnti on 100 oent&'
Dirna1 frat1ons are not employed in Lhe probleml. The rule

'4fIflde per cen1age" i: "Mu1tip by.'the rate per.oenti and
divIde by 100; the quoUenlk will be the per e8ntage." After the
pupil haa boon driUód upon finding the "per oent.ege," the;applics.
tion I made t profit and This pian is followed 'for ouch of e
three caste of percentage. ','

The presentation material is practically unchanged in the
idition. of 1844, but in 1857 percentage (writtea as one word) Was
fiit presented abstrict1y (Cas I. and II). ThiS is followed in order
by commission, insurance, stocks, brokerage, interest, parti4pay
month, cornpoind interest, discount ('trUe), bank discount, profit and
loss taxes, and 4utie. In presenting prcentage, the' equiv*lent of
common fractions in terms of per cents is given fimt. In solving the
problems the rate per cent is to be expressed decimally. The. s4'mbol

"%".isusedalmost exclusively .iflstead of the words "per oon*"
rfiie idea of "percent" meaning at the rate of so mucl on the hundred
h not suggested. ..

In .1857, common frsc1iona ire preoed. by sections dented. i
'factoring, greate4 common 'divi.r,. and lOut comrnó multiple.
Longitude and time is made . the' title of a section. '. Aliquoth, or
practice, is reduced to a scant three pages, and cancellation is in tro

duced, but Ray insists that "it is made a hoIby, or &n arith
meticftl mathitio, by which results, can be obtained merely in a
mechanicalmanner"

A comparison ofthe editions.of 1837 and. 1.877 reveab the foIw'.
ing chang of coxitent. The Itoman notation, oanvellatiou,' and the
metric sy8tem have boon added. Factoring (including least common
multiple and greatest commun divisor), complex fao(ns, peioenL
age, exchange, insurance, and taxes have been enlargeiL The fol.
lowing topics have been omitted: Alligataion medial, single po.*tio,

I
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double position,:permutation, duodecimals, bookkeeping, and obsolete
tables of weighta and measures. Some of the moditleations are very
notiensble. For instance, in 1837 exchange was given a 'want half
pigs in the appendix. In 1877 it was made a chapter of five pages.
In 1837 percentage was treated briefly, following interest. In'IS77
a chapter of 22 pages is given to percentage, and it precedes interest.

lb the National Aithnirtir by Benjamin Greenleaf, 1835, mental
-arithmetic Si mixed with the written by giving a limit of "mental
operations," but young pupils are advised to study Colburn's First
Lessons. The mental problems precede the written, and usually the
that of the mental are abstract. "Mental operations in fractions
reminds one of Oolburn's First Lessons. In this list the practical
example-, Imre& the aliStra.. Interest is the first topie of percent-age. Thie rule is, "multiply by the rate per cent and divide by too.-
A second rule is to express the per cent decimally. Percentage a'- ittopic does not appear. Practice, proportion, and fellowship follow
interest, commission and brokerage, stoeks, and insurance. hater,
taxes, banking, and-lose and gain are given. The problems under
kiss and gain are to be solved by proportion, the rule of three.

In the edition of 11.:57 all the mental probleate.? are omitted except
thorn, preceding fractions which are given under the heath. " Example,
to be performed by enalysis." The text begins with a list of Actin,-
tiona and axioms. Cancellation is made a topic and is !mirk esetl.
Longitude and time is introduced. Fractions are introduced by a
section called, "Properties of numbers." This contains factoring,
greatest common divisor, and least common multiple. Ratio and
proportion precedes percentage and its applicstions. although it does-
not appear that the pupil is expected to make use of propertion its
solving the problemik of percentage. The treatment of twrentege
and its application is #ery similar to that in the 185'iedit ion of Ray''-
Vraietioal Arithmetic. It is abstract and formal. The per cent
sign (%) is not used.

The problems in Tracheal aritIonetic.---ln th, texts of the ciphering-
book period the major portion of the space was given to the rule of

1
three, exchange, praetiee,ete. With the spread of the use of Federal
money, practioe and exchange were practically eliminated. The rule
of three was minimized. On the other hand, "practical" problem'.
Were given as -applications for the fundamental operations." Ray
gives 24 'abstract and 12 "practical" problems in additioned ap-
proximately this ratio is maintained.

The word "practical" is used advisedly. XMong t i we. in-
..atitied Under 'the head "prattical" 'are 'some of the foil

t
'rig:

'p6W aiskiy'leatene 414 Untie each are 'contained. in liugire Aeneid, the aumbetetThiel is theSika being Iiii.rt .ihillitibyeltopeadiweeneete of SW "Anew 'se& rentabaing, at an avelge, 714 ogee,al tire enbiema In saarcolurmi *swan lf/ lims, each co:Alining, at an avenge,
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lo weeds, and in them 10 words, there ire, et an mite, 47 lettere. Required the
number of pages, lines, words, and lettere, contained in the entire work.

The entire quantity of tea sold by the East India Company in 1799 was 24,863,803
punda; how molly chests, each containieg 87 pounds, would this quantity fill?

This type of problems was not original with Ray, as such problems
are found in much earlier texts. However, during this period they
became more prevalent. Occasionally an author exhibited extreme
tendencies. 'For instance in the Franklin Arithmetic, 1832, such
problems as the following are found:

How many lettentIn the ward Smith!
In eighteen hundred and thirtyone. 111 portions died of drunkennee in New York,

and 157 in Philadelphia; how many in both? %
Take E from the word HOPE, and how many truant would be loft? and what would

it be then?
Pour rivers ran through the garden of FAlen, and one through Babylon, how many

wort. ran the-nigh Eden than Babylon?
The 1Baltimore railroad cars run 12 miles an hour; What is ftiureeventiu, of it?
A human body, if baked until all atoiteure is evaporated, is reduced in weight mi

1 to 10; body that weighs 100 pound. living will weigh bow much when dry?

In an aritlimetie by Horace Mann and Pliney E. Chase, published
in IMO, this type of pioblem was made a feature. The idea was
conceived by Mr. Mann, although to Mr. Chase is due most of the
credit for its execution. In the preface of Arithmetic Practically
Applied, Mann sets forth his ideas as follows:

Believing the idea of the work to be original, I will attempt its elucidation. In
seeking fur the elements or materials of its queetione, it proposes to take a survey of
all the truths of entente, and to make a selection from each department of whatever
way be moot interesting and valuable. It does nut confine Wad( to the playthings°,
the nursery, or to the commodities of the market place, and to the money they will
coot, or make, or how. On the contrary, the proem work ploposee to carry the student
over the wide expanse of domestic and *oriel employment.; tointroduce him to the
various departments of human knowledge so far as that knowledge hae been con-
densed into tables, or exhibited in arithmetical summaries, and to make bim ac-
quainted with many of the most wonderful moths which mathematical science has
rvvealed. Instead of groping along the wole path of an hi/46mo routine, with little
other change than from Annus and cents to pounds and pence, or some other familiar
currency, and with little other variety titan from cloth to corn, or some other common-
place commodity, it derives its examples from biography,geography, chronology, and
history; from educational, financial, commenial, and civil statistics; from the laws of
light and electricity, of sound and motion, of chemistry and astronomy, and others of
the exact sciences. Trades, handicraft?. and whatever pertains to the useful arts, ell
far se they are the subject of numerical statement, and their facts possess arithmetical
relations, together with all the ascertained and determinate results of economical or
political knowledge, and of scientific discoveries, are laid under contribution, and
are made toitnipply appropriate elements for the questions on which the youthful,
learner may exercise hie arithmetical faculties.

Two advantages are mentioned which Mann says "seem to me
unquestionable:"

1. The pupil,. while studying arithmetic for its own sake, will acquire some knowl-
edge of many other things.
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2. The work will appeal to more faculties of the mind, and hence afford opportu-
nity for alternate use.

Greenwood says of the book:
The information composing the problems ie drawn from at least a hundred sources.

It ie 'highly instructive se well as eminently practical. A good title to the book_
would be Useful and Scientific Information Treated Arithmetically." A revised.,
edition ought to be in the hands of every teacher. It has never been properly appre-
ciated, and few copies are in existence; even the publishers do not have a copy.'

.Organization. -In the internal arrangement many of the texts in
the active period explicitly professed to be upon the inductive plan,
and we have shown that the authors did build upon this plan with
some degree of understanding of the mental process involved in
induction. But it appears that about the middle of the century this
understanding of the inductive plan faded or became overshadowed
by philosophical considerations.

In the Practical Arithmetic of 1857 Ray says that the "inductive
and analytic methods" are adopted. Two paragraphs later he
states that "the arrangement is strictly philosophical; no principle
is anticipated; the pupil is never required to perform any.operation
until the principle on which it is founded has first been explained."
This i41 a contradiction, because induction and what he defines as
the -pitlosophical arrangement " are fundamentally opposed. The
text itself exhibits both plans of organizatiorr, but the spirit of the
text is more in accord with the latter. In 1877 there is no reference
to the "inductive and analytic methods." Ray's text does not rep-
resent an extreme in respect to this trait. Divies, Greenleaf, Brooks,
Robinson, and others are chore pronouncedly "philosophical.".

Higher arithmetic. The higher arithmetics were simply an advanced
treatise on the general plan of the practical arithmetics. All topics
were included from notation and numeration and the fundamental
operations for integers to involution and evolution and series. The
topics were not introduced by a few questions to he answered orally.
The organization was strictly logical, first such definitions as were
necessary, then the rule followed by abstract exercises, and finally
practical problems. The subject was looked upon throughout the
text primarily as a science. Emphasis was placed upon "clearer

. definitions, more rigid analyses, and briefer and more accurate rules." .

These features represent the_prime merit of not only the higher arith-
metics, but of the practical arithmetics as well. This is undoubtedly
one of the main reasons for the long and extensive use of such texts,.
in our schools.

CoThurn's influence upon the textboolce of this period. Primary texts,
"mental arithmetic," the use of objective materials, and the induc-
tive method were the most significant features of the arithmetics of

Op. dt., p.
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the period. The authors of some of the texts were acquainted '4th
Pestalozzi's system of arithmetic and his educational principles, but
it is probable that all were acquainted with Co lburn's texts, particu-
larly the First Lessons, and the interest in Pestalozzi's system of
arithmetic was due in a large measure to the popularity of this text.
The primary texts were patterned after the First Lessons; the "men-
tal arithmetics" followed it very closely; and the inductive method,
before it was formalized, was very similar to that in Colburn's texts.
The objective materials were changed only by the omission of the
restalozzian tables and by adding pictures. Thus, much is due to
Warren Colhurn for stimulating and directing the development of
American textbooks on arithmetic during this period.
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Chapter IX.
TEACHING ARITHMETIC BY DEVICES AND DRILL.

The introduction of mental arithmetic, the concept of mental dis-
cipline a .9 the function of arithmetic, the teaching of arithinttic to
young children, the ideal of skill and thoroughness, the very great
increase, in the number of pupils studying arithmetic, and other
changes necessitated modifications in the methods of teaching arith-
metic. These modifications are described under the following heads.

Class instruction.--In view of the fact that in the ciphering book
method, the individual contact between the teacher and pupil was
for examining the pupil's work and telling him whether it was right
or wrong, and not for instructing the pupil, much time was wasted.
Before 1821, the monitorial system of instruction had been applied to
arithmetic, and after this date class instruction in arithmetic was the
rule. This was probably because it was more economical, but some
teachers believed that in a group superior instruction was possible.
For example, Ray says: "Pupils study best in classes; it is almost as
easy for a teacher to instruct 15 pupils in a class, as 1 alone.

For a teacher to handle a group of pupils successfully, some tech-
nique was necessary, and much attention was given, to this phase
of teaching during this period. What was written on the teaching
of arithmetic was confined almost wholly to the elaboration of the
technique of class instruction. The lollowin:: report of the Bost-ii
Monitorial School gives a good description of type of class :in-
struction.

The next exercise is arithmetic. I have already said that even the youngest is
taught to count and perform simple operations with beans, her fingers, and such aids.
Boon a little mental arithmetic is introduced; but, as the excellent little work of Col-
burn is too difficult for such small children, manuscript questions prepared by the
instructor are used. Next, Colburn's First Lessons are studied; and about the same
time, written arithmetic is gradually introduced. This, however, is for the present
completely subordinate to the intellectual. The monitors of arithmetic recite to the
master, and then disperse to their stations to act as monitors. Their classes form
around them; and the lesson which has been previously sot is recited. If any ex-
planations are necessary, the monitor, who has gone over the ground before, explains;
but if she is at a lees, she applies directly to the master. In this way, the little classes
get a great deal of practice, and the monitor reviews her studies. For the sake of
variety, they then take slates and cipher. The monitor dictates sums verbally, and

Key to Ray's Practical Arithmetic, p. 177.
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the children are taught to write amounts from dictation. They are never allowed to .ropy Sums, and consequently must acquire a knowledge of numeration, as useful asit is uncommon. In addition the highest adds the first column aloud and tells the
next what to set down and what tO carry; the next takes the second column, and does
the same. Anyone who corrects another goes above her, as in spelling or reading;
and, as all must aid in doing the sum, the attention of all is secured. It is so with
subtraction, and all the otherrules. The highest scholars osier in Colburn's Sequel,
and record their operations in a manuscript.'

The monitorial plan of group instruction was not generally adopted.
Ray describes the practice bf about 1S40 as foliov.ii:

When practicable, the pit-pHs should be arranged in classes, due regard being hadto their ages, acquirements, etc. After this, the proceeding in the best schools, issomewhat as follows:
A certain number of examples ie arranged as a lemon; it will, also, frequently be

neu.siary that a part, or even the whole, of the lesson shall vonsist of the illustration
of principles, or the memorizing of definitions or rules. \\lien the class meets for
recitation,. each pupil passes his slate into the hands of the pupil next above him,
except the pupil at the head, who panes his to the foot scholar. The teacher thenreads the answer to the first question, while each pupil examines the slate he holds
t, see if the answer is correct and properly obtained.

In addition to reading the answer. the teacher, in many cases, such, for example,
as proportion. should state the general method of working the question. The pupils
mark the *mowers that are wrong, or obtained improperly. In the same Manner,-
,tell question is examined and marketh Instead of the teacher reading the answerm;the pupils in succession may read them.
When there is a blackboard (and there should be one in every schoolroom, 4 or 6feet wide, and as long as the room will permit), each pupil should be required to workout one or more of the extrplem, and give the reasons 'for performing the operation.

The time required to examine the questions is generally short, while the habit of closely
scrutinizing each other's work, improves the perceptive faculties of the pupils.'

William B. Fowls was the author of an arithmetic and for a num-
ber of years was an instructor in teacher's institutes in Massachusetts
and New York. In the Teacher'g Institute ho discusses the teaching
of the common branches. The following "methods" d teaching
addition are interesting as well aslypic.al:

When the children are ciphering on the blackbc;ard , there are various ways of
keeping them at work. I will try to describe a few of them. Suppose the clan
onsists of six, and the exercise to be in addition. I first dictate one lino of a sumto each pupil, as follows:

3, 746, :189, 67
7, 680, 895, 089
8, 070, 688, 496
9, 009, 900, 090
7, 508, 785, 687
8, 687, 768, 686

515
269

The pupils stand in a semicircle around the board, the teacher or monitor standing
on the left, the head of the class being always on the right.

" Amer. Jour. of Educ., WA, 1:35.
Kay to Ray's Praotioal Antanietlo, p. S.
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First method.

Let the first child begin, and say aloud "6 and 7 are 13." Let the next child
say, ".and 6 are 19;" and the next, "aud 9 are 28;" and the next, "and 7 are 35."
The next sets down 5, and if the children are very young, he sets a small 3 under the
5, as a guide to the next, who says, "3 tens carried to S tens make 1 1." Then head
begins again, and says, "II and 8 are 19;" the next says, "and 9 are 28;" the next,
"and 9 are 37;" the next, "and 8 are 45;" the next, "and 6 are 51.;" the next setsdown 1 in the tens place, and puts A 5 under it. The next says, "5 hundreds carried
to 6 hundreds make 11 hundred"" the next says, "and 6 are 17," and so on until
the sum is finished.'

This "method" is given several variations. Pupils may be ealled
upon "promiscuously." Or each pupil may add a column silently
and place the result upon the hoard. The next is held responsible
when the sum is not correct.

These "methods" are simply types of technique for effectively
'focusing the attention of the class and arousing interest in the work.
No fundamental principles of teaching are stated, but these specific
rules for carrying on the classroom work are typical of the method
of teaching during this period. Objective and examinable reselt4
were desired, and devices which would give these, and would secure
attention, were accordingly exalted as methods of teaching.

In teaching mental arithmetic a procedure was adopted for the
purpose of forcing the continuous attention of the class. As in the
case.of written arithmetic, the plan was an artificial device. Stod-
dard gives in his Methods of Teaching the following "methods:"

First method.

The teacher reads the problems and calls upon the different members of the class
promiscuously. Each pupil famed arises, repeats, and analyzes the problem.
Members of the class who have discovered mistakes, or who take exception to the
method of analysis, raise their hands, and the teacher designates some one of them
to make the necessary correction, or he makes it himself.

Modification, of the above method:
1. Call upon different pupils to solve different parts of the same problem. each as he

is named being required to proceed with the analysis where the pupil who has just
taken his seat left it. This method furnishes an opportunity fur "stirring up," or
jogging the memory of the inattentive.

2. The pupil design:. ted to analyze a problem arises, repeats it, and names another
to solve it.

Second method.

The teacher reads a problem, the class solves it in silence, and as rapidly as posed ,le;
each raises the hand on obtaining the result.

After giving sufficient time the teacher, if he wishes a simultaneous answer, says"Clans," and all who can pronounce the result together. Or he names a pupil, who
arises, gives the result, and solvee the problem.

Third method.

The teacher reads and as signs a problem to each member, or a part of the members,
otthe class without waiting for a ;elution. He then calls upon pupils promiscuously

I P. 46.
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who have had questions given them, and the pupil named arises, repeats, and analyzes' the problem assigned him.

This method is good discipline for the memory

Fourth method

Two pupils are designated as chiefs. and choose alternately from among the othermembers of the class such as they deem the best scholars in mental arithmeticNfor atrial of skill. The teacher gives out problems alternately and marks the failures orthe number of questions which each side solves correctly, and at the close of thelesson_gives the result. Or he causes each pupil that fails to take his seat, and theside that has the largest number of pupils standing at the close of the lemon is-pro-nounced the best.'

. Motivation .The plan for securing motive which is offered by thewriters on the teaching of arithmetic, whom' we have quoted on the.
preceding pages, is by appeal to artificial incentives. The pupilattended to the example in addition because, if he did not, he knew.his failure to attend would he immediately discovered by both hisclassmates and the teacher. Being thus caught in the act, thepenalty followed, a lowering of his rank in class, a reprimand by theteacher, or a severe ptinishment. Or the pupil-wished to secur he

his classmates he attended, in order that he might profit by t
approbation of his teacher or parents. Knowing the shofteon
of

failures. As soon as the pupil reciting faltered or made an error hewas ready to take up the solution of the problem and receive his
reward in the approval of the teacher or in the anticipation of the
reception Which Would be given at home to his report card. Or per-.haps his reward came from the superior position which he had attainedin the class. In putting one. division of the class against the other
the instinct of emulation was appealed to. Or where the class wassmall.the contest was-between the individual pupils. There was an
appeal to the pupil's pride when he knew his work was to be examined
and marked by another pupil.

Motive was secured in other ways. The puzzle typo of problem
stimulated the pupil's curiosity. Some problems were practical.
The primary work and the rapid drill were immediately interestingto many. But these ways of securing motive were, for the most
part, used unconsciously. When a teacher wrote of how attention
was secured these phases of motive were mentioned only incidentallyor not at all. Occasionally, but usually in respect to other school
subjects, motive by conflict of ideas was mentioned. David P. Page,
in a text on 'theory and Practice of Teaching, givesa list of good incen-
pves. They are: (I) Desire of the approval of parents and teachers;.(2) desire of advancement; (3I desire to be useful; (4) desire.to do'
right; (5) natural love ifi the child for acquisition and a naturaldesire to know.
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The idea and practice of securing motive in this period was charac-
terized by there being no intrinsic relation between the purpose which
the pupil recognized and 'the subject matter studied. '

Problems solved according to a formula.In mental arithmetic,
which was considered to bo especially suitable for developing the
reasoning, the solution was accomplished by applying it syllogistic
formula. Ray says i Hints to TeacherS, 'Intellectual Arithmetic
(copyright 18801:

A method of solving questions in mental arithmetic now much used is the following,
called the "Four-step method:"

Illustrations.First step, James gave 7 reins for apples and 8 cents for peaches.how many cents did ho spend? &wild stip, as many as the sum of 7and 8 centsThird step, 7 cents and 8 cents are 15 cents. Fourth step, hence, if James gave 7 centsfor apples and 8 cents for peaches he spent 15 rents. '
Again: First ste;.., 4-fitting of 25 are how many times 6? Second step, as many times

'6 as 6 is contained times in 4-fifths of 25. Third step, 1-fifth of ?5 is 5, 4-fifths are 4times b, which are 20; -6 in 20 is contained 3 and 2-sixths times. Fourth step, there-fore, 4-fifths of 25 are 3 and 2- sixths times 6.

Some writers insisted that these forms of analysis were to be com-mitted to memory. In the following quotation the author believes
that a verbatim memorizing of the forms of analysis will make thepupils all the better reasoners:

After the pupils are familiar with the process and have received sufficient drill
they should be taught to aware problems. The teacher should see that the analysisis thoroughly understood arut areurately recited. They should be required to write out
an analysis, and the pupil that presents the most simple and conciseanalysis slitul.1write it on the board, subject to the criticism of the clue See that thlanguage isused correctly; that it tens the "truth, the whole truth, and n-'hing but the truth." Nowrequire every member of the class to commit the analysis verbatim as he would a
demonstration in Euclid2---for experience teaches that those pupils who are criticallyclose in committing verbatim the demonstrations in geometry make ny far moreaccurate reasoners and ready mathematicians.'

When the pupil was furnished with a stereotyped form for the
solution of every problem all opportunity for reasoning was elimi-
nated except such a^ there might he in identifying the particularproblem with the appropriate formula. Therefore the type of
problems were mixed, to form promiscuous and miscellaneous listsof problems. Brooks' says:

It will be fregkently noticed that, after begitming the lesion with the typicalproblem, variations are made both in the conditions of the question and in theirapplication to other objects than those named in the original problem. -This is doneto give variety to the exercises and to afford discipline to the pupil.

Assisting the pupil.The assistance which the teacherAwderetc the
pupil consisted mainly in holding him .to certain fixed standards, indrilling upon what was considered fundamental, and in explaining ,

difficUlt operations and problems. Little effort was made to assistthe pupil to think. Developing a process or topic was not consciously
I Do Oral, 'no acieade7det ode., 1177,
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attempted. The explanations by the teacher were simply told to the
pupil. Whether the pupil understood the explanation or not, he was
expected to remember it. If the difficulty was suffici -nay important,
the pupil was drilled upon the manner of overcomu. it. In this
way the learning was largjly by conscious imitation, wi h sufficient
repetition by the pupil to fix the subject matter in the nind. It
seems to have been recognized that .expriti.sion assisted making
the impression. The prominence given to the explanations in class
by pupils was in part due to this belief.

Dedudiec method.--We have seen how the texts of this period
became deductive in form after 1857. The instruction followed
the texts closely. The "rule- was again emphasized. If the pupil
was able to subsume a problem under a known rule, the rule could

care of the answer. A report of the investigation of schools
in Connecticut, in 1187 R8, contains the following comment upon
the attitude of the pupil toward the rule:

The method in arithmetic is illustrated by the course which most children will take
after long instruction in such sthools. If they are given a problem of one or two steps,
rhq win .fir.It set whatrulrit mmes under. If it does not come u-Aler any rule with which
they are familiar, they will take a book and see if they can find an example like it
Lf they fail in this sear-, they then begin to cipher at ,random, multiplying and
dividing in the hope that it may turn out right,'

The rules were not developed as ('olburn did in his texts. The
pupil was scarcely allowed to make a hypothesis when a new type
of problem was reached, and to work out a otution of his own.
Instead the rule was given to him ready made.

Objective teaching. The use of objective mat errals. beans, grains of
corn, pieces of crayon., etc., is recommended by Ray for the younger
pupils. Ile also describes what he terms " arit hmometer," an instru-
ment for representing objectively the number facts of the fonr opera-
tions. However, he cautions against "frequent use of artificial aids,"
for it "tends to prevent the pupil front exercising his own intellectual
powers, and thus, if carried too far, is productive of positive injury."
In an edition of Greenlenf's primary hook he says:

The First Lemons in Numbers has been prepared in the belief that the objective
presentation of numbers is best suited to the comprehension of the child. The teacher
who uses this book is expected to make constant use of counters, blocks, or other visible
objects, that from the outset the child may have correct. ideas of numbers. The
copious illustrations found throughout the book are intended as aids in this direction.

(e writer on the teaching of arithmetic. (1S77) says: "Construct.
the addition tables at first by the use of objects." He Advises the

'same plan for multiplication. Illustrations in the form of cuts
became a feature of the primary arithmetics, but I have found none
as profusely illustrated at Emerson's Part First. A few illustrations
are found in the "mental" and the "practical" arithmetics, but
usually only for elucidating a topic: of peculiar difficulty.

connecuent School Documents, No. VII, p. 224.
81778°-17--9
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The second- Pestalozzian movement in the United States, usually
.known as the Oswego movement, emphasized almost exclusi,-ely
objective teaching.. This movement, which datm from 1860, ay)pears
to have had but little direct influence upon the teaching of arithmetic.
There was only a slight increase in the use of objective materials in
arithmetic after 1860.

e have already shown that skill and thorouglines;
were emphasized as ends to be attained. They were to lie secured
by drill. The,e goals of instruction were given increased important.,
in the latter part. of this period. Drill devices and drill cards were
given by a number of authors. Drill to make certain parts of the
subject matter mechanical was insisted upon. De Graff, in The
Schoolroom Guide, 1877, snys:

The teacher should nee that the tables are thoroughly committal to memory 1,,
requiring pupils to recite them backward and forward regularly and irregularl,
Excite emulation among members of the cla.qs in regard to the mechanical exec' sat
of the work, because careless habits formed will ever be a source of annoyance to bill
teacher and pupil.'

In Feller's Primary Arithmetic the teacher is advised:
In order to seethe thoroughness. give short lessons and spend much time in daily

review. If in the exercise of "fours," do not proceed until everything that precoles
is as familiar as the alphabet. If it required one month, take it; if one war, the ume
can not he better spent Never allow a pupil who, habitually, mimes over In per is nt
of the given exercise to remain in the (-bur+.

Some reports upon the leashing arithmehe.In 1887-SS a coin mit-
toe reported upon the condition of schools in New IAmilon County,
Conn. The report was based upon tests and visitation. In respect
to arithmetic they say in part:

Perhaps a half-dozen schools taught elementary arithmetic by sy:demat ical'y de \ q.
oping number, but. almost. invariably the teacher answered the question to' to %%Its!
method WWI used by the stereotyped phrase "follow the hook," and this was literary
true not only for elementary but for advanced classes.

Months and terms are spent in counting, learning to write unheard-of number".
bawling the multiplication and perhaps other tables. No systematic development of
number is thought of No concrete examples, except the few in a small book are
given. No thorough drill is attempted. No rapid handling of numbers, no tircormy

with figures, no training of the reason, is the result. Most so-called mental examples
have been carefully studied before the recitation. Definition and rules will be
repeated fluently, and yet the pupil is unable to perform simple example's involving
one or two steps of reasoning. One or two illv.trations are pertinent.

A boy over 10 years of ago was being taught to count one hundred, but could
not tell the sum of two and two. The teacher gave as the reason for teaching him
thus to count, before he cold add, that "when he received change at the store he
cculd count it."

In another school, a claw of three gave with great fluency the definition of "units,"
"arithmetic," "counting," "scale," "counting oaf," "group," etc. They read num-
bers up to sextillions, but could not tell how many fours there were in 16. The
teacher said that they had never done any thing in multiplication or division. These

P. ICC
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.hiJdren had been in school about four years It is not to he wondered at. then,
that under such unnatural methods at many children attend school seven and eight.ir$ hotst reaching percentage and its applications to interest

.1 mitre elaborate investigation was made of tho schools New
Haven County. Conn., in tsuo-tit. The committee examined 167
d-tricts. They sum tip their opinions N1'1111 respect to arithmetic in
Ilm sentences

lintetic has time become a flgi1111e0 of difficult tritbw au l illtriAatv f00111.10,11.10,11
::ir 1' 10101000 s1110,111. and 11.1111114:111111' 0111'1Iy It 11101 111.1111/1111011110M1 to

3111 1001111 purpose.

In another ;dace they give a description of the actual aCtivitiesof
die schoolroom which is illuminating not only as to content, but to
aik and method as well:.

In many ,timricie the main thing in arithmetic is the definitions In
it nNt cla,.0. was, questioned as follows Spell arithmetic \\*flat is aril h met ie'"

',Vh.it is !Ionian notatioro- -what is a tignre'.' and M1 011 during the recitation
piii.ide. The detinitinnA must he word for word as in the hook.

The answer to t he.quest "How is a fraction ex presse41' was given by writing
number above the other." This was immediately corrected It' the teacher to
pia, mg one number 81/0V0 1110 other" 2.

While these surveys Ni.';Te made with some care, they covered only
a very linted area. For this reason it is lia2ardotts 10 41 raNV general-
izations, but other evidence indicates that -the conditions described
in these reports are. typical of much of the instruction in arithmetic
at this time. However, when we compare the instruction in arlth-
ffietio during this period with that of the ciphering-book period,
progress is shown. There is an enlarged concept of the function of
the teacher, and if we take into account that tot 1111:; lime arithmetic
was a " 7equired subject. and.not an "elective.- it is probable that'
the results secured were superior.

.

Clburn's influence upon the trachin9 (!t" arithmetic.A compari-
son of Colbunt's method of teaching arithmetic with the practice
during this period reveals that. he influenced he teaching of the sub-
ject much less than he did the texts. The use of i.:ijertive materials
and the oral instruction which mental arithmetic made necessary
may be attributed to him.

lie advocatt .7 class instruction and discu.,;:ed its technique in his
address on the "'reaching of arithmetic,- but it is doubtful, if the
adoption of this plan of instruction was due to his advocacy of it
Outside of these features, which were a result of his texts rather than
his presentation of the method of teaching arithmetic, there is little
trace of Colburn's influence. This condition is easily explained by
the fact that a method of teaching is much less tangible than the
form of a textbook. Also, in the making of texts there are few per-
sons concerned, as cOmpared with the number of teachers.

sConnecticut School Documents, No. VII, p. Idem, No. XVI, p. 29.
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Chapter X.

RECENT TENDENCIES AND DEVELOPMENTS.

The development of arithmetic since 1892 has been more inti-
mately connected with the general educational development than
it was during the period beginning with 1821. An attack upon the
importance of the disciplinary fluiction of arithmetic grew out of
two more general movements.

The llerbartian movImeni.Beginning about 1890, American (41u-
cators were greatly interested in the educational principles enun-
ciated by Herbart, a German educator who lived from 1776-1841,
Some of the important events in the rise of this movement were:
The publication of educational hooks on lierbartian
Essentials of Method, by Charles De Garmo, 1889; General Metlio 1,
by Charles McMurry, 1892; The Method of the Recitation' by
Frank Mc Murry and Charles Mc Murry, 1897; and the formation
of a national.Herbartian society in 1892. The principle of apper-
ception, which is one of the. most. important accredited to llerbart,
ivas emphasized by his followers in America. Briefly the principle
is this: c New experiences are given meaning and interpreted by
means of the ideas which onehas obtained from his past experience
and which are present in his consciousness the time. This
principle, coupled withi -lerbart's concept of the immediate end of
education as the developthent of a "many-sided interest," means
that education -s.to give the child (1) a "many We" acquaintance
with the ex . al world, and (2) to give this acquaintance in such
a way that it:will be accompanied by an active "interest" in each
"side" of this experience. The child will then be equipped io meet
new situations as they arise.

This theory, which places. the emphasis upon the content of a
subject, is fundamentally opposed to the disciplinary concept of edu-
cation, and the wave of enthusiastic interest in the work of Herhart
which swept over the United States did much to counteract the great
emphasis upon the disciplinary function of instruction in arithmetic.
The Herbartians emphasized history and literature as subjects in
the elementary school, and by sb doing were a factor in reducing
the amount of time given to arithmetic.

For Verbit'e own s000unt, sae Outlines of Educational Doctrines.
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The psychological movernent.In his "Principles of Psychology,"
MA William James stated, that one's native ability to retain can
not be changed,' which means that a general capacity to remember
can not be trained by specific exercises. This assertion, which
WAS "supported by some plausible experimental evidence" was
extended by other educators to a complete refutation of the' theory
of formal discipline as thou interpreted.'

The reaction against the disciplinary value of arithmetic. Coupled
with these two movements, partly as a result of them, both educators
and the public became more actively critical of the work of the
public schools.' There were reports of investigations' and more
general utterances based upon general observations. The following
are typical of this latter typo:.

In almost all of the withmeties, first come the definitions, then the rules, then a
'guidon with full explanation, then the prpblems for the children to work according
to rule and like the sample given. And hill iscalled displine God save the mark!'

From ono-sixth to one-fourth, or even one - shirt, of th, whole school time of American
children is given to the subject of arithmetica subject which does not train a single
one of the four faculties that it shouldbe the fundamental object of education to de-
velop. It has nothing to do with observing correctly, or with recording accurately
the results of observation, or with collecting facts and drawing just inferences ther-
from, or with expressing clearly and forcibly logical thought.'

In 1592 the Committee of Ten, a committee appointed by. the
National Education Association, recognized the existence of a formal
disciplinary value of arithmetic,' but insisted that it was "greatly
inferior to what may be obtained by a different class of exercises."
Essentially this is a refutation of the doctrine of formal discipline as
it had been applied to arithmetic.

Simon Newcomb, who was chairman of the subcommittee on
mathematics, stated in another place that "the main end of mathe-
matical teachingwe might say of teaching generallyis to store the
mind with clear conceptions of things and their relations."'

Charles A. McMurry stated that the "chief aim of arithmetic is the
mastery of the world on the quamitive side through number con-
cepts."'

jol. 1, p. 067.
I See W. C. Bagley: Educational Values, p. 148 ft.. for a historical tscoount of the reaction against formal

'tee the pronsedino of the National Educational Ale...station following 15.41 for criticisms by the loading
ad ucat ON of the oountry. These have particular reference to arithmetic, ISIS,, p. 114; 1081, pp. 24,65, 106;
1512, pp. 617, 620.

See pp. 126-27 for titer eport of investigations of the teaching of arithmetic in Connecticut.
1,0. F. Bright, "Changes in Schools," Proc. of Nat. Edw. ASSO., 1895, p. 266.
'Statement by Charles W. Eliot, 1892. quoted by 0. F. Bright, "Cbangse In Schools," Proc. of Nat.

Educ. Assoc., 1895, p. 364. See siso, Charles W. Eliot: Educational Reform, pp. 166-147, Address, 1890.
Report of committee of Ten, p. 106.
Simon Newcomb: "Methods of Teaching Arithmetic," Eduh.. Rev., vol. 31, pp. 339-340 This point of

vies was originally expressed In 1802.
'Special Method in Arithmetic, 1903, p. 16.
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These last two statements are representative of the pure Ilerbc.r-
tian point of view and of the extreme reaction against the importance
of the disciplinary function of arithmetic.'

Arithrartic a psychical and social demand. --The most important
constructive contribution of this period was made by Prof, John
Dewey,' whose fundamental thesis was that the psychical and social
enviramment in which we live presents proMms which the human
mind solves by measurement. i. e., by number and number relation-
Thus numbitr is not a property of objects, but rather it is the prodint
of the way in which the mind deals with objects in the operation of
making a vague whole definite:" The necessity for making the,.
vague wholes definite grows out of the fact that (I) material thing's
are "limited,- (21 that energx must he ecomunized; and (3) that
r mote ends must be attained.

Dewey illustrates these reasons as follows:
(I) if ever)* human being could um' s' lin, pleasure all the land lie waited,

probable that nu one xuuld e% or 111e0.01110 land with mathematical exactness ,
might be, of recourseCrusoe like- a crude estimate of the quantity required s
given purpose; but there would be no definite immer.ual 'Valuation in sync.,
yenta, feet. There would he no nail far sue h accurai If f,. t ,.tulip lie had a it II, -,:t
trouble or .are, and in sufficiency for eN ery 1.0y, a e r4e,111,1 lavver 1,111 1471,
quart t0111/1 off ews and onagers In the doses, ten ((ow), out 1L,ur I t
pound.

('24 Become. there is a !null 141 human energy, WI en we I.Inploy energy ('1 1.
attainment of a purpose, the most fruitful results are attained when there the I
accurate balancing of the energy oN or againgt the thing to 1.e done If the arrovk
the lavage to too heavy fete his how, or if it is but light to 4", of 1),e deo.
there Win both cases& waste of energy. If the bow is so thit'k and clumsy that all 1.1M
strength in required to bend it, or so slight or uneven that Oat tittle liementum
to the WOW, there 111 but a larren show of action, and the savage has los !alio,. for I:,
pains. Bow and arrow must be accurately 'enlisted to each other in size, form,
weight; and both have to be equated ens the mathematician would say or balats,J t.
the end in viewthe killing ia the game.

(3) In working out a certain pugxose, for example, one of wive of insane is a journey
to be undertaken; it it of a certain length. it is to bo completed la a gi\elt I I Ine
within a certain maximum of expense, etc., and tins iltvlkeel careful calculatio..,
measurement, and numerical ideas.

To this principle .Dewey added his more general educatilnal prin-
ciple that the process of education is must efficiently carried on when
the child is placed in the physical and social environment. which dc-
timid psychical activity.' Applied to arithmetic, this means that
to teach it efficiently the school must produce situations which call
for measurement add the relating of quantities. According to flit,
thesis the immediate purpose of the author of a text and of the teacher

Yoe the other extreme see p.
'James A. McLellan and John Dewey: The Paychology of Number, IOW.
*Op. at., pp. 24,32, 33 ff.
Op.ati ,p.32.
op.cdt.,p. 93.
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would be to provide these situations. When taught from this point
of view, arithmetic affords an unrivaled means of mentaf discipline,"
but Dewey does not use "mental discipline" in the sense in which it
was used by the authors of arithmeties during the previous period.

Both the diAcip/inary and the utilitarian ,functidol.v arithmetic
recognized at preesent.--Through the publication of The Psychology of
Number, and through the exemplification of Ins principlits in the
University Elementary School. Dewey combined with the reaction
against, the doctrine of formal discipline in influencing the concept
of the aim of instruction in antlimetic. Soon after 'the publication
of The Psychology of Number two series of arithmetics were pub-
lished which the authors clainio/i embodied the principks enun-
ciated by Dewey.' Other nutlionchuilded upon them in part. These
texts have been a factor in increasing the emphasis upon problems
talks from practical situations, and hence upon the utilitarian
value of arithmetic.

The reaction against. formal diaciplme was followed by a counter
E action in which educators have recognized the disciplinary function

.4 arithmetic,' but in general they accorded the utilitarian value
equal rani:, and this appears to be the present status. A recent.
questionnaire WWI Sent (41 1 S5 State normal schools anti to S city
training schools. Replies were received from 65 State normal
schools and 3 city training schools. In training teacher: of mathe-
matic,:

SI lag wilt of thew fwhoolto chum to pay equal attention to matb1.341g1W8 IR a science
;the too-called culture_ value) and to mathematics snow art kill,. so.coned utilitarian
%Atte,. About 28 per cent claim to emphasize more the cultural aztpect keit:old in
arithmetic-I. and 21 per cent put greater grew upon the utilithat '

in all of this agitation there Sta`1104 to have been the under]) ing imr-
po,e, to adapt arithmetic to the nature of the chilitiind to the social
demands which will be made upon him when he leaves school.

/h.tirnitivn_tj the aim of inertruetion.- Recently scientific investiga-
tion has revealed oat the product of instruction in arithmetic is
not a single ability but consists of many .abilities.' The ability " to
add columns three figures long is not the same ability as to add col-
Mims five figures long." Etch type of example calls for a different
ability, and thus the product of instruction in arithmetic includes
as many different abilities as there are different -types of examples.
Connie, has identified 15 different addition abilities,' S for subtrac-
tion, 11 for multiplication, and 14 for division.

Ow series was by McLellan and Ames, 1996; the other by Belfield and Brooks, INA.
a See J. W. A. Young: The Teething of Mathematics, 1905, p. ZS; and B. E. Smith. The Teaching of

Ant:lnatic. ISIS. p. Ilff.
a Training of Teacher of Elementary and Secondary Mathematics, U. S. Bu. of Ed. Dui.. 1911, No. 12,

.c. W. Stone: Arithmetical Abilities and Some victor DOWItimaing Them. 19tn, pp. 42-43. 8. A. COur-
Us: Teachers Manuel, 1914, p. 2.

Op. cot., p. 2.
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This analysis of the product of 'instruction in arithmetic has made
poSsible more exact and. objective definitions of the aim of instruc-
tion. At present this has been done by Courtis for the funda-.
mental operations with integers.' For any particular grade the
teacher and pupils have for their aim, in so far as it ins;olves the
fundamental operations with integers, to attain the ability to solve
examples of certain types with a specified speed arid accuracy.
These standards are based upon ektensive experimental data gathered
from both schools and the commercial world. These detailed and
objective statements of aims of the instruction in arithmetic are not
opposed to, but will supplement, the more general statement of
aim.

Lees time given to arithmetic in the echools.During the preceding
period a large per cent of the total school time was given to arith-
metic. Estimates ranged as high as 50 per cent or more."The
Committee of Ten, 1892, stated that a "radical change in the teach.'
ing of arithmetic was necessary," and recommended that the course
be both "abridged and enriched." In 1895 the Committee of
Fifteen reported as follows:

Your committee believes that, with the right methods and a wise use of time in
preparing the arithmetic lesson in and out of school, five years are sufficient for the
study of mere arithmeticthe five years beginning with the second school year and
ending with the close of the sixth year; and that the seventh and eighth years H11011111
be given to the algebraic method of dealing with those problems that involve difficul-
ties in the transformation of quantitative indirect functions into numerical ox direct
quantitative data.

Your committee is of the opinion that the so-called mental arithmetic should be
made to alternate with written arithmetic for two years, and that there should not be
two lessons daily in this subject (arithmetic).3

In another place the committee reports "that the practice of
teaching two lessons daily in arithmetic, one styled 'mental' or
`intellectual' and the other `written' arithmetic, is still continued in
many schools. "' Although there was a marked tendency even
before 1892 to combine "mental" and "written" arithmetic in the
texts, this practice persisted in some places until very recently.
Separate classes in mental arithmetic were discontinued in Kansas
City, Mo., in 1913.

The following data show the change in the relative amount of tinie
given to arithmetic in several American cities.

1 Op. cll., p. 3.
I See page 126.

Proc. Nat. Ed. Assoc., 1205, pp. 300-301.
Ibid., P. 299*
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Pa cent of total school tine given to arithmetic.'

1888

. .....

36 2 I
19.3 I

I

133

1890

16.6 .

1 1

?te. 2

19.3
19.5
13.1

1901

16. 2
19.6
17.3
18.6
19.5
15.1
17.2
18.f
12.0

15.2
j

1910-11

15.5
10.0
15.5

.3 4
16.6
15.0
18.3
18.8

The data for 1886 and 1901 are taken from It R. Payne: Public Elementary School Curricula; for 1890
and 19111 11 from I. S. Ittbeau of Education, Bulletin No. 4, 1911. For 1890 and 1910-11, algebra taught in
the grades Is included.

A recent investigation ' of 50 of the leading American cities shows
that 15.26 per cent of all of the school time is devot&I to arithmetic.
However, in the report of the same investigation it is stated that
mathematics is "less prominent in city systems than in the rural dis-
tricts." This indicates that 15.26 per cent is too low for the country
as a Whole.

While the change in the relative time allotment has been irregular
in many of the cities, and there is little °uniformity, the tendency in
city schools seems to he to give a little more than 15 per cent of the
school to instruction in arithmetic, which probably represents a
decrease of 10 to 25 per cent since the middle of the paSt century.

The content of the texts.Arithmeties are usually published in the
form of a series which consists of a primary text followed by one or
two books for the upper grades. With very few exceptions the pri-
mary texts are intended to be completed by the end of the fourth
grade.

In these primary texts, pictures find graphical designs are em-
ployed for representing objectively numbers and number relations.
It is frequently suggested that the teachers introduce objects for this
purpose. Denominate numbers are introduced very early in the
texts. Some authors intend that the relations between quantities,
such as pint, quart, and gallon, shall be developed by the children,
and most authors intend that the children shall have some first-hand
acquaintance with the most common measures.

Dewey contended that number and number relations were the
product of measuring.' Soon after the appearance of The Psy-
chology of Number, in 1895; measuring was made a prominent fea-
ture of a few series of arithmetics, especially the primary texts.
In more recent texts it has been given a place, though with .varying
degrees of emphasis. Pupils are asked to tell which is the Ictngest

U. B. Bu. of Educ., Bul., 1911, No. LI. 'Bee p. 130.
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or which the shortest of a group of lines, to estimate the length of
lines, to fold paper figures of given dimensions, etc. 'Fables of le-
nominate numbers are developed by measuring. In the more ad.,
vanced grades,.the pupils gather data for some of their problems by
measuring city lots, school gardens, and from the measuring in mak-
ing articles in the manual training shop and in cooking in the domestic
science laboratory. Counting, as a form of measuring, is very con-
spicuous in some texts. The counting of objects was a part of the

ti plan of Colburn. But now they count by twos, by threes, by fours,
etc., not counting objects, just counting,

In some texts there is an attempt to have the child engage in activi-
ties which will demand a knowledge of number and number rela-
tions. Number games, such as ring-toss, bean bag,' etc., are varied
in such ways that fundamental number facts are demanded in deter-
mining the relative standing of the participants. Keeping store,
cooking, and other construction work are used to create situations
which require a knowledge of number and number relations. More
frequently the author of the text describes a game, a store, a bank, a
farm, a factory, or some other activity, and then gives a series
problems of the type which do arise in such situations. It, is suggested
that when possible the pupils be taken to visit the actual industry.
An 'understanding of the activity in which the problem occurs is
regirrded as a legitimate phase of arithmetic.

The problems in these lists are for the most part such as actually
do arise in the given activity, and there is an increasing tendency tp
go to the occupation and take problems which have actually arisen.
But as yet this has not been done very consistently. There has been
a very pronounced tendency to use excessively large numbers in the
problems. For example, in a popular text the first problem under
the head, "Our Forests," is: "If there are 672,000,000 acres of wood-
land in the United States, how many square miles are there 1" Each
problem in the list involves a number as large as a million. Besides
the practical problems which are thus grouped in lists, there are
many drawn from a wide range of sources. This range suggests the
plan of Horace Mann,' but he probably influenced the present situa-
tion only slightly, if at all. Problems of the type, "The area of the
Atlantic Ocean is 24,651,410 square miles and this is 49 per cent of
the area of the Pacific Ocean. What is the area of the latter'?" are
prevalent.

The Speer method.Another interpretation of the child with
respect to arithmetic was made by William W. Speer. The basis of
his plan for arithmetic was that number was a ratio obtained by
comparing two magnitudes. He devised a set of solids which the

A number of such games are described In The Teaching of Arithmetic, by D. E. Smith, ch. 14.
See p.117.
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pupil was to handle and compare. The pupil's idea of number and'
the operations upon them were to come from these activities. This
idea of ratio permeates the whole of his texts, which were published
in the later nineties. The plan had been conceived by Tillich many
years before. However, there is no direct evidence in Speer's texts
to show that he was indebted to Tillioh. The question of the
originality of the work is of little importance, for, while the "Speer
method " attained some popularity, it never became widely used,
and there is very little trace of it in our present. popular texts:.

I)mis,cions. The texts of the previous period contained topics and
problems which had little or no practical value. The report of the
Commit tee of Ten, which we have taken as marking the beginning of
the recent period, contained the following recommendations with
reference to these topics:

Among the subjects which should be curtailed, or entirely omitted, are compound
proportion, cube root, abstract mensuration, obsolete denominate quantities, meths.
greater part of commercial arithmetic. Percentage should by rigidly reduced to the
needs of actual life. In such subjects as profit and loss, bank discount, and simple
and compound interest, examples not easily made intelligible to the pupil should be
omitted. Such complications as result from fractional periods of time in compound
interest are useless and undesirable. (P. 105.)

F. M. McMurry, in an address before the National Department of
Superintendence, 1904, enumerated a list of topics which he thought
might well be omitted. Thecurtailment which ho advocates is some-
what in excess of that, recommended by the Committee of Ten, but.
in general agrees with it.

In 1911 the International Commission on the Teaching ' Mathe-
matics, referring to the above recommendations, report to...t "only
35 per cent of the 50 largest cities have followed out the recom-
mendation. '

In a more rucent investigation a a questionnaire was sent to city
superintendents to which 867 replies were received. A majority of
these favored eliminating apothecaries' weight, furlong, dram, quarter
in avoirdupois, compound proportion, unreal fractions, alligation,
and progression, and less than a majority favored eliminating Troy
weight., rood in square measure, surveyors' tables, foreign money,
folding paper, reduction of more than two steps, long method of
greatest common divisor, least common multiple, true discount, cube
root, partnership, compound and complex fractions, cases in per-
centage,- annual interest, longitude and time, metric system, and
aliquot parts. However, a majority favor either eliminating or
giving less attention to all these topics. On the other hand, from
three-fifths to three-fourths of these superintendents favored giving
more attention to addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and

Mathematics In the Elementary Schools of the United States, U. S. Hu. of Educ. Sul., No. 13,1911,p.17.
W. A. Jessup: Economy of Time in Arithmetic, Mo. Sch. Teach, Vol. XIV, p. 461. .
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fractions. A majority favored giving more attention to saving and
loaning money, taxes, public expenditures, insurance, and-public
utilities.

The course of study.The grade occurrence of arithmetic. topics
based upon 47 courses of study is given in the following table: '

Arithrne ,c topics in the various grades. Connersville (Ind.) public schools.

Subjects.
1

Oradea.

IIIII III IV V VI VI1

Numeration I 3: 33 18 4 4 1Notation 34 39 33 19 7 4 4 1Relation of number. 11 6 5 al 4 4
Addition 23 39 33 214 13 9 6.
Subtraction 24 39 34 26 13 9 6 3
Multiplication 10 26 30 25 IS IS ioDivision.......... 16 21 311 27 25 IAFractions

16
24 72 31 34 28 24 24Denominate numbers . 20 23 34 30 31 29 '12Involution and evolution... 1 1 U.Decimal fractions ....... .. . 5 23 12 $ 1Mensuration ............. 10 11 12 14 14 12Multiplication tables 20 18 73 5 7

Commission and brokerage .10 I I IiInsuranoe 9 IiPeroentage 7 r 16 13Ratio and proportion 1 3 33 IIPartnership 2 4Partial payments.
50.C. 0. and L. C. M

Longitude and time 4 :
Profit and loss 7 17 2Taxes 2 14 3Duties I it 1Banking ...... . . . .... 9 6Exchange ...... 4 4Simple interest

1 2 12 2.3 4Stocks and bonds 6 33

Business forms 4 15 9Simple umlauts 3 6 S 3 3

Since only 47 courses are included, it is very cvi lent that several
topics must be taught in one or more grades; and, on the other hand,
some of the topics have been eliminated in some of the cities. For
example, partial payments occur only 8 times in 47 courses of study.
Hence this topic has been eliminated in at least 39 out of the 47
cities.

The International Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics
summarized their findings on the course of study as follows:

Grade I.More or lore incidental number work or number work correlated with
manual training or with some other definite subject. Variations: From no umber
work at all to very formal work on addition, subtraction, and the multiplication
tables.

Grade 2.Number work correlated with other subjects. Addition facts empha-
sized and in mans places the multiplication table begun. Variations: In a few
schools there is no number work; in some, at the other extreme, division is taught.

Grade 3.--The process of additimi and subtraction mastered, together with some
work on the multiplication tables, the'tables often being completed. Variations: A
few schools give no work at all, while some give considerable work in fractions.

Thl tab Is from the Course of Study in Mathematics, Connersville (Ind.) Public Schools, 1911. The
tabula was made by Mr. 0. M. Wilson, then the superintendent of schools. The courses of study
rep ted cities in 33 different States.
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Grade 4.Multiplication and division mastered. Variations: Fractions are taken
'up in many schools.

tirade 5.Fractions mastered, some decimals introduced, denominate numbers
employed. '

tirade 6.Decimals as related to common fractions, with much problem work. In
some schools simple interest and percentage are begun.

Grade 7.Percentage and some of its applications.
tirade 8. Business applications of percentage; mensuration of solids. Variations:

No arithmetic at all in the whole or latter half of the grade; the time devoted to
algebra; algebra combined with arithmetic.'

Returns from 754 cities show that seven-tenths of 1 per cent intro-
duce a text in the first grade, 8.7 per cent in the second, 56.1 per cent
in the third, 27.7 per cent in the fourth, 6.1 per cent in the fifth, and
seven- tenths of 1 per cent in the sixth.'

The-variations in school practice which theSe investigations show
aro significant. The courses of study have not been constructed sci-
entifically. The occurrence of topics is due to tradition and opinion.
Many of the distributions of the occurrence of topics resemble chance
distributions'

During the period from 1821 to 1892 the systratic study of arith-
metic was usually begun when the child first started to school.
Sometinies that was as early as the age of 3 or 4.' The Committee
of Ten say: "The course in arithmetic thus mapped out should
begin the age of 6." F. M. McMurry said, in 1904:

in addition to all of these, arithrnetic riiay be omitted as a separate study throughout
the first year of school, on the ground that there is no need of it, if the number inci-
dentally called for in other work is properly attended to.

Some writers within the last ftw years have gone on record as say-
ing that the systematic study of arithmetic should begin in the fourth,
grade. Investigations show that in some cities no systematic aril -
metic is taught in the first three grades, and it appears that the as
been a movement in the direction of delaying the systematic tudy
of arithmetic until about the fourth grade. When arithmetic is not
studied systematically in these primary grades, incidental instruction
in the subject is usually given by means of number games and in
connection with the other subjects.

The organization of the texts.Prior to this period the general plan
of the pactical arithmetics had been topical, i. e., addition was com-
pleted before' subtraction was begun, and in turn subtraction was
completed before multiplication was begun. This was also partially
true for the primary books, but beginning about 1896 texts began

I Op. cit., pp. 18-19.
I W. A. Jessup: Oracle for Introduction of a Text in Arithmetic. El. Sch. lour., Vol., XV, p. 103 (Nov.,

1914).
See Mathematics in the Elementary fichoolsof the United States. U. S. Bu. of Educ., Bul. No. 13, 1911,

pp. 19-32.
4 See p. 92.
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to appear. which were organized upon what has been known as the
"spiral plan."

The Weamer Arithmetic*, by Frank H. Hall a three-book series., for
gradecj schools, and The Hall Arithmeties by the same author, atwo-book series for graded or ungraded schools, were pio,neeirs in the
exploitation of the spiral plan of organization. A copy of the
Werner Arithmetics, Book I, which I have hears the date 1896. Asto the plan of this text, Mr. hail says in the preface':

The first five hues of this book present problems in addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation, division noting the number of groups, and division not inv the number in IN111
group. Then, by a kind of spiral advancement, the pupils move around this circle
and upward through all the intricacies of combination, separation, and compLrison ofnumbers.

The arrangement of topics is unique and convenient. In tkis hook measurenem
problems appear on pages 43, 53, 63, 73, etc.; a certain clam of fraction problems on
pages 45, 55, 65, 75, etc.; facts of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
on pages 91, 51, 61, 71, etc. This decimal arrangemewt of subjects makes the bwks
almost as convenient for reference as are the beaks that are made on the strict elami-
fication plan, while the frequent recurrence of similar matter insures thorough review.

This spiral arrangement, which was followed in the other texts of
the series, found favor very quic,kly. ,Within the next few year;:
number of texts were published which were organized upon the spiral
plan. A few were as extreme as The Hall Arithmetics, hut ingeneral spirals were less
numerous, and the "decimal arrangement" was not -followed.
Within the last few years there has been a pronounced reaction.
The spiral plan has been severely criticized, and authors of some of
the spiral texts have found it necessary to revise them,,eliminating
some of the spirals. At. present the consensus of opinions seems tobe in favor of a moderate spiral for grades one to four, a topical plan
for grades seven and eight, and a transition front.the one plat, to the
other in grades five and six: Some authorities, while agreeing with
Ur above general opinion so far as the actual instruction is concerned,
contend that the best results can be obtained from using a topical
text above the primary grades. The teacher can then adopt a spiral
which will meet more nearly the needs of the Community and the
particular class.

The Grube method. Grube (1816-1884) was a German whose
"claim to rank as an educator lies largely in his power of judicious
selection from the writings of others."' The features of Grube'swriting which stand out most clearly are objective teaching, themeasuring of each number fixed units, the spiral or concentric
circle plan of. organization, thoroughness and complete mastery,
making of each arithmetic lesson a language drill, and the simul-
taneous teaching of the.four fundamental operations for each number.

I D. K. Smith: The Tmehing of Elementary Mathematloa.p.
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Grube presented his method in "Leitfaden fur das Rechnen in der
Elementarschule, nach den Grundsiitzen einer heuristiachen Methode "
(Guide for Reckoning in the Elementary School, according to the
Principirs of a Heuristic' Method). This was published in 1842.
The begirming of the method in this country dates frrfi 1870, when
F. Louis Soldan presented to the teachers' association of St. Louis s
an account of Grube's plan for teaching the numbers 1 to 10. The
rean was tried in the St. Louis schools and later elsewhere. In 1 876
SOldkui presented the remainder of Grube's plan, which includes the
numbers 10 to 100 and above, and common fractions. This was
intended to &ver the work of the first four years. In I88$ Levi
SclAy wrote Grube's Method of Teaching Arithmetic. This is really a
complete text for the first four years. °

The method rapidly became popular in many sections of the
country. One writer suggests that the reason for the popularity of
the method in this country was due to Grube'striginal treatise being
brief and written so as to be easily translated and to the fact that it
was a"German" method. Furthermore, it seems that the friends of
the method, or at least those who first used it, saw most clearly the
good features and emphasized them to the partial or entire exclusion
of the less desirable features. Doubtless they, in their enthusiasm,
secured commendable results. But as is often the case, as the method
was passed on to teachers, the attention fixed primarily on
the most obvious phase of the method, which said that. the four funda-
mental operations should be taught for each number before the next
was taken up. Thu,s within recent years this single feature has
come to stand for the Grube method.

Grube's method has been severely criticized by several recent
writers on the teaching 0+ arithmetic: As a plan of teaching it. has
been discredited.' Much of Grube's method was not new to the
United States. In fact all the features are to be found in texts pub-
lished prior to 1870, though sonic were not given quite as extreme
form. Objective teaching Vegan with Colburn. Davies held that
the unit was the basis of all numbers and treated each number "as a
colleet;on of units." Emphasis had already been placed upon,
thoroughness and drill in language. In the Child's Book of Arith-
metic, 1859, D. P. Colburn approximates the concentric circle plan
and the simultaneous. teaching of the four fundamental operations.
However, this does not alter the fact that Soldan introduced the
Grube method -directly from the writings of Grube.

The relation of the Grube method to the spiral plan.The opinion is
prevalent that the spiral plan is simply an outgrowth of the Grube
method. However, the writer has failed to find evidence to show

Ste D. E. Smith: The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics; M old urry: Special Method ln Arithmetic;
McLellan end Dewey: Psychology :of Number. It Is also true that, In Itsentirety, the method did not
pin any oonaiderable prestige.
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this. In fact, there is evidence to indicate eat the spiral plan'was
the result of attempting to fit the organization of arithmetic to the
child and to secure thoroughness.

The texts of the previous period were topical, but the order pursued
by tha pupil was spiral. Not only this, but there were frequent
review .exereises. Now, when the slogan was "adapt arithmetic
to the child," what would he more natural than to put the spiral into
the text rather than leave it to the pleasure of the teacher. Thorough
ness WAS the cry, and psychologists were saying that only by repeti-
tion is thoroughness secured. Then, the plan of the text make
repetition certain. Frank II. Hall suggests this conclusion when
he says, "Proper sequence with reference to the pupil has been
constantly in the thought of the audio- in his selection and arrange-
ment of Matter," and later, "the frequent recurrence of similar
matter insures thorough review.-

A careful comparison of the Grube method and the spiral plan
reveals many essential differences and few points of contact. Gruho
did not go beyond the work of the fourth grade. Within the year
his,spirals were all of the same size; no new 'matter was admitted in
the successive revolutions. The spiral plan usually provided for
some preliminary number work in which the pupils learned to count
Wall says up to 100). Also they learned some of the number facts.
Grube did not provide for this. The spiral plan did not make t he
magnitude of the numbers the basis of the spirals. Furthermore,
the work of Grube had been severely criticized by Dewey in 1895.

Rationalizing the teaching y arithmetic.The chahges in the aim,
subject matter, and organization of arithmetic, together with other
factors, have combined to change the method of teaching arithmetic.
The present period has been one of transition. Perhaps lass has been
accomplished in modifying the method of teaching than in the other
aspects of arithmetic. Certain it is that school practice has fallen
far short of realizing the ideals of method proposed by leaders in
arithmetical reform.

The most important factor in this transition has been the child,
and progress has been made in the direction of adapting the method
of teaching to the nature of the child as revealed by modern psychol-
ogy. But this progress has been attended by unfortunate wanderings
after "single idea methods" and devices. However, the period has
been marked by progress. Methods which in themselves are open to
serious criticism have rendered service by making obvious defects of
the dogmatic, memoriter, disciplinary methods of the past.

Development of topics. It follows immediately from Dewey's
first thesis that the pupil's understanding of number and operations
with numbers must result from his own psychical activity. This
implies that it is the function of the teacher to provide situations
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.
which'will exercise the pupil's mind and to simply guide the pupil in
thisactivity. Tho method of such teaching would consist of a plan
for providing situations whiCh call for the use of number and number
relations, for moving the pupil to work upon them, and for guiding
oho activity of the pupil. The plan for guiding is to be based upon
the normal way in which the child's mind works in "making a vague

----ipkOle definite."
The Herbartian plan.Tho leaders in the Iferbartian movement in

the United Stat45 emphasized inductive thinking, and their concept
of inductive teaching became quite popular and was applied to arith-
metic along with other school subjects.

Charles .`.. Mi.Murry says:
The study of arithmetical proeessee furnishee one of the best opportimitiem to

apply inductive methods. And nearly every topic in arithanetir has these two
pham.s: First, to derive theme general proc0.4,4e.; second, to apply them variously to
important practical and theoretic affairs that need arithmetical clarification.'

The derivation of "these general processes" consisted of the stops
01 preparation, (2) presentation, (3) comparison and ab§traction,
and (I) generalization.

The If erbartiaft plan applied to arithmetic was received with
enthusin An by ma..., teachers and was by t;.em
The iitti.mpts to 1150 it in actual teaching became and are. to-day
wide,pread. But the Ilerbartian plan of inductive development
has been severely criticised,' 111111 it has been pointed out, that it is a
special case of reflective thought with the steps of problem, data,
hypothesis, and verification. In addition, the practice of clevelo'pipg
or rationalizing every topic in arithmetic has been criticized recently
by some educators. They point out, that some parts of arithmetic,
such as the fundamental operations, must ho reduced to habit, if
they are to function efficiently. They contend that to attempt to
explain the "why" in such processas as "carry mg" in addition and
borrowing' in subtraction "is merely to stir up unnecessary

trouble, trouble unprompted by any demands of actual efficiency."
Tin° position with respect to rationalization is summarized by

Suzzeio in his book, The Teaching of Primary Arithmetic, 1912.
lie says:
(I) Any lac. 'r proems which always recurs in an identical manner, and occurs with

sufficient frequency to be remembered, ought not to be "rationalized" for the mil,
but "habituated." (2) If a proere dove recur in this rime manner, out in
PO little used in after life that any formal method of monition would be forgotten, then
the teacher should "rationalize" it. (3) If the process always does occur
in the same manner, but with the frequency of its recurrence in doubt, the teacher
should both "habituate" and "rationalize." (4) When a procees or relation
is likely to be expressed in a variable form, then the child must be taught to think
through the relations involved, and should not be permitted to treat it mechanically,
thrriugh a mere act of habit or memory.

Special Method in Arithmetic. p. 60. floe pp. 165-167 for mme lessons planned neetmling to t hls MP t hod.
See 8. C. Parker: The History of Modern Elementary Education, p. 425 ff. fora su wintry of these

criticisms.

81758°-17-10
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This reactionary movement should not be interpreted to mean a
return to the former memoriter plan of instruction and drill. It
indicates rather that mental processes are being carefully examined
and modes of instruction are chosen with reference to the subject.
matter involved and the end sought.

In the Iierbartian plan, deduction came in the step of application
and was treated as an incident in the total cycle of inductive develop-
ment. But it has been pointed out that in life we make many
deductions for every induction, and that in the rationalizing of
arithmetic deduction has an important place. It is also a special form
of reflective thinking, the distinction being that the general principle
is a part of the data, and the hypothesis consists in subsuming the
particular case under the appropriate rule.'

Motivation. Interest as a metire. Along with the efforts to adapt.
the mode of instruction to the child, there have been endeavors to
work out plans for securing incentives for the mental activity of the
child. In reacting from the plan of securing motive by rivalry,
emulation, fear of punishment., etc., interest was conceived of as a
motive, and the plans for securing motive were plans for arousing
interest. Interest and its attendant conditions were very imperfectly
understood by the great majority of teachers, and blunders were.
made in attempts to arouse interest.

For instance, it was proposed that children like easy things, that
difficulties were uninteresting. Hence to make arithmetic interest-
ing, make it easy.. .So difficulties were divided. and subdivided
or removed. The pupil was "prepared" by the teacher for each
topic. And this anemic subject matter was to be interesting
and attractive to the pupil because it was easy. Or, the uninteresting
became interesting when "associated " with the interesting. Hence
to make, an uninteresting topic in arithmetic interesting, "associate"
it with some activity which the pupil has already found interesting.
For example, children are interested in games; they are not inter-
ested in the multiplication table. Thus to secure nacres' t in the
multiplication table, associate it with some game. This has been
done by devising a game with which the multiplication facts Could be
" associated."

The efficacy of this plan depends upon the interpretation of the
word "associate." If it is taken to mean that the game is to be so
arranged that the pupils will need, or find useful, the number facts to
be taught, the number facts will become interesting. They are then
a means to a valuable end. Put this was not the way it sometimes
worked out in practice. Ali recently as 1911, an author gives a lesson
plan of teaching the multiplication table of fours in which the game
of bean bag is to be utilized. The pupils have already played it in

For deduotion applied to arithmetic, see Strayer: A Brief Course in the TeerJilog Process,p. LW.
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learning the tables of twos and threes. According to this plan the
teacher says to the pupils: "If we are to make large scores, what table
Must we learn next? How many think they can learn half of the
table of fowl; to-day ? If you learn it, we will play our game ten,
minutes.'" In this case the "association" of the gamewith half the
table of fours consists of holding up the game and its attendant
pleasure as a bribe for memorizing three multiplication facts. The
subject matter hears no intrinsic relation to the value to he con-
trolled.

In contrast to this emphasis upon making arithmetic interesting,
there is an increasing tendency to recognize that parts of arithmetic:
perhaps most of arithmetic, are in themselves immediately interesting
to children. This is particularly true of the work of the primary and
intermediate graders. I). E. Smith says: "Such statistical informa-
tion as wo have shows that arithmetic has always been looked upon
by children as one of the most interesting subjects of the course."

Since -the publication of The Psychology of Number there has been
an increasing tendency to secure motive for work upon arithmetic by
having the child feel the need for number and number relations
before ho is asked to study them. D. E. Smith says:." This ideal is
not always easy to realize, but we are approaching it in our education
of children, and the tendency is a healthy one."' The teacher is to
cause the pupil to feel a need by taking advantage of the quantitative
situations the Pupilineets in his life outside of school and by so setting

. the stage that he,will meet, others., The latter plan is illustrated when
the pupil undertakes a project in" the manual-training shop or in the
domestic-science laboratory and discove's that he needs arithmetic,
or when arithmetic is taught incidentally. Need is also felt when a
pupil experiences difficulty in controlling a situation efficiently. In
such a case ho needs a better method of control or drill upon his
present. method. The attempt to make arithmetical problems " real"
and "concrete" has been prompted, in, part, by the desire to secure
'motive.

pbjedive methods.Prior to this period the use of objective mate-
rials had become rather indiscriminate, and often was looked upon
as an end in itself. The significant feature of the objective teaching
of this period has been a tendency toward a more refined correlation
of the pupil's "experience with the social problem or subject in-
volved." The objective materials have become more varied, and
there is an increasing tendency to look upon them simply as 'a
means to an end. These changes have resulted in a wider distri-
bution of objective methods, but at the same time a clearer under-
standing of the function of objective materials has resulted in the
total objective teaching being reduced.

I Strayer: A Brief Course in the Teaching Process, p. 1811 I The Teaching of Arithmetic, p.117.
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Correlation.Whon attention was focused upon the child the
unitary nature of his life outside of school was revealed. In con;
trust, the course of study portioned o t the child's tittle to the
several selmol subjects, and .h ject jealously guarded its
apportioned peri,-al, resenting any encroachment. Each school sub-
ject was taught isolated from the other subjects. The topical
a rangement of texts. as in the ease of arithmetic, tended to isolate
topics within a subject. And to a very considerable extent the
work of successive days was isolated. Within the recent period
plans for relieving this isolation have been proposed. Because of
their bearing upon the. teaching of aritImuytn., some of them are
worthy of our notice. The subcommittee of the Conianittee of
Fifteen appointed by the National Edueation Association,. s93,
reporting on the correlation of studies recognized live "staple
branches of the elementary course of study." These were gram-
mar, literature, aritlunetic, geography, and history. They con-
tended that "there should be rigid isolation of the elements of each
branch."

In opposition to this, plans of concentration were .proposed.
A subject, or a closely related group of subjects, was taken as a
center and all other school subjects were made subsidiary. A

well-known attempt at concentration was made by Col. F. W.
Parker at the normal school of Cook County, Ill. Ile einlet'ill wet!
the currietrluni around the scientific subjects, elementary science,
geography, myth, and hispary. Arithmetic was simply a means
for controlling arithmetical situations within these. subjects. By

using it as a tool, arithmetic would be sufficiently learned. In fact
Col. Parker believed that geography alone is sufficient.

If the child had no other study than that of geography, and the exervise of the
numbering faultily met the neeereities of the child's inemising knowledge. both
of obsersiitio- and imagination, the opportunities fur the &equitation of the know!.
edge of arithmetic, as it is nil understood, ?could he fully adequate.'

Charles A. McMurry, in The Elenienis of ficrwral Methikl, 1903,
advocates correlation. This he defines as ''such a connection be-
tween the parts of each study and such a spinning of relations
and connecting links between different sciences that unity may
spring out of the variety of knowledge." Tins is oppoSed to
plan of concentration such as proposed by Col. Parker. Each
important study is to be isolated for purposes of instruction. But
correlation also means that arithmetic is to be taught so that every..
important topic will be seen "in. its natural relations to topics in
other studies, thus .binding the studies together in a multitude of
close interrelations." In this way arithmetic, though taught as
a separate subject, is -to be correlated with geography, elementary

_science, history, etc. This is to be done by takii4g problems from

'Talks an Pedagagles, p. 71.
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these subjects for part of the work in the arithmetic class and by
using the knowledge 'learned in the arithmetic class as a tool for
the better understanding on these other subjects.

some, correlation was given additional meaning. Connection
was to be made between topics within a subject, and even between
the lessons' of successive days. This was to be accomplished by
a proper ordering of the topics and by reviews. To review the
previous lesson to secure the connection became with many a
necessary mailc of good teaching.

Drill.-11 one may draw conclusions from the texts, the eivphasis
upon drill as a factor of the teaching process has, in general, in-
creased in this period. All of the more popular texts give much
spare to exercises for rapid drill. Some are in the form of special.
devices whose function is to assist. the teacher in calling for com-
binations 'aridly and in a variable order. A device which seems
to be standard, but which appears in several variations, consists
of a number surrounded by other numbers placed along some con-
tour. By choosing appropriate numbers this device may he used
for drill upon any of the fundamental operations. The device may
be used directly from the text. or it may he transferred to the
blackboard. In either case the teacher designates a number on the
contour, and the Julia's are ti)_perfonn the required operation upon
t. For example, f the process is division, the number in the venter

and the number designated on the contour is 72, the pupils am
to give the quotient of 72 divided by S.

Other plans for securing rapid drill upon the fundamental number
facts are counting by twos, by threes, by fours, etc., adding numbers
as the teacher writes them on the board or dictates them, and using
drill cards which have exercises upon them. The pupils may he
divided into groups for number contest's, the group winning who
does the work the most rapidly or the most accurately; or, instead
of dividing the dais into groups, all may work all the exercises,
and scores be kept. At the end the total scores for the set of exer-
cises are computed, the pupil making the highest score being the
winner. It has been urged that smite time each day be devoted to
rapid drill. One authority states "about five minutes a day devoted
to rapid oral work are sufficient. to keep grammar-school pupils in
practice." Besides this "rapid oral work," he contends that there
should be a definite amount of rapid written work every day. The
median per cent. of time given to strictly drill work in arithmetic
in 564 cities is as follows for the several grades:' First grade 43 per
cent, second grade 50 per cent, third grade 53 per cent, fourth grade
47 per cent, fifth grade 39 per cent, sixth grade 31 per cent, seventh
grade 22 per cent, and eighth grade 17 per cent. But notwithstaod-

1 W. A. leesuit, "Emmomy al Time in Arithmetic," Elementary School Teacher, Val. 11V, p. 474.
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Mg this increased emphasis upon drill, skill is regarded less as a
primary aim than heretofore. The function of drill is being better
understood .

Scientific inve-stigation and experimentation.The pioneer in this
field was J. M. Rice,' 1902, who attempted to evaluate the ex-
cellence of instruction in arithmetic by measuring the results of
that teaching and to determine what factors Contribute to superior
results. He gave a test to 6,000 pupils in the fourth to eighth
grades, inclusive. On the basis of the data obtained he eliminates
as controlling factors home environment, size of classes, time of
day which a class recites, age of pupils, time devoted to arithmetic,
amount of home work required, method of teaching, and general
qualifications of teachers, and concludes that the quality of the super-
vision is the controlling factor in determining the achievement of
pupils in arithmetic.

The procedure of Rice's investigation is open to criticism as might
be expected of a pioneer study, but it stimulated and inspired other
scientific investigations and -experimentation. The major prob-
lems attacked have been: (1) What is the nature of the product
of instruction in arithmetic ? (2) 'What factors are most effective in
producing arithmetical abilities? (3) How to measure these abilities
and to set standards of attainment in these abilities. (4) The
determination of superior ,methods of instruction and courses of
study' by scientific experimentation. (5) A scientific analysis and
study of the learning process as it occurs in the case of arithmetic.
The most extensive work on these problems has been by S. A.
Courtin,' who received his inspiration and stimulus from an investi-
gation by C. W. Stone' In addition to iibritifying elementary
arithmetical abilities, which we have mentioned on p. 131, ('ourtis'
has devised tests for measuring these abilities, and has set tentative
standards of attainment in them. His standard practice tests and
the manual which accompanies them represent the product of his
study of methods of instruction and the learning process. The most
significant feature is a plan for giving individual instruction to pupils
when formed in classes.

At present there is much scientific investigation and experimenta-
tion which is resulting in an accumulating body of data which can
be used as a basis for directing the development of arithmetic as a
school subject in the decades to come. This is the most 'conspicumis
tendency at present, and the indications are that future development
will be made in this way.

I "Educational Research, A Test In Arithmetic," The Forum, X X X IV: 281 -297. "Cause; of Suron...s
and Failure in Arithmetic," The Forum, XXX1V: pp. 437-462.

'See bibliography for list of his published material.
Arithmetical Abilities and Some F,^tors Determining Them.
Manual of Instructions for Giving ,ne Courtly Standard Tests, Department of Cooperative Research,

Detroit. Also the Courts ihandsrd Practise Tests, World Book Co.



Chapter XI.

SUMMARY.

The place of arithmetic in education. During the ciphering book
period arithmetic was a part of the school curriculum in those towns
where it was demanded as a tool of commerce. In communities
whose interests were not commercial and in the rural districts it was
frequently not given a place in the plan of education and was con-
ceded to possess little or no educational value. When arithmetic
was taught under these conditions, it was simply as a concession to its
practical utility. This early attitude was modified somewhat before
the close of the ciphering book period. The commercial need for
arithmeti had become more widespread and more universally
recognized. When the Colonies became a free and independent
Nation and a Federal currency was established, intetest in arithmetic
was greatly augmented. In 1729 the publication of the first'arith-
metic,by an American author had passed unnoticed, but the appear-
ance of Nicolas Pike's text in 1788 marked the beginning of interest
in improving which was manifested
by the publication of many, texts. 4y the beginning of the nine-
teenth century arithmetic had been given a place in the schools,
though not one of first importance. There is some indication of the
recognition of an educational value in addition to the practical
value. But to Warren Colburn is due the credit for initiating in
this country the movement which gave to arithmetic the place of
first importance in the curriculum of the elementary school and
which caused some to exalt it as a newly discovered "royal road"
to learning.

Recently thor'© has been a reaction from this extreme disciplinary
conception of arithmetic and a return to arithmetic as a practical
subject. But the meaning of practical is not that of the eighteenth
century. Arithmetic now represents tools which the child needs to
control his present and potential quantitative situations. These
tools are to 'oe organized in accord with the nature of the child and
as the child works out methods for controlling these quantitative
situations and organizes the arithmetical tools which he has acquired,
arithmetic fulfills its disciplinary function in Ws education.

The content of arithmetic and its orgatizalion.Two complementary
tendencies are revealed in the modifications of the content of arith-
metic. PractiCal demands and the desire of the arithmetician for a
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logically rounded-out science have caused subject matter to be added,
and tradition has tended to keep subject matter which has once
been added. New subject matter has been much more rapidly
incorporated than obselete subject matter has been discarded. The
most conspicuous change of emphasis has been in reference to the
-rule of three. Formerly it was the great topic, the "golden rule"
of arithmetic. Now it has been reduced to the inconspicuous topic
of proportion. Evolution has been reduced from an array of specific
rules for roots up to the "squared square-cube root" until now only
square root is 4requently given. Some topics, such as permutations
and combinations, position, and infinite series, have been transferred
to more advanced con s in mathematics. Other topics, such as
fellAvship, certain tables of denominate numbers, much of exchange,
tare and trett, alligation, duodecimals, annuities, etc., have beento
dropped as topics because the need which they satisfied no longer
exists. On the other hand decimal fractions now occupy a mueli
larger place. This has been due to the introduction of a decimal
currency. In this way the relative importance of common fractions
has been lessened, but they now occupy more space than formerly.
More significant than the increased space given to fractions is the
fact that they have been moved forward in the course.

The first great change in the subject matter of arithmetic came
with the work of Warren Colburn. He introduced primary arith-
metic and intellectual or mental arithmetic, gave a place of pronii-inence to common fractions, and omit . the rule of three and other
topics as such. Many of the omission for which he took a stand
have since been made, and others are at present being urged.

Arithmetic being a practical subject,, the problems, for the most
part, have been practical when they were introduced. As conditions
changed, some problems were no longer practical. Tradition tended
to keep these in the texts, the result being that our texts have con-
tained a number of problems from obsolete or obsolescent situations.
A few arithmetical puzzles have always found a place in our texts.
When the disciplinary function of arithmetic was emphasized, the
number of such puzzles was much increased, particularly in the
mental arithmetics. RecentlyAthe force of tradition has been very-
much weakened, and there has been a tendency to reduce the number
of arithmetical puzzles and to insist that practical problems be
practical. These practical problems are to be drawn from a wide
range of human activities and from the child's own life.

In the larger features of organization we have had many variations
and combinations of the o 'nal topical plan and the more recent
spiral plan. From a strict topical organization we have come to
a moderate spiral fot grade one to four, followed by a transition to a
topical organization in grades seven and eight. In the details of
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organization the logical, deductive order of the past has been re-
placed by an attempted psychological order. Here again credit is
due Warren Colburn for Taking the break with the past by organ-
izing his texts upon the inductive plan. Following Colburn there
was a partial relapse to the old logical deductive order, but recently
there has been a movement toward the form and spirit of Colburn's
organization.

Methods of teaching arithmetic. Before 1821 the teacher's function
was to set "sums," tell rules, and pass upon the correctness of the
pupil's work. This instruction was given to the pupils individually.
After 1821 pupils were usually instructed in classes, and in practice
the technique of dealing with pupils in classes became almost synony-
mous With methods of teaching. However, the concept of the func-
tion of the teacher was enlarged to include explaining the process
and problems. Colburn and some others believed that the teacher
should guide the pupil in developing his own rules. Some emphasis
. was placed upon drill, and much emphasis upon exact forms of analy-
ses. Colburn's ideas concerning the teaching of arithmetic were as
progressive as were his texts, but he failed to exert much direct
influence upon the mode of teaching. Recently, starting with an
analysis of the nature of the child, a clearer conception of the sub-
ject matter involved and the goal to be attained, more rational
methods of teaching arithmetic are being worked out. In those
rational, methods direct instruction and drill have a place. Motive
by appeal to artificial incentives has been supplemented by motive
secured by interest and by need. The spirit of present-day methods
is to assist the child by making the instruction coincide with the
natural working and development of the child's mind. Although
Warren Colburn has influenced the present methods of teaching
arithmetic scarcely at all, yet we are distinctly returning to the spirit
and form of his methods. We are now, like him, studying the child
for the basis of our methods..

The men who have made our arithmetic.Wkrren Colburn without a
doubt occupies first place, because of his influence in stimulating
and directing the development. Much of our present arithmetic we
owe to him directly or indirectly. He himself was much greater
than his influence has been, and his writings are still sources of infor-
mation as well as inspiration. To Joseph Ray we should give second
place. He was not 'II great constructive writer and thinker as was
Colburn, but his greatness consists rather of his ability to write
clearly, to organize, and to adapt. Because he could do these things
well, his texts have been given a wide and long-continued use in our
schools. Following these two men, there are many others who have
materially contributid to the molding of our present arithmetic and
the methods of teaching it.
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Some inferences.The story of human activity, human progress,
is always interesting, and it may be of value to the present genera-
tion in their attempts for improvement. The story of the develop-
ment of arithmetic which we have traced repeatedly suggests that
permanent improvement of content, organization, or methods of
teaching must be based upon a clear conception of the child. In
this was Colburn's greatnel, and hero also is the foundation of our,
recent progreSs.

In their enthusiasm to improve arithmetic are its teaching, the
teachers have not maintained a critical attituile toward proposed
reforms. Using methods which have since been shown to be funda-
mentally wrong, they have secured results which they interpreted
as an improvement over previous results. The judgment of results
has often been based upon biased opinions and has seldom been the
result of a clear comprehension of the aim of arithmetic teaching
and a comprehensive survey of the effect of the teaching upon the
pupils. For this TotlS011 the judgments have at times been defective.
But the fact remains that the belief of a teacher in a method has been
a large factor in the determination of the measure of its success.
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Of Comparative Arithmetic.
Of Progression, Arithmetical.

, Geometrical.
Of Permutation, or changing the Order of

Things.

PART 11.OF VULGAR FRACTIONS.

Of Division.
Of the Single Rule of Three Direct.

Inverse.
Of the Double Rule of Three.

PART IIIOF
Of Notation.
(Ii Addition.
Of Subtraction.
Of Multiplication,
Of Division.
Of Reduction.
Of the Single Rule of Throe Direct.
Of the Double Rule cc Three.
Of Converging Series, viz.
Of the Square Root--

of a Vulgar Fraction.
of a Mixed Number.

Of the Cube Root=
of a Vulgar Fraction.
of a Mixed Number.

Of a Biquadrate Root.
Of the Surso lid Root.
Of the Squatb Cube Root.
Of the Second Sursolid Root.
Of the Square Biquadrate Root.
Of the Cubed Cube Root.

DECIMAL FRACTIONS.

Of the Square Surso lid Root.
Of the Third Sursolid Root.
Of the Squared Square Cube Root.
A General Rule for Extracting the ]t.,ots

of all Powers.
Of Simple Interest.
Of Annuities and Pensionsin Arrears.
Of the Present Worth of Annuities,
Of Annuities and Leases in Rover Aion.
Of Simple Interest for (lays.
Of Rebate or Discount.
c)f Equation of Payments, the true Way.
Of Compound Interest.
Of Annuities and Pensions in Arrears.
Of the Present Worth Annuities.
Of Annuities and Leases in Reversion.
Of Purchasing Freehold or real Estates.
Of Purchasing Freehold Estates in Re-

version.
Of Rebate or Discount.
To find the Value of Timber.

161
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PART 1 V .QUESTIONS.

A Collection of Questions to exercise the A short Collection of pleasant and divert.
Iforegoing Rules. ing Questions.

I'ART V.OF Dl'ODECI*ALS.

Addition. I Multiplication.
Subtraction.

TABLE OF CONTENTS OF A NEW AND COMPLETE
SYSTEM OF ARITHMETIC BY NICOLAS PIKE.

Numeration: ram
Simple Addition 17

Subtraction 20
Multiplication
Division 23

Supplement to Contraction in Ilaltiplication 34

Tables is Compound 'Addition 42

Compound Addition 49

Problems Resulting from the Preceding Rules so
Reduction 61

Vulgar Fractious 70

Decimal Fractions 85

Federal Money
Decimal Tables 119

Compound Multiplication 101

106

Rules for Reducing all the Coins, from Canada to Georgia, also English, Irish,
. and French Coins and Spanish Dollars, each to the par of all the others 111

Duodecimals, or Cross Multiplication 123

Single Rule of Three Direct. 125

The Methods of Making Taxes, in a Now 132

Single Rule of Three Direct in Vulgar Fractions 136

To Find the Value of Gold in the Currency of New England and Virginia...... 1:11

Single Rule of Three direct in Decimals. 112

Rule of Three Inverse 144

Abbreviation of Vulgar Fractions 147

Double Rule of Three 117

Conjoined Prtfportion 153

Arbitration of Exchanges 155

Single Fellowship 155

Double Fellowship. or Fellowship with Time 158

Fellowship by Decimal
Practice 161

By Decimals 189

Form of a Bill of Parcels 191

Tare and Trett.. 192

Involution 194

Evolution 195

Table of Powers 196

Extraction of the Square root 197

Application and Use of the Square Root 200
Extraction of the Cube Root 203
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PM*
Application and Use of the Cube Root 209
Extraction of the Biquadrate Root 210

Of the Sumo lid, by Approximation 211
Of the Roots of all Powers. 212

Proportion in General 216
Arithmetical Pfoportion 217

Progression 219
Geometrical Proportion. 234

Progression 236
Simple Interest 251

4 By Decimals 255
Annuities, or Pensions in Arrears, at Simple Interest. 264
Present Worth of Annuities at Simple Interest 26.5
Discount 266

By Decimals 269
Barter 270
Loss and (lain . 273
Equation of Payments 281

By Decimals 283
Commission or Factorage 284
Brokerage 285
Policies of Insurance 286
Compound Interest.. 292

By Decimals 294
I tiscouut at Compound Interest 299
Annuities, or Pensions in Arrears, at Compound Interest 300
Present Worth of Annuities at Compound Interest 305
Annuities in Reversion at Compound Interest 309
Purchasing Annuities forever, or Freehold Estates 314
Table showing the amount of .C from 1 year to 50 318

Present worth of £1 from 1 year to 90 319
Amount of £1 Annuity, etc 320
Present worth of XI Annuity, etc 321
Annuity, which .C1, will purchase, etc.. 322

Circulating Decimals 323
Alligation Medial 328
Alligation Alternate 329
Single Position 334
Double Position 336
Permutations and Combinations 339
A short method of reducing a Vulgar fraction to a decimal 345

Of finding the duplicate, triplicate, etc., Ratio of two numbers, whose
difference is small 345

To estimate the distance of Objects 347
The Height of Objects 348

Miscellaneous Questions 348
Of Gravity 357
Of the Fall of Bodies 359
Of Pendulums 362
Of the Lever, or Steelyard 964
Of the Wheel and Azle 365
Of the Screw 365
Of the Specific Gravities of Bodies 368
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Tables of Specific Gravities rn31"69

Table of the weights of Money.
Table of Exchange

Use of the Barometer in measuring Heights :373

Ditto ' 377a
Table of the value of sundry pieces in the several States.

Of Commission ;137731

Of the net proceeds. after the commissions at 2i and 9 per cent are
deducted 3.40

Table chewing the number of Days from any day in one month to any (lay in any
other month 343

Table of the measure of Length of the principal places in Europe compared with
the American Yard

Table directing how to buy and sell by the Hundred Weight
Comparison of the American Foot with the Feet of other Countries 3,44

Table to cast up Wages OF Expenses for a year, at so much per day. week or
month.. ... 3,5

to fitid Wages, or Expenses for a month, week, or day, at BO much per
year .....

Of Simple interest., at 6 per Cent from I shilling to L1,000, and from
1 day to a year, the intermediate months consisting of 30 dayti each ... IS11

A Perpetual Almanack
Tables reducing Troy weight to Avoirdupois,, and the Coot nary .... . .

:39ii

391
An account of the Gregorian Calendar, or New Style :312

Chronological Problems. :392

Problem 1. To timid in which Century last year is to he year, and the
contrary...... ..... ,

Prob. 2. To find, with regard to any other years, whether any year be Leap year.
or not 3399:3

Prob. 3. To find the Dominica! Letter according to the Julian method . .. 393
Prob. 4. To find the same according to the Gregorian Method. . ,

Prob. 5. To find the Prime or Golden Number
Prob. 8. To find the Julian Epact
.Prob. 7. To find the Gregorian Epact.

Prob. 9. To find the timte of the new and full mien and first and last quarters

To find the same, forever

Prob. 11. To find the time of the Moon's Southing
::133137)

399

Prob. 8. To calculate the Moon's age on any given day

Prob. 10. Having the times of the Moon's eouthing given, to find her age

Prob. 12. To find on what day of the week any given day in any month will fall 400
Prob. 13. To find the Cycle of the Sun.

Table of the Dominical Letters according to the Cycle of Sun
401

102
Prob. 14. To find the Year of the Dyonisian Period. 402
Prob. 15. To find the year of Indiction
Prob. ,16 To find the Julian Period 12 003

Prob. 17. To find the Cycle of the Sun, Golden Number, and Indiction for any
current year 403

Prob. 18. Having the Cycle of the Sun, Golden Number, and Indiction, to find
the year of 'Christian Era... , 104

Prob. 19. To find the Time of High Water 404.
Prob. 20. TO find on what day Easter will happen. 404

Table to find Easter from the year 1763 to 4199 406
The Use of Logarithms 407
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TABLE OF CONTENTS OF WARREN COEBURN'S FIRST
LESSONS.'

PART I.

So I. Addition and subtraction.
Sec I1. Multiplication.
$o'. Ill. Division.- Idea of fraction introduced.
Sec. IV. Fractions; multiplication of an integer by a fraction.
Sec. V. Principle of fractions applied to larger numbers.
So-. VI, Division of an integer by a fraction.
Sc' VII. Combinations of preceding and multiplication table from to x 10 op

It) X 20.
Sec. VI ll. Reduction of fractions to higher terms and integers to fractions.
Sec IX. Multiplication of a fraction by an integer.
Sec. N. Mostly drill on Sections 1V and IX.
Sec. XI. Division of one fraction by another.
Sec X I I Fractions written in fractional fdrm.
Sec. XIII. Reduction of fractions to a eommon denominator; addition and subtrac-

tion of fractions.
Sec,XIV. Division of fractions by integers and, multiplication of a (nu-tied-by a

fraction.
Sc:'. XV. Division Of integers by fractions and 3 fraction by a fraction.

to

PART I I

A Key in which tho 1.11111 1.m mon. difficult proltIctutiaott lustros.-
lions to the teacher are riven.

TABLE OF CONTENTS OF WARREN COLBURN'S
SEQUEL.

I Numeration and notation
Addition.

III. Multiplication, when the multiplier is a single figure.
IV. Compound numbers. factors and multiplication. when the multiplier is a

compound number.
V. Multiplication. when Ow multiplier is 10. 100. 1,000, etc.

VI. Multiplication, when the multiplier is 20. 300. etc.
VII. Multiplication, when the multiplit.econsiste 14 any number 1I figures.

VIII. Subtraction.
IX. Division, to find how many times ime numlter is contained III a Doi her.
N. Division. Explanation of fractions. Their notation What is to be done

with the remainder after division.
XI. Division, when the divisor is 10, Hat, etc.

XII. To find what part of one number another is, or tie find the ratio pf one num-
ber to a.tother.

XIII. To change an improper fraction to a whole or mixed number.
XIV. To change a whole or mixed number to an improper fraction.
XV. To multiply a fraction by a whole number, by multiplying the numerator.

XVI. Division, to divide a number into parts. To multiply a whole number by
a fraction.

ifelnurn does not give a table of contents In the First Lessons, and this low been made tram a study
of the material given in the various sections.'
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XVII. To divide a fraction by a whole number. To multiply fraction by a frac-
tion.

XVIII. To multiply fraction by dividing the denominator. Two ways to multi-
ply and two ways to divide a fraction.

XIX. Addition and subtraction of fractions. To reduce them to a common de
nominator. To reduce them to lower terms.

XX. Contractions in division.
flow to find the divisors of numbers. To find the greatest common divisor

of two or more numbers. To reduce fractions to their lowest terms.
XXII. To find the least cjimmon multiple of two or more numbers. To reduce frac-

tions to the least common denominator.
rinfft. To divide a whole number by a fraction, or a fraction by a fraction, when

the purpose is to'tiud how many times the divisor is contained in the divi-
dend. To find the ratio of fraction and a whole number, or of two
fractions.

XXIV To divide a whole number by a fraction, or a fraction by a fraction; a part
of a number being given to find the whole. This is on the same principle
as that of dividing a number into parts.

XXV. Decimal fractions. Numeration and notation of them.
XXVI. Addition and subtraction of decimals. To change a common fraction to a

decimal.
XXVII. Multiplication of decimals.

XXVIII. Division of decimals.
XXIX. Circulating decimals. Proof of multiplication and division by casting

out 9'a.



. BIBC.IOGRAPHY.

The town histories examined are in the library of the American
Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass. This library also has it good
collection of arithmeties published before 1840. The Greenwood
Collection of Aritlunetics in the Public Library of Kansas City, Mo.,
contains over i200 texts, a large number of which were published
between 1830 and 1880. A few rare but important books are to be
found in other libraries: Library of Congress, Library of the United
States Bureau of Education, Boston Public Library, and Library of
tly University of Chicago.

GENERAL.

Greenwood, James M., and Martin, Artemis. Notes on the history of American text-
books on arithmetic. ht P. 5. Bureau of Education. Report of the mminissioner
for the year 1888-89, vol. 1, p. 789-8:17. 1897-98, vol. 1, p. 789-868.

This is a descriptive bibliography of textbooks on arithmetic by Amerlean authors before Hx73.
It is quite complete. especially for authorNaltr IMO, and was carefully prepared.

CYPHERING BOOK PERIOD. (BEFORE 1821.)

TOWN if ISTORI ES.

Atwater., History of the colony of New Havei..
chase, Geom. Wingate. The history of Haverhill, Mamichueletts, from its Orel

settlement in 1640 to the year 1860.
Currier, John J. iiistAiry of Newbury.
Felt, Joseph B. Annals of Salem.. History of Ipswich, Essex, and Hamilton.
Fowler, William thauncy. History of Durham, Connecticut.
Frothingham, Richard. History of Charleston.
Hudson, Alfred Sereno. The history of Concord, Massachusetts,
Judd, Sylvester. History of Hadley.
Keyser, Nauruan If., and others. History of Old tiermantow,i.
Orcutt, Samuel, and Beardsley, Ambrose. History of the Old Town of Derby, Con-

, w
Orcutt, William Dana. Good Old Dorchester.
Schenck, E. H. The history of Fairfield, Connecticut.
~latter, Carlos. The schools and teachers of Dedham, Massachusetts.
Watson, John F. Annals of Philadelphia.
Winsor, Justin, ed. Memorial history of Button.

TEXTBOOKS OF THE PERIOD.'

Adams, Daniel. The scholar's arithmeu or federal accountant, 1801.' 10th ed.
1815.

Has blank spaces for the solution of the problems and examples by the pupil.

Only few of the most significant texts are listed. For complete Ibt tho reader la ratom1 t4) the
bibliography by Greenwood and Martin.

The first date following the title of a book It the date of publication of date of first copyright. Othtm
dates refer to revision.

81758°-17-----11 157
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American tutor's assietant or a compendious system of practical arithmetic. 3d NI.
1797.

"Arithmetic is the art of computing by numbers ."

Cocker, Menem'. Cocker's vulgar arithmetic 1677.

An American edition of this English test was putsltshest In Philadelpha in Iry It has tern
sold that this test ' may be considered the father of modern arithmetic, as it furnished the plan el
of them hare copied."

Daholl Nathan. Thilsoll'e echoolnuister's assistant. I'II').
This became a very minim teal

Dilworth, Thomas. The schoolmaster's assistant. Being compendium of arithmetic,
both _practical and theoretical 1743.

Nunsarosu editions of this Natltsli test war. printed in this (cow) . f ievision by Wiltirn
Hawley was put4lr,het ia,t107 whkh lamed through flv editions Iss 1st?. Itribett PattorsCo edited
an edition In IWO and Witham Plodder(' another In 1A17.

Federal ready reckoner: or trader 'e valuable guide in purvhasing and 'selling all kinds
of articles by wholesale and retail. Printed by I Sisstinel W0frafttef, 1:95.

hook of tables for amputating Ili. 011h) nl uncle, and ittlettvt

Fisher, George. The thelflielof , or, .1merican young mane best companion. .nth
ed. 1785.

Bea page 40 foe complete tit le which indisatee the nal M sl the book

Greenwood' Isaac. Arithmetic vulgar and decimal. with application thereof hi
variety of cases in trade and commerce. 1729

This Is the nest arithmetic h) an mens-an author. There ate °spies in the Harvard ,11.
library. the Poston public Library, and the Library nl c'owes..

Hodder, James. Hodder's arithmetic: or that nett veers? art made most easy
The 25th edition ad this English lest was printed In Boston In If lie . this w a. the I, Li!,

stork published in the 14uted Mates "

Kendal, David. The young lady's arithmetic.. 1797.
...truism/etc is the art of computing by flgurws." Iiirect, the student to "loam ss ell bs heart

ruts and definitions. It (sr:Imply a condensed form ot the iirithmetics of this petiwl

Kimber,.Emteor. Arithmetic made easy to children: Being a collection of useful and
familiar examples, methodically arranged and undcr their respective head&
2d ed. 1805.

trotitionsi lest.

Leavitt, Dudley. Elements of arithmetic made easy by an original introduction to
that science. 1813.

Lee, Chauncey. The American acomptant. 1797
This is tr. first arithmetic in which a dollar mark is used and it 1s also inteicsitng basicse of to

attempt by the author to decimalise all **eights and 1104111TPS

1i'Donald, Alexander. The youth's assistant: being a plain easy, and comprehen-
sive guide to practical arithmetic. 1785, 1789.

The practical memo for teaching arithmetic are emphasised

Pike, Nicolaa. A new and complete 'system of arithmetic, comprowsl for the Ilia` of
the citizens of the United States. 1788.

This is commonly supposed to be thesecond anthmetic by an Amencan autinir but ',inlaid. was
the fifth. It is the first arithmetic in which the Federal money Is given.

Pike, Stephen. The teacher's assistant. 1811.
It was revised in 1745 and 18.52.

Root, Erastus. Introduction to arithmetic, for the use of common:schools. 1795.
Sarjeant, Thomas. Elementary principles of arithmetic; with their application to

the trade and commerce of the United States. 1788.. .

Temple, Samuel. An arithmetical primer for young toasters ancUmisses; containing
dimply, the first principles of that most %useful art. 1809. 48ipp.

It Is intended to be followed by a more advanced book. Blank gam are WI for the solution of
examples.
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Vinal I. John. Preceptor's assistant. 1:92.
Vvw. Charles. A-key, or the arithmetieitin't repcwitory., 9th ed. 180e.

t 'ley to the tutor's guide.

Walkingame, Francie The tutor's areistant; being a compendium of arithmet4c and
a cnmplete question book.

A lest he an English author reynntect in this crunifl .

Michael. .1, new ',relent of nien-atitile arithmetic; adapted to the commerce of
the l'nited States, in its domestic and foreign relations; with forms of recounts,
andiother writings usually occurring in tratlei 18(11.

Wait, Alexander. A new plain and systematic competalitim of arithmetic adapted
to the commerce of the United Sutton. 11411i, 11414.

Welch. Oliver American arithmetic 1014.

While, Joho A pntetical eyntem of mental arithmetic, or a hew method of making
.alculatione by the legion of the mind without pen, ink, stencil, or palisr. 1818.

Rules and to vete to he memorised. Rimy short-outlier* ghee, but thee* are no agielymit mid
the mutt; Is not a "mental "arfthmetlr in the rem* the term I. generally - a1 .

Winrite, Elinottil Artificial arithmetic. ItiN
Tlg I soh efllkn of this English rapt W published in I Illiefleld 51ain -t% rope el the

first edition Is now its eststemie which laws used In the Winslow famlly.of klaarachuoltio kw over am
hundred years '

I% ,rkman, Benjamin. A trnatiee arithmetic in theory and practice: containing
everything important in the Andy of abstract and applicate number.. 178g.

Viol, as Minces al an English text by John tbsigh It was revised hr R Pattenon In tea.
Thu xotilh's instructor in the English tongue. 1760.

159

OTH Ell SoURCES

fitment, Henry. American journal of education
For arttciea hearing upcsn this tenni see Analytiial Imlex to Ramard's American Journal of !du,

MOT Itemlnliaserionsol AC bnols and teachers "

!Intl/mt. Warren. The district school at it woe.
ten mu-ratify derwription of school, In t e period tram non he 1&10.

l'ai,iri, F. The teaching and history of mathematics in the l'ilited States. Wash-
inton, Oriveniment Printing Office. 1590. S. Bureau of Education. Cir-
cular of infoiniat ion, No. 3, I590

A general acomintTlented wetly to mathematic:, hey nna
rteus, Elsie Ethicational legislation and administration of l'olonial govern-

ments. -

Coksworthy, 1). C. John Tiltvaott's school
Cornell, William Mason. The history of Pennsylvania.
Cyphering hooks_

Only a few of three manuscripts are es citable in lilfnule, Two were found in the library of the
t tnertnut Antiquarian tzoriely sail two In the library of the Worcester Society ofiAntlquity. In.
additim, manuscript by if Iss Catherine O. WIlburl, now In posiewslon of Prof. W. C. noire, of the
university of Chicago, was examined

Es &Ilk Charles Itatitt' American hildi..graphy.
A complete bibliography of all loot, and pamphlet, priblishid In .1 mrric4 berintkIng With the

Rol book printed in America in 1639.
Jackson, 1.. 1;' The edUcational significance of sixteenth century arithmetic. 1906.
Johnson, Clifton. Ohl linte schools and school-books..

A eery interesting amount.

Kilpatrick., William H. The Dutch schOole of New Netherland and Colonial New
York. WaShington, Government Printing Office, 1912. (U. A. Bureau of Edu-
cation. Bulletin, No. 12, 1912.1

A carmuity prepared amount of an intensfee study.
Littlefield, G. E. Early New England schools, dub of old volumed. Boston, 1904.
Iferiwether, Colyer. Our Colonial curriculum, 1607-177&
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Murry, David. History of education in New Jersey. Washington, Government
Printing office, 1899. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Circular of Information, No,
1, 1899.)

Powell, Lyman C. The history of education in Delaware. Washington, Government
Printing Office, 1893. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Circular of Information, No.
3, 1893.)

Steiner, B. C. History of education in Maryland. Washington, Government Printing
OffiCe, 1894. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Circular of Information. No. 2,1891.)

Tolman, William H. History of higher education in Rhode Island. Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1894. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Circular of
Information, No. 1, 1894.)

Watson, F. The beginnings of the teaching of modern subjects in England.
The English grammar sr!hools to 1880, their curriculum and practice.

This and-the above book by the same author give a good account of contemporary practice In
England.

Wickersham, J. P. History of education in Pennsylvania.
Worcester Society of Antiquity. Collections, vol. 9, Proceedings, 1888-1890. .

THE BEGINNING OF THE PESTALOZZIAN MOVEMENT IN AMERICA
AS APPLIED TO ARITHMETIC.

B_ arnard's American Journal of Education, vol. 2, p. 294.
Tfiis appears to be the most complete biographical account of Colhurn n satiable.

Biber, E. Henry Pestalozzi,and his plan of education.
Colburn, Warren. First lessons in arithmetic on the plan of Pestalozzi; with some

improvements. 1821.
An edition of 1826 has the title, "Colburn's first lessons. Intellectual arithmetic upon the holm_

live method of instruction." This title has been retained. A copy of the first edit Ion is in the library
of the American Antiquarian Society, Worcester.

Arithmetic; being a sequel to first lessons in arithmetic. 1822.
The teaching of arithmetic. An address delivered before the American In-

stitute of Instruction in Boston, August, 1830.
It was published In the proceedings of that society and was reprinted in the Elementary School

Teacher, June, 1912.
Kritsi, Herman. Pestalozzi: His life, work, and influence.

One section of the hook Is devoted to the " Principles and method of Pestalout." A chapter on
"Special application of Postalozzi '5 method" gives Pestalorri's ideas on number.

Monroe, Will S. History of the Pestalozzian movement in the United States.
This account deals only with h general features. No mention is made of Warren Coltman and very

little Is said concerning the influence of t'estatozzian principles upon school subjects and the out hod
of teaching.

Pestalozzi, J. H. Anschainingslehre der Zahlenverlialtnisse, Part I..
This contains a list of exercises upon Pestaloni's unit 's table. Parts If and ITt contain those on

the fraction tables. Herman KrfikkassIsted In preparing the exercises.
Leonard and Gertrude. Trans. by Eva charming. Boston, I). C. Heath (t. Co.

A narrative account of Pestalours theory of education before Mi.
How Gertrude teaches her children. Trans. by Lucy E. Holland'and Fram-es

C. Turner. Syracuse, N. Y., C. \V. Bardeen.
11 An excellent amount of Pestalozzi's educational theory.
Unger, Fredrich. Die Methodik der Praktiorhen Arithnietik.

A reliable account of the development of arithmetic as a school subject In Germany.

FROM 1821 TO 1892.

GENERAL SOURCES.

American Jourdal of Education, vol. 1, 1828.
Connecticut school document, Noe. 7 and 18.

These ocataln reports of surveys of Connecticut schools.
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Davies, Charles. The logic and utility of pathetnatits. 1850.
-A full analysis of the science of mathematics." . -

DeGmff. The schoolroom guide. 1877.
Fowle, William B. The teacher's institute; or familiar hints to ,,young teachers.

1866.
k book on the teaching of the common branches.

Greenwood, J. M. Principles of education practically applied. 1807.
Key to Ray's practical arithmetic. 1845.

The teaching of arithmetic is discussed

Page, David P. Theory and practice of teaching. 1847.
Stoddard, John F. Methods of teaching arithmetic and key to Stoddard's Ameri. an

mental arithmetic.
ARITHMETIC TEXTS.

Some of the more important series of arithmetics have been described in Chapter
VIII. The authors of these series are included in this list and a page reference is
given to Chapter V y I. No attempt has been made to give a complete list of the
arithmetic texts putlished during the period. Those interested in such a list
are referred to the bibliorraphy by J. M. Greenwood and Artemas Martin.

Adams, Daniel. Adams's new arithmetic. 1827. See p.
Adams, Frederick A. Common and high school arithmetic., 1846. ,

Belfield, H. H. The revised model elementary arithmetic.. 18F.
ccrai exercises will be found on the left. hand page and writ tenon the right, with a few exceptions."

Books, Edward. See p. 102.
Chase, Flukey E., and Mann, Horace. See p. 10 :1.
Cobb, Lyman. A rit limet ie. 1s32.
Colburn, Dana P. The leek of arithmetic, 1859; Intellectual arithmetic,

1859; Common sclusl arithmetic, 185S; Arithmetic and its applications, 1855.
Crozet, Claudius. An arithmetic. for colleges and schools.' 1848.
Davies, Charles. See p. 95.
Dean, Philotus. Primary arithmetic, 18641; Intellectual arithmetic, 1861; Elemen-

tary arithmetic, 1868; Intermediate arithmetic, 1865.
Eaten, James Stewart. See p. 99.
Emerson, Fr rick. Ste p. 94.
Ernst, Henri Arithmetic. 1857.
Feller, S. A. Primary arithmetic., 1863; New primary, 1880; First' lessons, 1865,

1880; Intetmediate arithmetic, 1862, 1866; New intermediate, 1875; New pra-
tical, 1872; Completearithinetic, 1877; Advanced arithmetic, 1877.

Fowle, William It. The child's arithmetic, or the elements of caleulation. in the
spirit of Pentaloiii's method. 1826.

Fox the use of children between the years of throe and six.

French, John H. First lessons in numbers, 1866; Mental ar't.htnetic, 1870; Fdemen-
Lary arithmetic, 1867; C lllll mon 'who'd arithmetic, 1869.

Guff, M. B. First hook in arithmetic, 187t1; Arithmetical problems, 1877; Elementary
arithmetic., 1888.

Goodrich, S. G. Peter Parley's metbod-of teachink aritlinwtic to children. 1833.
See p...103.

Greenleaf, Benjamin. See p. 97.
Groesbeck, John. Commercial arithmetic. 1868.
Hagar, Daniel B. Primary lemons in numbers*, 1871; Elementary arithmetic, 1871;

Dictation problems and reviews in arithmetic,'1874.
Hanna, J. S. Complete ready reckoner. 1871.
Harper and Bros. Two-book series. 1882.
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Hill, Thomas. An elementary arithmetic. 1845.
." It Is not the design of this treatise to make crithmetlo easy nor to give such practical skill as may

be useful In business."

House, James 11. Arithmetic. 1882.
The author attempted to follow l'estalozsi's plan.
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RECENT TI!NDENCIES AND DEVELOPMENTS.

'There is no attempt to give a 0,111140e bibliography of recent scientific studies,
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Bagley, \V. Educational Vail/VS. 12.
This gives a brief historical account of the reartion against formal discipline.

Brown, 1'. E. Psychology of Ihesimplearithmetical processes. American Journal of
Psychology, 17:1. 1906.
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1914.
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School Teacher. 11:285-95.
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A chapter le given to correlation.
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350.
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ernment Printing Office, 1911. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Bulletin, No 12.
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Walsh, John II. Practical methods in arithmetic. 1911.

Wilson, G. M. Course of study in mathematics. Connersville., Ind., public schools
1911.

A course of study worked out by Supt. Wilson and his teachers after examining many courses of
study and texts.

Winch, W. H. Accuracy in school, children. Does improvement in numerical
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1910. 1

Further work on numerical accuracy in school children. Does improvement
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Young, J. W. A. The teaching of mathematics. 1906.
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